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Abstract

This study explores the perceptions and experiences of middle-class women,

mostly mothers, regarding the elementary school education of their children ofmixed

heritage. Because it endeavours to provide a forum in which the voices ofwomen are

considered a source ofvaluable information for educators, this study contributes to

the fields of feminist and mothering research. Participants assign meanings to their

lived experiences (Schon, 1983; van Manen 1997) and contemplate the various ways

in which a mixed heritage may or may not affect a child's schooling.

Four main participants were interviewed who are mothers whose children of

mixed heritage presently attend public elementary schools in Ontario, Canada. The

study had an emergent design, thus allowing the researcher to make decisions as the

study progressed. Three additional participants were included in the study to provide

a wider perspective on the topic. These 3 additional women were the researcher

herself as she explored her self-conceptual baggage (Kirby & McKenna, 1989); the

researcher's mother in an attempt to consider the motherline (Lowinsky, 1992); and a

volunteer non-mother ofmixed ethnicity. The study involved a total of 12 individual

interviews of approximately 2 hours in length. The 4 main participants and the

researcher were each interviewed twice; the researcher's mother and the volunteer

non-mother were each interviewed once. The researcher also attempted a focus group

and kept a journal throughout the research process.

Much of the analysis centers on women's interpretations of the mixed heritage

experience and on their suggestions for elementary school educators. It concludes

pondering on the invisibility (Chiong, 1998) of such children within the school
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system and calling for increased teacher education as a way to bring the mixed

heritage experience out of the shadows.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

"Are you in the kitchen or the living room?"

I looked down at my feet. One foot rested on the wooden floor of the living

room while the second was on the linoleum ofthe kitchen. "Both. I'm in

both." (Walters, 1998, p. 114)

Canada is becoming increasingly multicultural. I remember learning, in

elementary school, about "the cultural mosaic" that our country represents. Although

historically ancestors of today's First Nations people lived in this vast land which

later became populated mainly by those of European descent, today's urban centers

attest to the fact that many Canadian citizens claim heritages from all parts of the

world (Multiculturalism & Citizenship Canada, 1990).

As globalization occurs within our schools, our neighbourhoods, and our

workplaces, "multiracial" marriages and partnerships are increasing in Canada.

Canadian statistics reveal that more and more people report multiple ethnic origins

and multiple home languages (Multiculturalism & Citizenship Canada, 1990). Data in

the U. S. on multiracial and multiethnic marriages shows a similar trend (U.S. Bureau

of the Census, 1999). The children of such unions are the inheritors of diverse and

differing backgrounds, as they are a mixture of both their maternal and paternal ethnic

heritage. "The biracial baby boom that began in the 1960's practically guarantees that

anyone living in a large American city [or a large Canadian city] knows someone who

is racially mixed. The contemporary presence of racially mixed people is unmatched

in our country's previous history" (Root, 1996, p. xiv). "Racial mixture has been in

existence even before recorded history" (Chiong, 1998, p. 10) but its occurrence in





present-day North America is far more common than ever before. So current is this

topic that The Toronto Star twice deemed it front-page news in three recent articles

discussing the parenting and educating of biracial children (Infantry, 2000a, 2000b,

2000c). With 641,870 Torontonians possessing multiple ethnic origins and 17, 360

Torontonians classified as multiple visible minorities (Infantry, 2000c), multiracial

families represent a very sizeable percentage ofthose sending their children to urban

schools and are, I believe, an untapped source of information. As classrooms in this

new century are comprised of growing numbers of children ofmixed heritage, such

students' families may offer us some valuable insights regarding schooling

experiences (Schwartz, 1998b; Schwartz, 1999).

In many families, children's lives are deeply intertwined with those of their

mothers (Abbey & Harris, 2000; Chodorow, 1999; Epp & Cook, 2000; Huh, 2000;

Jenkins, 1998; O'Reilly, 1996; Porter, 2000; Rich, 1995; Ruddick, 1995; Turnage,

2000) and this coexistence plays out in schooling experiences (Abbey, Castle, &

Reynolds, 1998; Collins, 2000; Epp & Cook, 2000; Epstein, 1999; Grumet, 1988;

Luttrell, 1997; Reddy, 1996a, 1996b, 1997; Yamamoto, 1988; Yeoman, 1998). When

a mother discusses her experiences and her perceptions of her child's elementary

school education, she often talks about her child; there is a sense of intertwining and

overlapping lives. Within varying types of personal interactions, mother and child

share countless educational experiences. This mother-child connection allows many

women to have a unique viewpoint regarding their children's education. In this

research, I looked through the lens of mothers' perspectives in order to investigate the





experience ofhaving a child ofmixed heritage who is presently attending elementary

school.

This study explored firstly, mothers' perceptions of their children's mixed

heritage and the role it played in their children's elementary school experiences.

Secondly, it explored women's lived experiences, mainly from a maternal

perspective, of elementary school systems. I primarily was searching for the answers

to the following questions: What are mothers' lived experiences and

(non)involvement in the schooling of their children ofmixed heritage? And from a

mother's viewpoint, does being ofmixed heritage influence a child's elementary

school experience, and if so, how?

I was drawn to this topic for both personal and professional reasons. As the

mother oftwo young sons ofAsian/Caucasian mixed heritage, my interest in this

subject arises from my innermost feelings for my children: the desire to help them to

thrive in their world. I wanted this study to lead me towards a deeper appreciation of

our experiences (both mine and my children's) as they go through the school system;

therefore, I hoped that, at some level, my fuller understanding would help to

strengthen our mother-child bond. This topic also appealed to me because ofmy

personal lived experience ofcomplex identities. While I look, sound, and have a

family name that is completely Irish Canadian, through my Mexican mother I have

another identity-that of mexicana-a fact that some ofmy teachers, I recall, had

trouble believing.

On a professional level, this study is helpful to me in my work as an English

as a Foreign/Second Language (ESL/EFL) Teacher. During my 8 years ofteaching





experience with students of various ages in Taiwan, Japan, and Canada, advanced

EFL students would sometimes choose to initiate or participate in class discussions on

such topics as multiculturalism and international marriages. I vividly recall a few

students in my adult EFL classes who were mothers (and mothers-to-be) of children

ofmixed heritage. Researching this topic, I imagined, would give me a greater

potential for understanding this component of some ofmy female students' lives.

This study makes a contribution to the communities ofmothering and feminist

scholarship by illuminating the experiences of a particular minority group of mothers,

and adds to both fields. By focusing on a group ofwomen whose stories are not often

heard and whose insights are rarely recorded in educational publications, this study

gives participants the opportunity to include their voices in a record of mothers'

experiences.

Participants' words are woven throughout the thesis but I bring to the reader's

attention the fact I did not analyze the women's lived experience from the perspective

of colonial discourse. The scope of this feminist study has focused on the multiracial

experience, especially as it relates to education and mothering. Thus, a substantial

body ofpostcolonial literature on issues relating to such concepts as identity, racism,

heritage, culture, ethnicity, hybridity, "third space," and visible minority status will

not be addressed within the parameters of this discussion (Bannerji, 1991, 1993,

1995, 2000; Bhaba, 1990, 1994; Dunlop, 1999; Kandiyota, 1994; Loomba, 2000;

Moore-Gilbert, 1997; Razack, 1993, 1998; Said, 1979, 1994; Spivak, 2000).

Presenting maternal and multiple perspectives on the multiracial experience,

this research is situated among the literature on the education of children ofmixed





heritage. It explores whether or not the current literature captures the daily reality of

the participants' viewpoints. Canadian literature includes statistics on the educational

levels attained by students of unicultural and uniracial backgrounds, that is, Asian,

African-Canadian, British, etc. However, neither Statistics Canada nor the U.S.

Census has a category for students ofmixed heritage (Infantry, 2000c;

Multiculturalism & Citizenship Canada, 1990). Since children ofmixed heritage often

cannot be classified into the traditional unicultural categorizations of race and

ethnicity, they have become somewhat of "an invisible minority" in the school system

(Chiong, 1998). Jane Ayers Chiong (1998), a researcher interested in multiracial

children in school, argues that teachers and other school staffmust develop a

heightened awareness ofthe lives of multiracial children in order to ascertain their

diverse needs and respond accordingly. These children and their families are not often

the subjects of educational research and in The Schooling ofMultiracial Students,

Wendy Schwartz states that how best to serve these students is an area of professional

development still being defined (Schwartz, 1998b). She writes of the importance of

educators' eliciting information from multiracial families and then developing a

curriculum for multiracial students which promotes a positive self-identity.

Many publications on "multiracial," "biracial," "interracial," "transraciaL"

and "multicultural" students have been traditionally based on the assumption that the

schooling of such children is fraught with problems and difficulties: a disadvantaged

starting point (Chiong, 1998; Infantry, 2000b, 2000c; Root, 1992a, 1992b, Schwartz,

1998a, 1998b, 1999). I started curious if, through my interpretations ofthe data, the

conclusions I would reach would support the stance of a deficit model of education





for such children. Or conversely, would my study reveal a gap in some of the

literature, suggesting that it is not sufficiently encompassing and has perhaps

bypassed some of the potentially enriching aspects ofthe mixed heritage experience?

After all, in an ideal scenario, the sum oftwo cultures should be greater than any one

culture by itself (Gardner, 1999). Thus, I began my research looking forward to

seeing whether an optimistic outlook towards cultural mixing might emerge among

the themes of the research data.

Because ofthe emergent design of the research (Creswell, 1998; Kirby &

McKenna, 1 989) I was able to make decisions about my data collection methods as I

proceeded through the study. In comparison to the preestablished design

conventionally used in quantitative research (McMillan & Schumacher, 1997), the

emergent design of this study gave me much greater flexibility to "discover" new

perspectives. Furthermore, it was my intent to use the type of respectful research

methodologies found in feminist research (and in ethical quantitative studies) in

which the researcher attempts to niinimize harm in the research process. The aim of

this research, as is the goal ofmuch feminist research, was the authentic

representation ofwomen 's voices-in spite ofthe numerous difficulties often

encountered while attempting to achieve this goal (Alcoff, 1994; Oakley, 1981; Patai,

1994; Reinharz, 1992; Tilley, 1998a). I used in-depth individual interviews, journal-

keeping, and attempted a focus group in order to delve into the topic. My 4 main

participants were females who all shared the common thread ofhaving children of

mixed heritage in the elementary school system, and 3 other participants (Caroline-a

volunteer university student ofmixed heritage, my mother, and me) shed light on





some ofthe complexities involved in this experience. I label this research as "feminist

scholarship" because through my efforts to authentically present some women 's

experiences, the reader may reach a deeper level of understanding about the realities

and challenges that such women encounter in their daily lives. This study is

concerned with the lived experiences (Schon, 1983; van Manen, 1997) ofwomen,

highlights the meanings they attach to events associated with having or being a child

ofmixed heritage in elementary school, and attempts to transform their experiences

as fully as possible into text that is a "reflexive re-living" (van Manen, 1997, p. 36).

While motherwork is not necessarily confined to women, this study consisted only of

women participants and thus focuses on a female-gendered experience of life. One of

the key motivations of feminist scholarship is to provide an accurate depiction of the

lives ofwomen (Alcoff, 1994), which is precisely what I have tried my best to do by

re-presenting the participants' lived experiences to my readers.

Participants' interpretations of their day-to-day lives was the starting point of

the study, and it is the meanings they have breathed into their lived experiences that I

investigated. In Researching Lived Experience, Max van Manen (1997) discusses the

postreflective nature ofthe concept of lived experience. When we are involved

immediately and naturally in an activity, it consumes us; however, by later reflecting

upon it, we can try to comprehend it more deeply. "Various thinkers have noted that

lived experience first of all has a temporal structure: it can never be grasped in its

immediate manifestation but only reflectively as past presence" (van Manen, 1997, p.

36). This study gave 7 busy people a little time to reflect upon the experience ofbeing

or having a child ofmixed heritage attending elementary school and is based on "the
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importance of individual experiences ofpeople as conscious human beings"

(Moustakas, 1994 cited in Creswell, 1998, p. 236). The women in my study have had

important individual experiences, either as mothers or as multiracial individuals, and

this has given them a special type ofknowledge. This type ofwisdom, though, is not

easily described. "When we go about the spontaneous, intuitive performance ofthe

actions of everyday life, we show ourselves to be knowledgeable in a special way.

Often we cannot describe what it is that we know" (Schon, 1983, p. 49). While we

may always "know more than we can say," reflection is a step towards the

articulation of this knowledge and towards deeper understanding of the meanings of

our experiences (Schon). This study was an opportunity to reflect and discuss the

"meditations, conversations, day dreams, inspirations and other interpretive acts

[through which] we assign meaning to the phenomena of lived life" (van Manen,

1997, p. 37).

To inform my understanding ofmy role as a researcher who was also

assigning meaning to the experience of being a mother whose children ofmixed

heritage attend elementary school, I arranged for a third party to interview me to

determine my thinking as an "insider" in this study. This provided me with the

opportunity to record and analyze how my personal experience—my "conceptual

baggage'-influenced my viewpoints (Kirby & McKenna, 1989). My

Taiwanese/Canadian/Mexican children almost literally gave birth to my interest in the

mothering literature, and certainly heightened my interest in research on children with

mixed cultural identities. After 7 years of intense motherwork, I can truly say that my

parenting experiences were the embryo of this study. I believed when I first chose to





study this topic-and still believe-that my very closeness with the subject matter

would make my research richer: "I knew that my Selfwas absolutely necessary and

integral to the research and should not be discounted from it" (Kirby & McKenna,

1989, p. 20). However, I strove to enter this research in such a way that "my Self'

was not so rigid that it would render this study of little value. Rather, I hoped to be "a

self that develops and changes as I meet with...others" (DeVault, 1999, p. 190).

Although my awareness of the multiracial experience has been heightened through

mothering my sons and through reading the subject-related literature, I did not want

my preconceived notions ofthe world to trap me into an inert form of interpretive

authority in which I did not "see" experiences different from my own. Shulamit

Reinharz records the struggles that feminists have had in balancing the aims of

"objective" research with the knowledge that their "subjective" personal experience

has given them. However, she does not perceive objectivity and subjectivity as being

mutually exclusive.

The connection between the researcher's experience and the research project

remains a matter of contention among feminist researchers. I, for one, feel

most satisfied by a stance that acknowledges the researcher's position right up

front, and does not think of objectivity and subjectivity as warring with each

other, but rather as serving each other. (Reinharz, 1992, p. 263)

My aim was to make my familiarity with the mothering of multiracial children

a type ofbouncy springboard from which to dive into the research instead of a cement

starting block, hardly affected by my actions of immersing myself deeper. Thus,

according to Reinharz, my subjectivity need not be at war with my research goals.
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Instead, as the following passage demonstrates, my personal experience would better

prepare me to set forth towards a new destination-as long as, like researcher Marjorie

DeVault, I continually reminded myself "to learn from other people" (DeVault, 1999,

p. 190).

The writing felt intensely personal-it was an argument about experience that

was central to my identity-and I often trembled about what I thought it

revealed about me. I worried about misrepresenting the women I had

interviewed, and I pored over transcripts trying to understand them, but I

believe I felt authorized to interpret in part because I was writing about myself

as well as others... [However,] I did not want to write only about myself; the

point. . .is to spend time in the world, in some other place, and to learn from

other people. And while I shared some experiences and perspectives with the

women I interviewed, there were profound differences as well. Like every

researcher, then, I wrote about others through the lens of self-but a self that

developed and changed as I met with those others. (DeVault, 1999, p. 190)

That my "intensely personal" study is considered "a phenomena of lived life"

worthy of academic work in the year 2000 speaks of the fact that this relatively new

and burgeoning field of mothering scholarship is now gaining wider acceptance. Had

I been a graduate student of Education 20 to 30 years ago, I wonder how much

opposition I would have encountered researching this topic as my thesis. Adrienne

Rich's Of Woman Born (1995), a landmark book first published in 1976, broke the

waters of resistance and continues-even today-to nourish growing interest in this

field. It has informed thinking on numerous topics including "mothering and
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motherhood as they are lived, researched and represented across cultures and time"

(O'Reilly, 1999, p. 158). While not specifically addressing mothers' experiences of

their children ofmixed heritage, Rich's work has shaped and created a space for my

study to occur. Enormously influencing the field, she emphatically affirms without

sentimentalism that "the mother-child relationship is the essential human

relationship" (Rich, 1995, p. 127).

Contributing to the ongoing debate on the mother-child relationship is a

perspective of the world which embraces feminine spirituality and carnal knowledge

ofthe female self; "the motherline," from this viewoint, is described as the universal

source of life in every woman's body (Lowinsky, 1992). As a celebration of the

motherline, the story of the generations from a woman's point of view, I also

interviewed my mother for this study, since she has experience in the elementary

school education ofher children ofmixed heritage (now adults). By recognizing my

mother's lineage stretching back from her Spanish-heritaged mother and reaching

forward to her five U.S.A./Mexico/Canada-bom daughters, I grew to be somewhat

more recognizant of the immense influence our mother-daughter relationship has had

on my thinking on this subject. Both the complexity of the mother-child bond and the

wisdom ofthe motherline were the sources ofsome ofmy journal reflections.

This study was a wonderful opportunity for self-growth. I contemplated my

experiences as a mother of children ofmixed heritage and considered more deeply the

meanings I have attached to some ofmy experiences in elementary school and to

those ofmy son. I was given the honour ofjoining other women in their reflective
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interpretations of their maternal/educational experiences, and it truly was a journey of

learning and discovery.

Definition ofTerms

Children ofmixed heritage: This is the term that I most prefer for those

children who are often referred to in the current literature as "multiracial," "biracial,"

"interracial," "mixed," "mixed race," or sometimes "multicultural." The term

"heritage" has multiple usages in the postcolonial literature, but in this study, I limit

its meaning to the ethnic background of an individual and his/her family. In the

literature on the multiracial experience, such children are also occasionally described

as "mixed heritage" because each biological parent is from an ethnic background

different from the other parent. The distinct multicultural identities of such children

arise from the so-called "mixing" of their maternal ethnic heritage with their paternal

ethnic heritage. There are countless other words to describe such persons including

"betwixt and between," "blended," "cosmic," "half-caste," "interethnic," "melded,"

"multiethnic," "mixed ancestry," "mixed lineage," "mixed parentage," "a new

people," "transnational," "transracial" (Fernandez, 1992; Gailey, 2000; Nieto, 1992;

Root, 1992b; Schwartz, 1998a; Tizard & Phoenix, 1993) as well as numerous terms

that delineate specific ethnic mixtures, to name a few, "Afroasian," "Amerasian,"

"Cablinasian," "Eurasian," "Hapa," "Haafu," "Melange," "Mestizo(a)," "Mulatto(a),"

"Native American Mixed Blood" (Root, 1996a; Senna, 1998; Williams, 1992; T.

Wilson, 1992). A term can have a different connotation for each individual who

chooses (or not) to self-identify with it. For example, "Mulatto" has been considered

as possessing both a strongly negative and a highly positive connotation, depending
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upon the person ofmixed heritage who views it (Root, 1996a). To describe ethnic

background is, within some circles ofthought, to enter into controversy. For example,

considerable academic discussion has centred on issues surrounding the use of

hyphenated terms such as Asian-American, Chinese-Canadian, Japanese-Canadian

(Dunlop, 1999). In this thesis, I employed both the hyphen "-" and the forward slash

"/" to describe the ethnic background of participants and their families. Individuals

vary in their preferences in this respect. For example, my mother identifies as

"Mexican" or "Mexican-Canadian," using the hyphen to reflect her immigrant

experience. My mother is not multiracial since both her parents were Mexican. Thus,

in her case, the hyphen does not represent her growing up in a multiracial family

(since she didn't) but reflects her moving to Canada as an adult. I prefer to self-

identify as "Mexican/Canadian," employing a forward slash to represent my mixed

heritage-the fact that my father was of a different ethnicity than my mother. Scholar

Rishma Dunlop delves into a challenging analysis ofthe hidden complexities of such

labelling identities (1999). However, with permission from my participants who

themselves identify using these "labels," I employed such terms in my thesis mainly

because they are a convenient way to describe ethnic background information to the

reader.

Conceptual baggage: By recording thoughts and ideas about the research

question at the beginning and throughout the research process, a researcher can add

another dimension to the data. It is a process whereby the researcher becomes another

subject in the research process, acknowledging the experiences she is bringing to the
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study and examining her personal assumptions and beliefs (Kirby & McKenna,

1989).

Emergent design: This research was of an emergent design because it was

"not cast in stone" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 170) and was a study that was

constantly evolving and changing (Creswell, 1998). I entered into the research

without a prescribed thesis, and thus, there were situations of ambiguity in which I

needed to make decisions regarding my research methods. Feminist scholars Sandra

Kirby and Kate McKenna explain the dynamic nature of such research as "method in

process: it is continually unfolding" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 27). I analyzed the

participants' data; reviewed my journals; explored my conceptual baggage; and

reflected on my motherline in order to gradually encounter patterns of meaning.

However, I continually reminded myself to anticipate and learn from the unexpected.

"The researcher and the research process will be changed at the other end, neither will

be the same. Because it is a lived process, both are emergent throughout it" (Kirby &

McKenna, 1989, p. 73).

Feminism: Numerous interpretations of feminism exist such as liberal

feminism, radical feminism, psychoanalytic feminism, Marxist/socialist feminism,

existentialist feminism, postmodern feminism (Kourany, Sterba & Tong, 1992; Tong,

1992). I define feminism as a commitment to the improvement ofthe lives ofwomen.

By foregrounding women's issues, I see it as a dedication to the betterment of all

members of society as a whole. "Feminism is often misunderstood to mean a belief in

female superiority and is often denigrated in popular culture" (Epp & Cook, 2000). I

do not identify feminism according to one of its stereotypes as an "anti-family"(Hrdy,
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1999, p. 250) movement. Rather, I see it as a philosophy of living and learning which

values and supports women, including women who are mothers.

Feminist scholarship: I define this term as those bodies ofwork (studies,

research, reflections, etc.) which provide authentic depictions ofthe lives ofwomen

and lead towards deeper levels of understandings about the realities and challenges

women encounter in their daily lives. In my personal life, I have occasionally

encountered those who scorn feminism, perceiving it only as radical and militant

"male-bashing." Negative images of "Nazi Feminism" certainly abound throughout

society (Epp & Cook, 2000). Yet the writings ofnumerous feminist scholars show

how very deeply they care about the well-being of their sons, their intimate partners,

their fathers, etc. (Abbey, 1999; Abbey et al.,1998; Bernard, 2000; Castle, 2000; Epp

& Cook, 2000; O'Reilly, 2000; Porter 2000; Reddy, 1996b, 1997; Rich, 1995;

Ruddick, 1995). I deem my study to be feminist scholarship because it is a study

based on women, celebrating thefemale perspective. It could be described as more

aligned to "liberal feminism" (S. Abbey, personal communication, October 24, 2000).

This research considers the voices of a particular group ofwomen, mothers of

children ofmixed heritage, to be a source ofvaluable information for the educational

field. By recording their lived experiences, this study shares and highlights the

insights these women possess.

Feminist research methodologies: For the purposes of this study, this term

refers to research which benefits women. "What makes a qualitative or quantitative

approach feminist is a commitment to finding women and their concerns" (DeVault,

1999, p. 30). Good qualitative research may entail the same types of methods, but
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feminist research methodologies do the work of "excavation" by revealing what has

been ignored, censored, or suppressed in women's lives, and thus they "bring women

in" (DeVault, 1999). By its very definition, it permits sympathetic and engaged

(instead of distanced) interactions between the researcher and the participants

(Oakley, 1981; Reinharz, 1992). It accepts the linking ofthe researcher's personal

experience to the study as opposed to deeming such lived experience as bias (Kirby &

McKenna, 1989; Reinharz, 1992), and recognizes the depth ofpersonal and

interpersonal sensitivity required to learn about and then respectfully portray the lives

of the participants (Alcoff, 1994; Oakley, 1981; Patai, 1994; Reinharz, 1992; Tilley,

1998a).

Insider to the experience: Many feminist authors and researchers begin their

writing with their personal connection to the topic. This personal experience can be

the starting point ofa study and a source from which the researcher draws. Because

she has experienced the phenomena studied, the researcher identifies herselfas

someone who possesses an "insider's perspective" (Reinharz, 1992).

Lived experience: This refers to the postreflective nature ofan individual's

experiences in life. When we are consumed in an activity, we are involved in the

immediacy of meeting its demands. It is later, when we reflect upon the activity, that

we analyze and assign personal meaning to it.

He [sic] may reflect on the feeling for a situation which has led him to adopt a

particular course of action, on the way in which he has framed the problem he

is trying to solve, or on the role he has constructed for himself within a larger

institutional context. (Schon, 1983, p. 62)
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By referring to someone's "lived experiences" we are recognizing that

individual's ability to consciously interpret their past (van Manen, 1997).

Mothering research: I view this as research concerned with all aspects of

motherwork, especially focusing on how mothering as an insider's experience and

motherhood as a patriarchal institution (Rich, 1995) are experienced in our daily

lives. Although mothering research has a focus on women and children because

traditionally motherwork has been primarily a female activity, I agree with feminist

scholar Sharon Abbey that mothering is a nongendered activity for anyone who

undertakes child-care as a primary activity (personal communication, May 17, 2000).

Regardless of gender, I believe all people who care for a child as a primary

responsibility can be involved in various aspects of motherwork.

Motherline: The motherline is the narrative of a woman's lineage that can help

her weave her life together; it is "a woman's female lineage reaching backward from

her mother and her mother's mother, and forward to her daughters and

granddaughters" (Lowinsky, 1992, front flap). It is the story of the generations from a

woman's point ofview (Lowinsky) and "provides a way for women to understand

their life stories and gain female authority" (Abbey & O'Reilly, 1998, p. 331).

Mothers of children ofmixed heritage: This term refers to those mothers of

children whose biological father and biological mother are from ethnic and/or racial

backgrounds designated by society as different from each other.

Motherwork: This is a term used by some feminist and maternal scholars,

such as Patricia Hill Collins (2000), to describe the day-to-day caring for a child or

individual. It involves looking after their physical emotional, spiritual, social, and
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educational needs and/or being agents ofchange in creating a better world in which

such a child or individual will live.

Multiracial: "The term 'multiracial' is now favored to designate an

individual's mixed heritage. It covers people not only ofmixed race, but monoracial

people ofmixed ethnicity, language and culture" (Schwartz, 1998b, p. 1). While I

personally prefer the term "children ofmixed heritage," I find it at times awkward

and clumsy in a literary text. It is a four-word phrasal noun that runs the risk of

turning my written thoughts into run-on sentences. The shorter two-word nouns

modified by an adjective ("multiracial children") or the simple single-word noun or

subjective completion, respectively ("multiracial" or "mixed") are far easier to use in

writing. Thus, I have used the terms "children ofmixed heritage," "multiracial," and

"mixed" interchangeably throughout this thesis. Quotes from my participants as well

as from various writers contain a wide range of definitions and terms, and reflect the

preferences ofthose individuals.

Preestablished design: Quantitative studies typically have a preestablished

design and hypothesis (McMillan & Schumacher, 1997) in which the researcher

works with a few variables and many cases. This study, in contrast, will have an

emergent design with many variables and a few cases (Creswell, 1 998). It lends itself

well, I believe, to the emergent process because the topic is one that needs to be

explored for a deeper understanding ofthe experience (Creswell).





CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

When I first attempted to organize the literature on this topic, my goal of

presenting it in a cohesive manner proved to be challenging, or perhaps it would be

more apt to describe it as daunting. After much thought, I decided that it would be

best to first present a general overview of the literature on mothering, schooling, and

ethnicity through a non-mixed-heritage lens. In other words, I first touch upon those

bodies ofwork that do not deal specifically with the mothering or schooling-related

experiences of children ofmixed heritage, and yet are of great value in illuminating

that experience. Later in the chapter, I discuss and structure the maternal/educational

literature that deals in particular with the multiracial or mixed experience.

Mothering, Ethnicity, and Schooling (A Very Brief Overview)

So much has been written about the mother-child relationship that I cannot

adequately pursue it all in the context of this thesis. Therefore, I have chosen to

introduce a few of the influential ideas and concepts that have provided a foundation

for research studies such as this one. Adrienne Rich's OfWoman Born (1995) has had

such a huge impact on the field that I felt it was necessary to "pay homage" to this

work by immediately introducing it to the reader in Chapter One. Her analysis of

motherhood and mothering are frequently cited and referred to, and much discussion

has centered on her stance of the mother-child relationship as the most essential of all

human connections (O'Reilly, 1999). It was she who first differentiated a woman's

insider's experience of mothering from the patriarchal institution of motherhood. In a

world where every good mother must behave in a giving and assenting manner,
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patriarchy turns a blind eye to the actual pains and joys ofmothering and to mothers'

real power. "The power of the mother is, first of all, to give or withhold nourishment

and warmth, to give or withhold survival itself' (Rich, 1995, p. 68). While secretly

strong in the private sphere ofmother and child, mothers are reduced and weakened

by patriarchy's hold.

As I write these words, most women in the world are far too preoccupied with

the immediate effects of patriarchy on their lives-too-large families,

inadequate or non-existent child-care, malnutrition, enforced seclusion, lack

ofeducation, inadequate wages due to sex discrimination-to demand

anything. (Rich, 1995, p. 215)

Adrienne Rich self-identifies simultaneously with feminism and with

mothering, and her previously mentioned emphasis on the essential importance ofthe

mother-child relationship was not meant as a devaluation ofthose women who, for

whatever reasons, do not have children. Although I have chosen to focus this study on

mothers, I do not subscribe to the patriarchal view that all women must and should

have children. In Bearing Life - Women 's Writings on Childlessness (Ratner; 2000),

contributors "assert their right to be non-mothers, child-free, childless-whatever they

choose to call it-and to do so without shame and apology" (Ratner, p. 12). This

anthology reveals that many women are "contemplating, enduring, enjoying, living

lives without children.... [It] explore[s]-and in doing so legitimize[s] the experience

of childlessness in contemporary United States and Canada" (Ratner, p. 12). There

are many alternatives to motherhood; it is not the only way for a woman to be

fulfilled and to express herself.
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Nancy Chodorow's (1999) voice has been prominent in the field of

psychology and her work stands out in the ongoing debate on whether mothering is

learned or biological. While recognizing that the mother-child relationship in and of

itself can be immensely enriching and profound, she argues that this bond is often

experienced in society as a type of psychological confinement. She suggests that our

patriarchal system, in which motherhood is reproduced differently for sons and

daughters from one generation to the next, devalues and disempowers women who

mother. Her book "was a must-read in 1978" (Person, 1999, back cover) and greatly

impacted the fields of feminism and psychoanalysis. It accomplished "putting the

object-relations theory on the map" (Person, 1999, back cover) through its arguments

that women develop capacities for mothering from their object-relational stance

(Chodorow, 1999). Chodorow believes that a girl grows up feeling a psychological

oneness with her mother which is the source of her future capacity to meet the needs

and desires of other family members; however, this maternal reproduction of identity

also prevents her from becoming a person in her own right. Her works have been

criticized as using one kind of mother-capitalist, middle-class, white, and

heterosexual-as the paradigm for all types of mothers (Kourany, Sterba & Tong,

1992).

Others are more closely aligned with Sara Ruddick's views. Maternal

Thinking - Toward a Politics ofPeace (Ruddick, 1995) emphasizes that although the

mother-child relationship has been trivialized by a patriarchal society and reduced to

sentimentalism, it has the potential to be a vital source ofempowerment when

navigated into a politics of peace. She eloquently presents ways in which the day-to-
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day work of raising children gives rise to transferable ways of thinking about and

dealing with our world. "Good-enough" mothering requires a unique type of thinking

that involves, among other things, discipline and control. Maternal thinking is reason

mixed with emotion, and contrary to classical philosophical tenets, has not been

lessened by this blend; rather it has become distinctive (Ruddick).

No one who has watched over a small toddler, counseled an adolescent,

nursed an ill child, or supervised a birthday party abandons control to

spontaneity...Mothers do not relinquish control. Rather, because control is a

preoccupying maternal issue, mothers come to think about control in

distinctive ways. (Ruddick, 1995, pp. 72-73)

In Mothering, Ideology, Experience, and Agency, Evelyn Nakano Glenn

(1999) concludes that the mother-child relationship has been differentially

constructed for women of different races, ethnicities, and classes, and that these

divergent constructions also follow from the different values placed on children of

different races and classes (Glenn, 1999). Differentiations based on race, social class,

and gender then play out in a wide array of children's schooling experiences (Collins,

2000; Tilley, 1998a). In Everyday Acts Against Racism (1996a), editor Maureen

Reddy notes that there are significant experiences in the maternal experiences of the

contributors to the book. "A number of writers talk about their own mothers, for

instance, and many identify schools as important locations in transmitting racism and

therefore as strategically important in fighting against racism" (Reddy, 1996a, p. x).

Patricia Hill Collins believes that mothering is intricately linked to the

educational system. She argues in Shifting the Center: Race, Class, and Feminist
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Theorizing About Motherhood (1994) that schools, controlled by the dominant group,

are an important place wherein the struggle for maternal empowerment occurs. She

writes from an African-American perspective, yet the following statement leads us to

ask whether or not it could apply to mothers whose minority children are in a

Canadian, specifically Ontarian, schooling experience: "In contrast to white, middle-

class children, whose cultural experiences affirm their mothers' middle-class values,

culture and authority, the educational experiences ofAfrican-American, Hispanic,

Asian-American and Native American children typically denigrate their mothers'

perspective" (Collins, 1994, pp. 54-55). Certainly many people who uphold a

traditional classroom emphasize a "Back to the Basics" approach to instill the

essentials ofacademic knowledge and character development. Such individuals place

little value on devoting much instructional time to subjects of a multiracial,

multicultural content. To support her statement, Collins cites the controversy in the

U.S. over bilingual Spanish/English education and sees it as an example ofdevaluing

the Hispanic mother's perspective. It is not simply a matter that Spanish is a useful

second language to retain, but that going to school in the language ofone's childhood

is a way of retaining the entire culture and honouring the mother teaching that culture

(Anzaldua, 1987; Morago, 1979; both cited in Collins, 2000). Mothers are expected to

prepare their children for early academic success at school (Grumet, 1988), yet many

mothers find that what they pass down is not particularly valued in school systems

(Collins, 2000; Reddy, 1997; Rich, 1995; Ruddick, 1995).

Valerie Walkerdine and Helen Lucey (1989) further analyze the devaluation

of mothers and show that mothers are most likely to be diminished in the educational
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system when such women are working class. Citing studies that indicate that

working-class women tend to mother according to a more authoritative and regulating

script, the authors list numerous educators who have attacked this parenting style as a

prime reason for children's failure in school. In contrast, a "sensitive" mother, usually

middle class, attempts to complete household tasks while simultaneously leading and

guiding her child towards the acquisition of certain tasks, for example, "the valuable

mathematical concepts of shape, size and quantity in making and manipulating

pastry" (Walkerdine & Lucey, 1989, p. 76). It is this middle-class mother who is

awarded an invisible badge as the better mother since she is considered to be

responsibly and adequately preparing her child for academic success. The working-

class woman's experience of mothering is marginalized and erased while the middle-

class woman's mothering is officially sanctioned as the superior meaning of

motherhood (O'Reilly, 1996). Both these paradigms place far-reaching constrictions

on women. The working-class mother shoulders heavy blame for placing her children

at a disadvantage through not using domestic settings for teaching, while the middle-

class mother pays a high price emotionally and physically, striving to be an

unattainable ideal at all costs (O'Reilly, 1996; Walkerdine & Lucey 1989).

Walkerdine and Lucey' s work shed light on the previously unquestioned stratification

ofmothers by the educational system. Their work shares some ofthe same concerns

found in Paula Caplan's works. These authors illuminate scenarios wherein mothers

are blamed for their children's failures. Caplan's analysis in Don 't Blame Mother:

Then AndNow (2000) demonstrates the widespread prevalence of mother-blaming

that exists even today in our society (Caplan, 1989, 2000). Mothers are very often
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held accountable for their children's progress (or lack thereof) at school (Caplan,

1989, 2000; Grumet, 1988; Walkerdine, 1985, 1990, 1996, 1997; Walkerdine &

Lucey, 1989).

In her highly acclaimed Black Feminist Thought, Collins (2000) analyzes the

strong role that Black mothers play in their children's lives and in their education.

Describing a Black woman who chose to become active in improving the harsh

conditions of her son's new school she writes: "Certainly her actions can be seen as

fighting for her own children. But she clearly understood that motherhood could be a

symbol ofpower in that setting. Motherhood politicized her" (Collins, 2000, p. 194).

Collins also writes of the historical complexities that surround the mothering

of Black/White biracial children and portrays the difference between the experience

of being in a Black mother-biracial child relationship compared to the experience of

being in a White mother-biracial child relationship. Current understanding of the

mothering ofmixed Black/White children has been shaped and restricted because

primarily White academic women have spoken on this topic, and Collins thus calls

for Black mothers' voices to also be included (Collins, 2000). Limiting the

understanding ofthe mothering experience even further is the fact that most ofthe

Black women who do write are academic and middle class. I understand Collins'

s

points and recognize that I fit (at least on the outside) into the "White academic

woman" category. And since I am also situated within the dominant social group of

middle-class, able-bodied, heterosexual mothers, my writing possesses a personal

viewpoint which can be, at times, narrow. However, by reviewing literature written
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by a wider and multicultural authorship, I attempted to enlarge, at least somewhat, the

lens through which I saw this study.

Pondering my study one day, an image formed in my mind of a triangle-a

shape to assist me in explaining aspects ofmy literature review to the reader. There is

such a wealth of literature on mothering that I felt I needed some type of structure to

help me to organize this review. This triangular image proved useful to me when

deciding how and where to introduce the various works. Others have also used this

common geometric shape to create discussion on women in their roles as mothers and

childrearers, some using it within a psychoanalytic approach (Chodorow, 1999;

Garner, 1991). I will now use this three-part structure to organize the

maternal/educational literature specifically related to the mixed or multiracial

experience.

Elementary

School Education

(Teacher)

Child of A Mother

Mixed Heritage

Each point represents an entity that can be studied individually (child, mother,

school), but are connected together into a triangle because in this study I was

especially interested in the relationships between them. First I present the literature on

the unique bond between the mother and the child ofmixed heritage; next I discuss

what has been written about the child ofmixed heritage in the educational system,
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and finally I review what I have found on such mothers' experiences in the schooling

system.

The Unique Bond Between the Mother and the Child ofMixed Heritage

There is no physical space less distanced than that of a child spending 9

months in his/her mother's womb. The title of a recent article, Bearing Blackness in

Britain, exploring Blacks' attitudes towards White mothers ofmixed Black/White

children, recognizes the profound physical attachment of carrying a multiracial child

in utero (Twine, 2000). For mothers who were once united by an umbilical cord to

their children ofmixed heritage, this link takes on a dramatic role as body and facial

parts are analyzed and examined for the interplay of genetic blends. The writings of

both mothers and children (now adults) are frequently based in reflections on their

physical appearances, entranced by the differences or similarities of the corporeal

aspects of their heritage. Ofcourse, many mothers in single-heritage unions are

enthralled with the physical make-up ofthe new being that has come forth from their

bodies (counting toes, determining who the child resembles, being pleased ifwe "see

ourselves in her," etc.). However, being mixed or giving birth to mixed children may

bring about a uniquely heightened awareness of the body. One such mother describes

her dizzying fascination with looking at and staring at children ofmixed heritage:

I see the features I associate with one race, and then I see sometimes these

features slip into the features I associate with the "other" race. Each time the

image slips from one race to the other, I know I've lost at least halfof it, and

so I need to keep looking, for what? Am I waiting for some amorphous
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homeostatic moment when the images will coalesce as neither this nor that but

something else entirely? (Marin, 1996, p. 113)

Images of 12 children ofmixed heritage appeared in the individual and group

photographs that accompanied The Toronto Star articles on multiracialism (Infantry,

2000a, 2000b, 2000c). Subtitled beneath one large photo was: "This is what Canadian

looks like" (Infantry, 2000b). The children are favourably described as "almond

shaped eyes and freckled cheeks"(p. Kl); "delicate features and mocha skin" (p. K3);

"black [but] with lengthy, spiraling tresses" (p. Kl). A teenager ofmixed

Indian/German heritage responds to these articles in a Letter to the Editor about "the

changing face of tradition and culture" (Khurana, 2000). The Toronto Star chooses to

photograph her, thus making her letter the only one that day to be accompanied by an

image of the writer's facial features. They headline it: "Mixed: A Beautiful Word," as

if finally answering the always burning question of"WHAT DO MULTIRACIAL

CHILDREN REALLY LOOK LIKE?" I agree with the headline: the children and

teenagers pictured are all very beautiful, and I think I am more pleased than dismayed

that The Toronto Star has reinforced the stereotype that children ofmixed heritage are

indeed "aesthetically appealing." At the same time, I am also uncomfortable with the

idea that beauty is something that can be assessed by a journalist, authorized by a

newspaper editor, and then perpetuated by a wide customer distribution. Perhaps The

Toronto Star, like all media, has put onto paper what already is often thought about in

our beauty-driven society. "The idea that multiracial people are beautiful and

handsome is one of the most persistent and commonly accepted stereotypes, both
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historically and contemporary...people ofmixed race have become 'known' for

having attractive physical appearances" (Nakashima, 1992, pp. 170-171).

The mixed heritage Body Physical exerts its power over mothers' and

children's emotions. Jennifer Morales, white appearing yet a quarter Filipina, a

quarter Mexican, and one halfnorthern European, writes that her blond-haired, fair-

skinned children pose a special challenge to her. Her life goal is to teach them that as

multiracial individuals, they "have the ability and responsibility to move back and

forth across the lines ofrace" (Morales, 1996, p. 47) in spite of their appearance of

single-race heritage (Morales). This mother's reflections are among the more

outspoken in revealing how skin colour as the route to racial and gender privilege is a

prime motivator in determining her parenting style. It is not enough, she writes, to

make her boys aware of their mixed identity but since whiteness and maleness are an

especially "potent" (Morales, p. 45) combination, "John [her husband] and I must

require that Anasi and Cedro take responsibility for their male privilege also so that it

doesn't compound the power imbalance created by their 'white' skin" (Morales, pp.

45-46). Yolanda Flores Niemann writes that her biracial son's coloring: light skin,

blond hair, green eyes contrasted with her olive skin and caused people to often ask

her if she was the family maid or nanny (Niemann, 1996, p. 32). Once again, the

emphasis is on how the mother's and child's bodies differ from each other.

Lynda Marin, herself a mixed product ofa "smoky dark brown-armed"

Nicaraguan father and an Anglo-American mother, "felt genuinely troubled that every

bit of the Latino seemed to have disappeared in one generation" (1996, p. 115) when

her infant son was born surprisingly dissimilar to her. A mother of a single-heritage
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union might also feel shocked ifher child were born, say red-headed amongst a

family who weren't. However, such a mother probably would not feel bereft, and

would not grieve her child losing part of its maternal ethnic heritage. In contrast to

my above fictional mother, Marin looked down at her "brown hands [which] stood

out in stark relief against the unmistakable pallor of his [her baby's] tiny tummy,

fingers, face....When his first hair grew in golden, I felt disoriented" (Marin, 1996, p.

114). Her disequilibrium, she reflects, was due to the fact that "her racial anchoring in

brownness" (p. 115) was floundering in the rocky seas of anxiety "as if I were not

really who I thought I was" (p. 1 1 5)-a woman in turmoil because how could she still

be Latin if she had been the conduit for a white child?

Another mother writes of the surprise she received when her son ofmixed

Japanese/Anglo-American heritage was born looking nothing like her:

He was nine pounds seven ounces, twenty-three inches and about as far from

an Asian baby as a baby can get: red hair, blue eyes, just the faintest golden

suggestion ofeyebrows and eyelashes, and porcelain-white skin. (Genetics is

a strange thing: the woman in the labor room next to mine was halfJapanese,

and her husband was white. When I saw their baby, I was astonished: He

looked completely Japanese, with fuzzy black hair, large, almond-shaped

brown eyes and tawny skin.) (Butcher, 1996, p. 17).

Perceived physical similarities and differences between the child's body and

the mother's body play a unique role in the relationship between mothers and children

ofmixed heritage. Of course, when any woman gives birth to a son, there is much

difference between their bodies. The "beautiful, basically gender-neutral child" in
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utero is then transformed into "It's a boy" (Koppelman, 1999, p. 90). However, the

mixed race mothering literature I examined focused especially on the bodily

differences arising from ethnicity. Many mothers reflect on the deep love and hope

they hold for their children, while simultaneously writing about their comparisons of

each other's bodily characteristics, facial features, and skin tones. The physical

connection between mother and child is celebrated and tangled by many emotions.

The Child ofMixed Heritage and His/Her Elementary School Experiences

The experiences of children ofmixed heritage in elementary school is not a

topic that is well documented. The majority ofwhat has been written is from an

indirect standpoint, that of educators, counselors, or psychologists. My study was also

from an indirect point ofview because I included mothers' perceptions of their

children's experiences, rather than getting what the children themselves say. In other

words, to my knowledge, present-day multiracial elementary school children in

Canada do not have any type of public forum in which to present their perspectives

nor are such children publishing current articles on the topic. Nevertheless, given the

paucity of literature written by today's children, one can glean numerous insights

from the written memories of adult children ofmixed heritage and from the

publications ofthose adults whose interests lie in this field, occasionally as a result of

their lived experiences.

Historically, most educators thought that such children would encounter

difficulties and did not question these assumptions. Today, however, such beliefs are

beginning to be challenged. "The traditional 'deficit model' for these students, which
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led educators to assume that they were rife with problems in need of solving, is

slowly giving way" (Schwartz, 1998b, p. 3). That such students would have

difficulties in school (and in life) was commonly thought to be due to identity

conflicts, since they "must choose" a race (Wilson, 1987, p. 7).

One researcher who refutes the idea of such irrevocable ego damage describes

the process of identity formation in individuals ofmixed heritage, in which they need

to work through various emotions. Eventually many will reach a stage of "successful

identity formation," possessing a comfortable feeling of wholeness that integrates all

components oftheir heritage (Poston, 1990). Some may identify themselves as

"human," opposing the concept of racial labeling altogether; or "monoracial," feeling

close to only one race, with some students moving between monoracial categories; or

"multiracial," taking equal pride in all their heritages (Renn, 1998; Weisman, 1996).

Some who choose to identify themselves with one monoracial group are occasionally

said to "pass" into that group because their skin colour, facial characteristics, and

other physical attributes do not reflect their mixed lineage. Passing into one ethnic

group may bring social and/or economic benefits (Roberts, 1978). Students who feel

at ease with a multiracial identification believe that it gives them membership in an

entirely new community, and that it is like a new race or ethnic group in the

classroom (Renn, 1998; Weisman, 1996). As the numbers of children ofmixed

heritage increase, so do their choices; some "may opt to embrace all the different

ethnicities they embody, perhaps ultimately half a dozen or so; or they may seek to

align themselves solely with a new group whose commonality is the multiple

heritages of its members" (Schwartz, 1998a, p. 5).
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Barbara Tizard and Ann Phoenix (1993) are researchers interested in the

identities chosen by secondary school students ofmixed parentage in Britain. Their

mixed-parentage sample consisted of58 young people attending 32 different schools

(the relatively high number of schools was an attempt to include various social

classes) and such students' parents. They found that "mixed-parentage young people

of any social class were ...hard to find. This is because...although their numbers are

rapidly growing, more than halfof all the mixed-parentage people in Britain are

under the age often" (p. 41). Their book, Black, White or Mixed Race? (1993), details

the results of their study, analyzing possible factors that may influence a mixed-

parentage young person to choose (or not) a label with which to identify.

A few recent educational publications discuss the advantages that multiracial

children bring with them to the classroom. Some researchers find that multiracial

children are able to successfully move between and act as bridges between students of

various ethnic and racial groups. Their openness towards diversity has been attributed

to the fact that many children ofmixed heritage have been exposed to a broader range

of attitudes, values, behaviours, and dispositions than single-heritage individuals

whose racial identity is more rigidly defined (Nakashima, 1992; Schwartz, 1998a;

Stephan, 1992; Williams, 1992).

In Half+ Half- Writers on Growing Up Biracial + Bicultural, Claudine

Chiawei O'Hearn alludes to this advantage ofmoving between two or more worlds

when she reminisces about her years spent at an international school in Taiwan. The

daughter of a Chinese woman and an American father, she blended easily into the

informal ethnically based student groups of both her heritages, all the while feeling
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confined by the definitions ofeach ofthese two cultures. "Even though I attended an

international school, my friends fell into two groups-the Asians and the foreigners.

The biracials blended in both directions, moving between the groups, though always

somewhat outside each" (O'Hearn, 1998b, pp. x - xi).

By understanding "the racial identity development process," elementary

school educators can play an influential role in supporting multiracial children

(Okun, 1996). Of great importance is to determine how each particular child identifies

himself/herself so that a teacher can "reflect and respect the preferences of individual

children when alluding to their heritage" (Schwartz, 1998b, p. 3). In Mixed Race

Children - A Study ofIdentity, British researcher Anne Wilson advises teachers and

childcarers to listen respectfully to children ofmixed heritage and considers this to be

the main message ofher book. Her work is among the forerunners of studies on the

multiracial experience. Although Wilson's book may be dated, I value some ofher

advice regarding certain aspects ofthe mixed race identity. In my opinion, the

following recommendation for teachers has withstood the test of time: "Don't

prejudge the state of a child's identity just because he or she is ofmixed race; listen to

the children, however young they are, because they have their own views of the racial

structure and of where they belong in it" (Wilson, 1987, p. viii).

Cookie Stephan's (1992) study ofmixed heritage college students confirms

that it is virtually impossible for an outside party (such as a teacher) to know with

which ethnic group a person ofmixed heritage may identify, unless the individual

states this himselfor herself. A host of variables may influence such a college student

to identify as a member of a particular ethnic group, including perceived physical
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resemblance to members ofthe group; having a surname associated with the group;

perceived high status ofthe group; group acceptance of that individual; and positive

cultural exposure to the group. Her three samples of students consisted of part-

Japanese Americans in Hawaii, a variety of mixed-heritage students in Hawaii, and

part-Hispanic Americans in New Mexico. She writes that "respondents with the same

biological heritage often reported different ethnic identities" (Stephan, 1992, p. 53).

Some writers offer practical examples ofways in which teachers can promote

multiracial children's identity and self-esteem through the school curriculum

(Morrison & Rodgers, 1996; Schwartz, 1998b). Teachers can: provide toys for

younger children which include dolls with multiracial characteristics; present

information and show pictures of people ofmany racial and ethnic groups, including

those ofmixed heritage; include multiracial persons as role models when selecting

assembly speakers and other resource persons; identify multiracial heroes, such as

Frederick Douglass, Maria Tallchief, or cultural figures such as singer Paula Abdul,

actor Keanu Reeves, golfer Tiger Williams, etc.; cover the current status of

multiracial people around the world, such as Mestizos, Creoles, and Brazilians, to

name a few ways (Morrison & Rodgers, 1996; Schwartz, 1998b).

As educators become more familiar with ways to support and promote

children ofmixed heritage, it may become more common to find this concept

incorporated into the school curriculum. Perhaps the child ofmixed heritage in

elementary school will become more visible as the importance of doing so is

recognized:
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The critical part played by teachers and the educational system must be

recognized. Preparation must be mandatory that will enable them to function

effectively in their interaction with biracial pupils as supports and role models.

. . .That the biracial experience can be and must now be seen as valuable and

positive is a priority. Biracial people say they have been identified as "the

children ofthe future," the natural "bridges" between the artificial boundaries

that divide the humans ofthe world (Nag[sic]ashima, 1992, p. 173)... their

numbers are rapidly increasing, as must our knowledge, soundly grounded in

research, concerning what constitutes healthy development and how to

reinforce it. (Pinderhughes, 1995, pp. 90-91)

Mothers and the Elementary School Education of Their Children ofMixed Heritage

I now discuss the literature on the experiences ofmothers in the elementary

school education of their children. Although their involvement with their children's

education is not as immediate as the children themselves would experience, such

mothers are the source ofmuch knowledge of their families through their lived

experiences. The literature shows that often they are not a uniform group, as each

mother possesses her particular perspective on the experience. Some accounts are of

mothers having to deal with issues related to educational racism.

In Anne Wilson's 1987 study in England, she grouped Black mothers and

White mothers ofmixed Black/White children according to three general attitudes

towards their children's education. White mothers and Black mothers were found in

all three groups. In her first group, named "Strong Emphasis on Individuality,"
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mothers believed that racism was rife in education. Teachers came under a lot of

criticism for underestimating several mixed-race children's academic abilities and for

focusing mainly on such children's athletic prowess. In the second group, called

"Ambivalent," mothers were very much in conflict with the role that education played

in the lives of mixed-race children:

Despite their misgivings about the fairness of the system, group (ii) mothers

placed their faith wholeheartedly in education as the key to their children's

future. Although this type ofmother had seen evidence of discrimination, she

still believed that under most circumstances, and for most people, "certificates

talked." (Wilson, 1987, p. 159)

The third group, "Strong Emphasis On Individual Achievement," was

comprised of mothers who placed emphasis on the possibilities ofpersonal qualities

and individual endeavour. One mother in the study is quoted as saying that her child's

future "would depend on how well he used his education, not as much as on the

colour of his skin, and if he used his education properly then he's got as good a

chance as anyone else" (Wilson, 1987, p. 165). In Wilson's study, mothers'

perceptions encompassed a wide continuum. One group saw the schooling system as

playing a largely negative and limiting role in their children's lives, while in the

group at the other end of the perceptual continuum, mothers viewed the educational

system as a source of mostly positive empowerment for their children.

The Tizard and Phoenix study (1993) introduced earlier also analyzed parental

influence on young people's experience of being mixed parentage. They found that

the majority of parents could be classified into two categories, although not all
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parents could fit neatly into one or the other. The first category consisted of parents

with politicized views ofracism "who thought it important to sensitize their children

to the manifestations of racism, and to explain to them how it operates in society" (p.

156). Such parents actively took into account the presence of Black or multiracial

pupils and antiracist policies when selecting schools, and looked for books which

provided positive role-models. The issue of ethnicity and colour was not central to the

second group of parents who "tended to minimize or discount racial incidents, and in

these families there was very little discussion about racial discrimination" (p. 156).

This second group of parents also sought to provide a good education for their

children and thus, to foster their children's personal confidence. However, the second

group ofparents differed from the first by not intertwining ethnicity or race into their

considerations of their children's secondary schooling; instead, they focused mainly

on encouraging their children to try their best at school and to strive for academic

excellence. Tizard and Phoenix's research did not differentiate in any substantial way

between maternal and paternal influences; nevertheless, their conclusion is of

relevance to my study because it shows that families employ differing strategies for

coping with multiracial issues in an educational context. It also is interesting because

it was an attempt to determine how differing family strategies affect these young

people's lived experiences. The researchers could not point to which is the better

strategy-they could only present different possible outcomes and "different attendant

risks."

It is not possible on the basis of our small sample to say that one type of

strategy had a better outcome for the young people than the other, although it
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certainly seems likely that the outcomes are different. The first, more

'politicised' strategy is likely to produce children who are more aware of

racism, and more likely to tackle it, than the second. The two kinds of

strategies are also likely to have different attendant risks. The first strategy

runs the risk that the young people will think their parents paranoid, and will

perhaps react against their views, or that they will be supersensitive to, and

unable to rise above, racist incidents. The risk of the second strategy is that the

young people will be left to deal with their anxieties and with racist incidents

without support, and perhaps interpret racist slights as being due to their own

personal deficiencies. (Tizard & Phoenix, 1993, p. 157)

In Teresa Kay Williams's 1992 study of43 Amerasians ofmixed

Japanese/American heritage who lived on or near US military bases in Japan, she

explored such adult children's relationships with their Japanese mothers. Many

interviewees discussed their memories of their school years and appreciated the

sacrifices their mothers had made on their behalf during their childhood. The word

"sacrifices" brings to mind the societal expectations on women, and especially on

mothers, to be self-negating. Most attributed their ability to accomplish goals in their

lives to the cultural values instilled by their mothers to work hard in school. They

reminisced about their mothers' active role in their schooling and described going to

juku (supplementary classes) after the elementary school day finished to learn

soroban (abacus) or other subjects; having tutors throughout the summers; and being

pushed to do extracurricular activities like speech club, math club, sports, etc.

Williams did not categorize her interviewees' social class standing, but I surmise
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from such busy after-school schedules that many may have been middle class. Some

respondents reported they remembered that their mothers would occasionally tell

other adults (both Japanese and American) that concerning schoolwork, they were

raising their children the "hands-offAmerican way." Yet the children themselves

perceived their mothers' emphasis on strictness and school-grades competitiveness as

"very Japanese." Thus, Williams heard about women attempting to mother according

to two contrasting cultural ideals and stereotypes. The middle-class American concept

of a good mother giving her child freedom and space to enjoy self-directed learning

conflicted with the middle-class Japanese image of a good mother highly involved in

structuring and directing her child towards higher standards (Williams, 1 992).

Some of the literature reveals that those mothers who encounter conflict due

to issues ofmixed race seek ways to renegotiate their relationship with their

children's education. Some construct various forms of (non)involvement in their

children's schooling; others, as a result of their children's educational experiences

with prejudice, try to promote societal acceptance ofnew definitions of identity.

Maureen Reddy writes ofher White mothering experiences raising a Black/White

biracial son, examining her decision not to send him to a kindergarten with an almost

entirely White student population. In order to encourage the school staff to promote

diversity, she advised the kindergarten administration why she had chosen to decline

their offer of admission to her son. She felt she was helping her children by doing her

"own tiny part to change their world" (Reddy, 1996b, p. 240). In Mixed Bloods, Half

Breeds, Mongrels, Hybrids..., Jenny Yamamoto (1988), a Black American mother of

mixed Black/Japanese children, describes her feeling that it is in her children's best
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interests if she stays away from their schools. She worries that in some way they will

be penalized for being the child of a Black woman. Depending upon whether it is his

Black mother or his Japanese father who goes to the school's Open House, her oldest

son's progress and behaviour are interpreted differently (Yamamoto, 1988).

Elizabeth Yeoman (1998) is a White mother seeking change within schools

and within the culture at large. Her children ofmixed Black/White heritage attended

school in a relatively homogeneous community in Newfoundland, Canada. Both of

her children are now young adults, but Yeoman describes how her children's feelings

of isolation and of being so different were the impetus for her search for expanded

concepts of self-identity. Praising a teacher who sensitively handled a racist

playground incident, and commenting on another who insulted her son's dreadlocks,

she speaks from a feminist mother's perspective of the richness and the pain of

learning to negotiate a new hybrid identity within the bipolar racial definitions

prevalent in her children's schools (Yeoman, 1998).

Sometimes a child, conscious ofracism, determines a mother's role in his/her

schooling experiences. In Chinese American Intermarriage, Betty Lee Sung (1990)

writes about how one Chinese mother's communication with her son's school was

disconnected. She tells the story of a biracial Chinese/American boy growing up in

the U.S. who did not appear Chinese. He secretly discarded the notes his teacher gave

him inviting his mother to school functions, parents' meetings, etc. The teacher,

curious as to why there was never any response to these notes, eventually paid a visit

to the student's home and discovered that he was trying to hide the fact that his

mother was Asian (Sung, 1990). Such an example shows that in some cases, a
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mother's noninvolvement in her child's schooling develops as a result ofcomplex

societal factors and echoes a child's fear of racism.

There is a sense in the literature that I researched and present here that some

parents and some mothers struggle with numerous aspects of the schooling of their

children ofmixed heritage. But how representative is the literature ofthe mothering

experience today? Some of it records adults' memories of their or their offsprings'

childhoods, so it is a discussion ofevents that took place 20 to 30 years ago. Most of

it reflects middle-class values, and none of it explores mothers' experiences in

Ontario, Canada. I ask the following questions: In an ever-changing world, what are

the experiences and perceptions of mothers who live in Ontario, Canada in the year

2000? How does a mother's social status affect her experiences of raising a

multiracial child? And the subsequent query is: To what extent can my study answer

questions such as these?

As portrayed in the literature, mothers' experiences in the elementary school

education of their children ofmixed parentage is the aggregate ofmany determinants.

Mothers' views on the overall beneficial versus harmful effects of the educational

system on their children's lives; cultural images ofhow a good mother helps her child

achieve in school; and in some cases, complicated issues such as racism are just a few

ofthe myriad possible aspects ofthe experience. All literature is situated in a certain

time period, in a particular location, and from the viewpoint of its writer's social class

standing. Therefore, ongoing mothering research such as this study helps in attempts

to keep abreast ofwhat changes, what stays the same, and what differs in mothers'

experiences in their children's schooling. There are many points to consider when
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pondering upon what strengthens or severs the relationship of a mother to the

elementary school education ofher child ofmixed heritage.

A Few Reflections

The number "three" is important to my study. Perhaps that is why I chose to

use a three-sided image to help me structure this literature review. Not only does a

triangle have three sides, but any child-biological or adopted-is the result, the third

person, so to speak, ofa two-person sexual union. The child ofmixed heritage in

particular represents, in my opinion, this third newly created identity in even greater

intensity. This child represents the mother's heritage, the father's heritage, and a third

heritage-that of being mixed. Remaining one single individual, the child equals three

within her/his own body. Enclosed (and hidden from view) by my Irish-Canadian

physique, Latin blood runs through my veins. Thus, my parents conceived a person

with a third cultural identity-that ofmixed Mexican/Canadian.

My Mexican, Catholic mother chose to have me educated within the Catholic

school culture, and I find it curious that although my faith is not as grounded as hers,

I chose a triangular symbol to help me to present my research. Only upon reflection

much later did I stop to wonder about the significance of this configuration. Had my

mother's role in my religious upbringing influenced my choice in using a three-part

image to attempt demystification? I believe it had, and this is just one tiny example of

the power ofthe motherline. The feminine is often associated with circular, spongy,

and soft imagery. When I think ofmy organized and efficient mother-the matriarch

of the extended family-a triangle comes to my mind instead. By the way, from an
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architectural and structural perspective, the triangle is the strongest of all shapes

(Nye, 2000). Perhaps it is such stability of form that leads me to imagine a triangle

when considering my mother's strong influence on her family.

The Holy Trinity is sometimes explained by the three-leaved shamrock;

the Holy Family has three members; and so much is interpreted out ofPeter

denying Jesus three times. Important occurrences of 'three ' within the New
Testament...Ijust realized the spiritual similarities to the triangle which is

structuring my literature review, even though as ofthe pastfew years, I

haven 't always been a regular church-goer. I was excited when this shape

jumped into my mind's eye afew weeks ago, as a way to help me explain my
research. Now that I've read more about Naomi Lowinsky 's motherline, I'm

asking myself "Was itperhaps my Mexican Catholic motherline that somehow

oriented me towards this image?" (Journal Entry, June 12, 2000, p. 1)

Because I framed the literature within the lines of a triangle, I felt better

organized when structuring the literature review. By using a triangle, I also pondered

on my motherline. My initial attempts to organize the literature drowned me in paper-

clutter and left me with a feeling akin to the overwhelming emotions I experienced

when taking care of a demanding newborn. The baby kept growing, though, as did

my understanding of the topic, and yet I never could quite get the feeling that I had

everything under control. But somehow I managed to compartmentalize and

categorize my thinking and activities both as a scholar and as a mother. Then, to my

amazement, just as my youngest son transformed from baby into toddler, likewise

heaps of books, journal articles, studies, and research turned into a literature review!

Not emphasized in the literature that I reviewed was a focus on the wisdom

that mothers may be able to provide to educators about the mixed-heritage

experience.

The kind ofknowledge that is used in child rearing is typical of the kind of

knowledge women value and schools do not. Much of it comes not from
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words but from action and observation, and much of it has never been

translated into words, only into actions. (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, &

Tarule, 1997, p. 313)

Only one publication suggested that educators could elicit information from families

(Schwartz, 1998b), and I found no examples of mothers of multiracial children being

listed as a potential source ofknowledge from which teachers could learn. Much of

what has been written about multiracial children focuses on sites ofpain and

prejudice, and it is only since the 1990s that writers began to portray the potentially

positive aspects of the experience. Do mothers feel that their children have been

disadvantaged by their mixed status? We haven't heard from enough ofthem to know

yet. Furthermore, while some individual mothers have written about their experiences

raising their multiracial children, these stories tend to be all-encompassing life

narratives in which schooling matters are just a small part of the reflections. When

educational concerns are prominent in such mothers' literary pieces (Chiong, 1998;

Reddy, 1996a, 1996b, 1997), their voices are a whisper amongst the cacophony of

"louder" debates on other educational issues. To my knowledge, no such mother's

work has ever had any long-lasting effect on the majority of real-life elementary

school classrooms in North America. Mothers' experiences in the education of their

children ofmixed heritage have not been collected into any readable (or audible)

form. Rather, it was a matter ofmy trying to locate bits and pieces of paragraphs and

stories and narratives and articles here and there. Then like a quiltmaker, I assembled

all my tiny pieces together into something big enough to no longer escape all notice.





CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, I outline the procedures and feminist research methodologies

that I used in the research. I consider the biases that I brought to the research; the

influence ofmy maternal lineage; and the ambiguous terminology surrounding

multiracial individuals. Other ground covered here includes my difficulties in finding

participants, participant descriptions and their reasons for involvement, boundaries of

the research, my nonfulfillment in coordinating a group outcome, ethical concerns,

and matters related to respectful research.

This study was of an emergent design that constantly evolved and continually

unfolded (Creswell, 1998; Kirby & McKenna, 1989). My aim was to conduct

feminist research, which I define as respectful research that is relevant to women's

lives (DeVault, 1999). Rather than any specific methods to make my research

feminist, it was a perspective that I tried to bring to the research because I attempted

to "excavate" the locations and voices ofwomen who are not usually given a forum

wherein to speak in standard academic research practice.

in principle. . . "methods" should not be conceived as neutral "tools" to be

picked up and put down at will, but rather as practices that imply distinctive

ways of understanding the world. Still, the notion of "feminist method"

suggests to many a kind of"how-to" manual with prescriptions for action,

rather than broader commitments guiding research practice. Feminist

methodologists have generally resisted this "cookbook" or "how-to"

conception of their writing, claiming that what we have produced is a
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"perspective" that informs our use of a range of standard research tools.

(Reinharz, 1992 cited in DeVault, 1999, p. 21)

What made this study feminist was the fact that I placed women at the

forefront and, as in respectful qualitative research, I attempted to minimize harm and

control in the research process. Feminist research encourages close and engaged

interactions between participants and the researcher (Oakley, 1981; Reinharz, 1992);

recognizes the importance of interpersonal sensitivity during participant-researcher

interactions; and attempts to authentically and respectfully represent women's

viewpoints (Alcoff, 1994; Oakley, 1981; Patai, 1994; Reinharz, 1992, Tilley, 1998a).

The research consisted of individual in-depth interviews with 4 main

participants who are mothers whose children ofmixed heritage are presently enrolled

in elementary school, and an additional 3 contributing participants whose lived

experiences are relevant to the study; an attempted focus group; and my journal-

keeping. I categorized myself as one of the contributing participants. Each ofthe 4

main participants took part individually with me in two audio-taped interviews of

approximately 2 hours each in length. Two contributing participants each took part in

one in-depth interview of approximately 2 hours. As the third contributing

participant, I took part in two in-depth interviews of approximately 2 hours each

during which I was interviewed by an outside party. Each participant was given her

transcripts and was given the opportunity for member checks (Lincoln & Guba, 1985;

Merriam, 1988). These member checks were a chance for participants to rephrase

their words in the transcripts and to either approve them or to amend and clarify any

parts that did not accurately reflect intended meanings. Although all participants were
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given member checks, only two spent a significant amount oftime reviewing their

transcripts and suggesting changes. I also organized a focus group, was

surprised/disappointed with the outcome, and I describe the unfolding of these events

later in this chapter. My views and opinions as a researcher were a further source of

data, and thus I kept a Methodology and Reflections journal throughout the entire

study, noting and recording my experiences, thoughts, and levels of understanding as

I progressed onwards in the research.

My Self-Conceptual Baggage

To inform my writing, an outside party interviewed me twice, since as

discussed in Chapter One, I am "an insider" to the experience ofbeing a mother

whose child ofmixed heritage is presently attending elementary school. This person

was a platonic friend, the younger brother of a dear childhood female friend, and is

someone whose family I have known very well for about 25 years. Jamie is an

educated, middle-class, White Canadian of Irish descent. He is single and without

children. During the period spanning June to September 2000, he had a fairly flexible

schedule; thus, I didn't feel guilty about creating demands on his time. In contrast,

family and female friends were less available, as they were experiencing either

looming work deadlines or pressing family obligations. Jamie is an intellectual

historian, familiar with numerous prominent works by feminist historians, and

situates himself as empathetic with feminist concerns. I felt that I needed to find

someone who enjoyed academic, philosophical pursuits and did not see such

conversations as esoteric nor a drain on their time within a tightly-drawn schedule;
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someone whose views regarding the status ofwomen were not dissimilar to mine;

someone who had sufficient understanding ofthe topic (he had read my thesis

proposal); and finally, someone with whom I felt at ease. Through the interviews, I

experienced what it felt like to be a participant in my study. In my initial interview, I

was surprised to discover little feelings of self-doubt creep up on me as I heard

myselftalking-my worries about whether or not I was a typical, so-called "normal"

mother of children ofmixed heritage. Through experiencing the interview as a

research participant early on in the data gathering process, I realized that my

interview had been simultaneously a source ofempowerment since it was an

opportunity.to voice my thoughts and a site of anxiety because I sometimes inwardly

questioned my own voice. "The researchers must experience the interview as both an

interviewer and a research participant early on in the data gatheringprocess. . . .To

do this, have a friend or colleague who has some understanding of the content ofthe

research interview you " (Kirby & McKenna, 1989).

In our two interviews, Jamie saw himself primarily as "a sounding board." In

addition to the questions in the interview schedule, he posed numerous novel ones

related to gender and geographical location, so that I could discuss and reflect on my

experiences ofthe topic from new angles. I realize that some feminist scholars oppose

men's participation of any form in feminist research, arguing that, as men, they

cannot possibly understand the female experience (DeVault, 1999; Reinharz 1992).

However, I chose not to follow that framework ofthinking regarding my world, and

am appreciative of this family friend's willingness to assist me in reaching my

graduate studies goals. His gender was not an impediment in our interviews; he
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listened very intently, asked well-thought-out questions, and welcomed the

opportunity to study the topic. Interviews with my female participants consisted of

the sharing of stories and insights because I presented myself as an insider to the

mothering experience. In contrast, Jamie did not have any mothering or mixed

heritage stories to recount. At first he wondered ifhe was competent to interview me,

seeing that he is a man who has no actual parenting experience, although plenty of

childcare experience as a fiin-loving uncle. The interviews were rather one sided, with

the discussion centered almost completely on me, my family, and my research. I

learned little about Jamie, but reflected much on myself. Notwithstanding, Jamie later

told me being an interviewer was an informative and interesting experience for him.

He was happy to have become acquainted with the mothering angle of feminist

studies and to have learned about the literature on mixed heritage individuals.

Irrespective ofJamie's male gender, the interviews were the site ofcomfortable

conversations; thus, I felt free to disclose my experiences.

The initial interview took place before I did any participant interviews, with

the intent that I could try to more deeply understand the earlier described "conceptual

baggage" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989) that I was bringing to the study as a result ofmy

lived experience. My second interview took place after I completed all the interviews

and attempted the focus group, when I was in the midst ofanalyzing my data. I hoped

to capture, at that stage, the progression ofmy thinking.

Rereading my transcripts with a critical eye was not easy. However, I did

locate potential biases. I carried into the research my belief that usually a mother has

more cultural influence on a child ofmixed heritage than a father because in many
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families, even today, the woman is still doing the majority of the childcare. However,

I thought if a father is actively involved in raising his children, then his culture need

not be secondary. When a father is the primary childrearer, then I saw his culture as

the more dominant socializer. I saw the key point being the amount oftime spent in

child-parent interactions and not a gender or sex dichotomy arising from social

construct or biology, respectively. In other words, I explained that I expected that the

person to exert the most influence on a child would be the person who spent the most

time with a child. I also recognized that the culture in which the child grows up would

play a large role in socializing the child outside the family circle.

Louise: ...In the majority ofcases, whatever culture the mother is, those

children are going to be socialized more by their mother. So they 're going to

become more like their mother 's culture in their behaviour and their thinking

than theirfather 's culture. But it doesn 't have to be this way. It doesn 't have

to be a gender thing when thefather is very involved. It's really more a matter

ofhow much time the dads spend with their kids. But it also depends on where

the kids are growing up. Whatever place they 're living, and especially if it 's a
place where one ofthe parents ' culture predominates, eventually the kids will

grow up to become more and more like that society 's culture. But while

they 're young children and as much as a person can be socialized by their

parents, in a lot ofthe cases that I've seen, it 's the mother who has had the

most effect on the child's thinking. (Interview, July 12, p. 7)

A participant in France Winddance Twine's study (2000), the Black mother of

a mixed Black/White daughter held similar views. When asked the difference

between a Black mother raising multiracial children and a White mother also raising

multiracial children, she responded:

Who you are, your culture, your identity...comes through the mother. And so

therefore your cultural awareness, your ability to deal with racism-as we've

been discussing-and a lot of other things will be defined by your mother. And
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that doesn't matter whether you're African-Caribbean, European, Asian,

whatever. It's the mother who brings the children up. (Twine, 2000, p. 87)

Now that my study has been completed, I wish to modify the words that I

spoke in my July 12
th

interview. I still believe that a mother's culture is often

dominant, but I realize my generalization was too sweeping. For parents of differing

backgrounds who wish to identify with only one ofthe heritages, say the father's, my

earlier "rule ofthumb" would not apply. James McBride (1998), whose White mother

left an abusive situation to marry a kind and gentle Black man, wrote that his parents

chose to be all-Black. His mother rarely, if ever, associated with Whites after her

marriage and described herself to all as "light-skinned." In McBride's account, his

mother refused to acknowledge colour and by default taught her children they were

all-Black. (As a side point, though, it is interesting to note that as an adult, McBride

self-identifies as a Black man in his book The Color of Water: A Black Man 's Tribute

to His White Mother (O'Hearn, 1998a) and as a mulatto in his 1998 article What

Color is Jesus? Would this be an example of nonfixed identity?) My self-conceptual

baggage did not include scenarios in which, for a host ofcomplex societal reasons,

the mother purposefully chooses to negate her culture. "Writing your conceptual

baggage allows you to identify, at a later point, in the research, whether any pre-

established goals, assumptions or responsibilities may be overly influencing how your

research is developing" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 51). None ofmy participants

chose to deny their background as did McBride's mother, but I now realize that my

bias regarding the greater influence of mothers gave me an outlook which was not

inclusive enough. Furthermore, in this first interview I did not consider the effect of a
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parent who is physically present with the children but emotionally absent from them

nor the suffering inflicted by an abusive parent, nor the influence of a deceased

parent. As well, in my initial interview, Jamie and I did not discuss the experience of

transracial adoption, nor did the women interviewed raise the subject, perhaps

because it was not among their lived experiences.

In my final interview, I was able to reflect on my learnings and on the

development ofmy research as of that date. When giving examples of "the

conceptual baggage: how to do it" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 49), the authors

describe one woman's final step. "Her final analysis of her research included her

reflections on how she interacted with the other research participants and with the

data gathered" (p. 51). In this second and last ofmy interviews, I discussed my

surprise that the 4 main participants were employed mothers and that no stay-at-home

mothers were in my sample. Was this just coincidental, or was there a bigger picture?

I had contacted three stay-at-home mothers, but they elected not to participate. I have

been both a stay-at-home mom and a working mom, so I personally identify with and

place value on both lifestyles. Not anticipating that my study might not appeal to

stay-at-home mothers, this point was absent from Jamie's and my first interview. My

musings were pure conjecture (based on my gut instinct) but they demonstrate my

desire to rationalize why this would be so.

Louise: ... The three stay-at-home moms that I approached, somehow I think

they worried that maybe this study might be radical. It was easierfor them to

stay quiet about this topic. They thought that they themselves had nothing to

really gain out ofthis. Maybe they worried about rocking the boat. They don 't

know me very well. I'mjust an acquaintance to them, and ifI were to present

mixed heritage in some way that they didn 't like or their husbands didn 't like,

then they would be part ofsomething that 's rocking the boat. They weren 't all

that sure how I would ultimately present it. They imagined that I would
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present it positively because I have children who are mixed heritage, but they

don 7 know that 100%. I think they worried that ifthey participated, they

might lose something somehow. They worried that they might become part of

something that 's radical, without even wanting to be. That 's what I think. But

I'll never really know totallyfor sure ifI'm right or not about their thinking.

(Interview, Oct 14, 2000, p. 5)

Of course, it is possible that I misinterpreted these three women's cues of

hedging and stalling, but I chose not to pursue my study with them because I could

sense their discomfort. Happy to be permitted to include such nonverifiable "fuzzy,

inner voice" observations as the above in my thesis, it is through unpeeling my

conceptual baggage throughout the research process that I have an avenue to do so.

The conceptual baggage includes both intellectual thinking and emotional

comments....Being cognizant of the relationship between the thinking and the

emotional part is important to you because you will likely find yourself "going

on instinct" in this research. It is your way of keeping your own experience

and process observable and accounted for in the investigation. (Kirby &

McKenna, 1989, pp. 50-51)

In retrospect, attempting to account for my conceptual baggage was of great

value to my research, more than I had originally expected. To be honest, I was just a

little skeptical that it might turn out to be a mere time-filler instead of truly self-

revealing. I thought I already understood my thinking on this topic-what I wanted to

find out was what other women thought. Yet, when analyzing my transcripts, I

realized how much more difficult it would have been for me to keep track ofmy

changes over the research process if I had not followed Kirby and McKenna' s (1989)

advice.
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The Motherline

To more deeply understand the role ofLowinsky's (1992) motherline, I

interviewed my mother. This added another dimension to the research as I considered

the stories that have been passed down from one generation to the next. My 72-year-

old mother, Adela, has much lived experience, some ofwhich lay untapped. This

interview was an attempt to uncover "the feminine souls" (Lowinsky) that bind us.

Although her link as a parent in the Mexican, American, and Canadian educational

systems began more than 40 years ago when her oldest child entered school, I found

that her experiences were not out of date. "One of the remarkable features of

schooling is its consistency over time" (Wotherspoon, 1998, p. 79). I interspersed her

responses into Chapter Four along with the other women's voices, and her reflections

added substance to the topic being examined.

I know that my mother has influenced her five daughters in powerful ways,

but this one interview was not enough for me to consciously grasp the enormity of it

all. "The process of finding one's Motherline is idiosyncratic and chaotic. It takes

most of a lifetime" (Lowinsky, 1992, p. xii). For example, even though neither side of

my family is of French or French Canadian descent, my mother insisted that I be

given a French name, in part due to the fact that I was the only one of her children

born in Canada and in part due to her admiration ofthe French Canadian and French

women that she had met in her adult life. I realize the revelation in the above sentence

may not be particularly relevant to my thesis topic, but its chaotic and somewhat

stilted interjection into the paragraph feels like something I am compelled to write
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when thinking about "the stem and the roots ofthe tree of life, through which a

woman is related to the ancient earth of female procreation" (Lowinsky, p. 4).

The actual interview that I had with my mother was a little less than 2 hours,

mainly because she is a woman more comfortable with action than reflective

dialogue. Among the angles explored in our discussion were her feelings towards

mixed marriages in general. In this study, I was not researching participants'

marriages. However, I am including this particular quote because it succinctly

captures my mother's lived experiences. I believe it may make her come alive on

paper to the reader.

Adela: ...I didn 't see myselfas that differentfrom Fred. We had a lot of
similarities. Ifyou canfind similarities between the different cultures in your

personal life, then that helps a lot. We were both Catholic and both ofour

families placed a lot ofvalue on education. Our upbringing was similar-both

ofus had strict parents. I do think there are more problems to overcome in a
bicultural or a biracial marriage so it 's not like there 's an easy happy

solution. But ifyou 're fairly open to that type ofthing andyoufeelyou can

overcome it, then you don 't see it as an obstacle. Sometimes you evenfind a

difference within Canada, peoplefrom the Maritimes are very differentfrom
the people in the prairies. They'rejust different, but at the same time, they

speak the same language and it 's a matter ofwhat the background isfor each

particularfamily. Asfar as different cultures are concerned, it 's nice to be

open but in close relationships like marriage, you should be cautious.

(Interview, August 12, p. 8)

I also remember an "othermother" (Collins, 2000), my paternal grandmother

who lived with us-my father's side of the motherline-who was an intimate part ofmy

life, especially during my dependent early childhood years. "Grandmother

consciousness opens a woman to images of the past, to the face of the future, and to

the symbolic pattern of a woman's life" (Lowinsky, 1992, p. 1 16). When I was born

as the fifth daughter (the result ofmy parents' unsuccessful and final attempt for a

boy), my father was the only man in the household. He had been outnumbered seven
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to one. Even the family dog was female! My grandparents and my father have since

passed on, and now my mother has sons-in-law and seven grandsons among her 13

grandchildren, so the extended family is no longer predominantly female. But

sometimes, when geographical distances and schedules permit, my mother and my

sisters and I get together, just us six women. The stories we tell each other probably

would be rather boring and mundane to any eavesdropper since "perception is shaped

by a culture that trivializes 'women's talk' and devalues the passing down of female

lore and wisdom" (Lowinsky, 1992, p. 2). Yet when I read the following passage, my

mind returns to the meaningful narratives sometimes told in our various reunions over

the years.

Whenever women gather in circles or in pairs, in olden times around the

village well, or at the quilting bee, in modern times in support groups, over

lunch, or at the children's park, they tell one another stories from the

Motherline. These are the stories of female experience: physical,

psychological and historical....They are stories that show how times have

changed and that show that nothing much changes at all. (Lowinsky, 1992, pp.

1-2)

Regrettably, this thesis does not offer a deep understanding ofmy

participants' lives as daughters because I did not consider until much later in my

research to ask all ofthe participants for stories about their mothers. Thus, the

motherline presented here only skims the surface of the wisdom that participants

possess. "We live in a culture that has left the mother's experience, the mother's

perspective, the mother's power, in the shadows" (Lowinsky, 1992, p. 4). However, I
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did ask many questions about their experiences as mothers, in the hopes of bringing

some of their changing and yet never changing stories out of "the shadows."

Ambiguous Participant Terminology

Determining just who exactly qualified as a mother of children of mixed

heritage was somewhat difficult to define. I felt that a White, English-speaking,

American parent in a union with a White, English-speaking, Canadian parent would

not be an intense mixed heritage experience, even though I know many Canadians

consider the American culture very different from the northern one. At first, I had

difficulty actually verbalizing the types of participants I hoped to find. However, I

found that when I heard ethnic mixtures described, I quickly and easily discerned

whether or not / (emphasis intentional) felt that it was a mixed heritage experience for

inclusion in my study. After reflection, I realized that I personally hoped to find

mixed heritage or multiracial experiences in which there was: (a) the union oftwo or

more races according to the traditional racial definitions of Blacks, Whites, Asians,

First Nations, Aboriginal peoples, etc., and/or (b) the union oftwo or more different

language groups.

So according to my categories, a Black Canadian father with a White

Canadian mother would be mixed, even ifthey both speak the same English

language; and a Spanish-speaking Costa Rican mother and a German-speaking

Austrian father would be mixed, even if society classified both as "White." Keep in

mind that Spanish speakers around the world have a wide range of skin tones, from

very light to very dark (Fernandez, 1992). I do believe that iftwo parents speak the
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same language as a first language, are of the same race, but are from different

countries of origin (for example, Australian and British; Portuguese and Brazilian;

Hong Kongese and mainland Chinese), the cultural blends make for a very unique

ethnic background that could be described, I suppose, as mixed. However, in this

study, I wanted to concentrate on those families who fit into at least one of the above

two (a) or (b) categories. I imagined that the mixed heritage experience would be

heightened for those families. To my knowledge, there have not been any studies

comparing the various mixed heritage experiences based on each particular

cultural/racial blend. For example, how is the experience of being mixed

Black/Japanese different or the same as the experience of being mixed White/First

Nations? The scope of this study will not allow me to answer these types of questions,

but the possible similarities and differences do need to be explored someday.

My views regarding who has a sufficiently pronounced mixed heritage

experience for participation in my study may or may not ring true for other

researchers ofthis topic. A few other researchers have similarly delineated their

categories, and in two instances their definitions differ somewhat from mine.

Schwartz (1998a; 1998b) is more inclusive than I am as she does include parents

who speak the same language, are of the same race, but who are of different

countries.

Individuals ofmixed heritage usually identify themselves as

"multiracial"....Further, because the designation has expanded over the years,

individuals of a variety of types of mixed heritage that include not only race,

but ethnicity and culture, now also consider themselves multiracial. Thus, the
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following individuals ofmixed backgrounds may identify themselves as

multiracial: a Puerto Rican/Salvadorian, whose parents speak the same

language, and may be ofthe same race, but who have different cultures

because oftheir different countries of origins; and a Chinese/Japanese or an

African/Caribbean, whose parents are of the same race but speak different

languages and come from different countries. (Schwartz, 1998a, p. 1)

Chiong (1998), on the other hand, is more exclusive than I am, as she deems

"multiracial" to refer only to those children born ofparents from the traditional

societally defined racial groups. Hence, she includes my (a) category but not my (b)

category of different language groups, and most certainly not Schwartz's wider

inclusion of different countries of origins. Chiong complains that some of the teachers

she interviewed did not understand the terms "multiracial" or "interracial," and

erroneously identified some students in their classes whose parents were simply from

different countries but not of different races (Chiong). With such a plethora ofterms-

and with variable definitions for each term-I'm not surprised by these teachers' so-

called "mistakes." As a matter of fact, Chiong herself is a little confused. "Even as I

write this book, I pause each time for a private battle about what to call 'them'" (p. 5).

This leads to another point. When Schwartz talks about multiracial students she is

referring to a very different group than Chiong's multiracial students and to a

somewhat dissimilar group than my multiracial students (for this study). To

complicate matters, many researchers do not discuss their categories as explicitly as

Schwartz and Chiong and I do. So my thesis possesses the inherent limitation that

with respect to the type of participant who "belongs" in the mixed heritage category,
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the terms are not universally accepted and there is a degree of ambiguity over which I

cannot control. However, for this study, I use the terms "multiracial," "mixed," and

"mixed heritage" interchangeably. For my research, when recruiting participants I

sought to include participants whose children were not simply born of parents from

two different countries, but whose parents spoke different languages and/or were of

different races.

My Difficulties in Getting Participants

Earlier in this chapter, I briefly touched upon my difficulty locating

participants. As the Tizard and Phoenix (1993) study found, "a major difficulty in

studying people ofmixed parentage is in locating a representative sample" (p. 44).

After receiving approval from the Brock University Research Ethics Committee, I

posted 25 "Call for Volunteer Participants" signs at nearby community centers, the

University of Toronto at Mississauga, and the Chinese Association of Mississauga.

My 25-year-old niece posted this same "Call for Volunteer Participants" online at her

workplace, a major international engineering firm. My close female friends living in

Ontario, Canada are either non-mothers, or have married and had children within their

cultural groups, (i.e., Italian-Canadian married to Italian-Canadian, Japanese married

to Japanese) so interviewing close friends was not an option for me.

I began to inquire among acquaintances. One acquaintance who

enthusiastically agreed to participate was Beth; I write more about Beth later. I also

contacted two other acquaintances with whom I had previously chatted on a number

of occasions. However, I decided not to pursue the study with these two women
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because of their polite but barely concealed anxieties about a topic that they

considered potentially controversial. Both ofthese two stay-at-home mothers are

immigrants to Canada, arriving as adults. One can speak beautiful English even

though it is not her native tongue and she grew up in an upper class family in south

Asia. She considered the subject matter of multiracial children very worthy of

educational research but became ill at ease with my study after I told her it would

contribute to the fields ofmothering and feminist literature. She emphasized that she

was ideologically opposed to feminism because, as she explained, in her culture many

women lead good and successful lives without it. I'm not exactly sure what her

definition of feminism was. Her comment reminded me ofEpp and Cook's (2000)

observation that numerous people have antagonistic feelings towards feminism. The

other woman was Polish, and her English was limited. She initially agreed

wholeheartedly because she saw it as a social outlet, an opportunity to meet and chat

with other mothers. However, at a later date, she grew nervous when she received the

documents, and I didn't push her to participate. I imagine she must have thought it a

little strange to be asked to sign her name on documents written in a language that

was not her own, a process especially intimidating since she did not deal with

paperwork on a regular basis. I also sensed from a few comments she made that her

east Asian husband (whom I never met) worried about his wife's role in a feminist

study. She later told me that she and her husband talked about the research, and that

since their daughter didn't have any problems at school, he/they felt that I would

probably not have anything to write about. Therefore, because ofthese women's
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unease with my study and feminist academic research in general, their voices are not

represented here.

I had originally hoped to have as ethnically diverse a sample as possible.

Patricia Hill Collins referred to the dearth of voices from Black mothers and other

nonWhite mothers about their multiracial children (Collins, 2000). Thus, I wanted to

make my study inclusive, especially since I realized that it would begin from an

already limited place because ofmy outlook as another White, academic female.

However, in the end, I deem my study to be limited in terms of cultural diversity.

There were countless women whose viewpoints it was not possible for me to re-

present in this thesis, not just because my sample size was small, but perhaps due to

reasons that I will never be privy to hear. For example, a Brock University classmate

recommended a Black mother ofmixed Black/First Nations children for my study,

but the reader will not learn about that woman's experiences among the pages of this

thesis either.

Jackie has not returned my calls. We 've never met-she is a Black woman
married to a First Nations man, with kids in elementary school. My Brock

classmate told her about the study, asked her ifshe would like to participate,

and when she agreed, he got her permission to pass along her telephone

number to me. Jackie and I spoke once on the telephone, but now I think she

has gotten coldfeet. My classmate described her as very pleasant, quite active

and helpful in her children 's school, with not very muchformal education. He
said she wasn 't the sophisticated type. It 's too bad I will never know why she

decided not to take part. (Journal Entry, July 3, 2000, p. I)

After these experiences of polite refusal, I started to worry that I would not be

able to recruit enough participants. It seemed an insurmountable task at times.

Last night, I couldn 'tfall asleep until 5 o 'clock in the morning. I'mjust so

worried that nobody will want to participate. Maybe I need to rewrite my
Letter ofInformation so that it '11 sound better? The only thing that stops me

from changing it is that then I would need to get the Brock Ethics Board
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Committee approval on it again, and that 's another J- or 2- week delay.

Thank goodness Beth has kindly agreed, so at least I have one participant.

(Journal Entry, July 9, 2000, p. 1)

When I interviewed Caroline, a self-described Black/White "mulatto" who I

introduce in further detail later in this chapter, she explained to me from her

perspective, why my study did not have a Black woman's perspective. She stated that

compared to White mothers of mixed-race children, many Black mothers are not

accustomed to discussing their interracial relationships with a sense of pride or

acceptance, and thus, might be worried that I would cast them in a bad light. Caroline

considered a woman's level of education to be a crucial factor in her decision to

participate or not in my study.

Caroline: ...A highly educated Black woman ofinterracial children will

understand the reasonfor the research. She '11 be comfortable with you and

with what you 're doing. And she won 't be so scared to give her points ofview

because she '11 have more control over herfeelings, what she 's saying, and she

won 'tfeel insecure about "Oh, what I'm saying, other people will disagree

with ". She '11 be comfortable with herselfand with her points ofview.

(Interview, August 3
rd

, p. 2)

Caroline also pointed out to me that my position as a White researcher could

be a further source of "non-connection" that could dissuade Black mothers of children

ofmixed heritage from participating:

Caroline: I have afeeling that they 're not comfortable with you because,

Number One, physicallyyou appear White and a lot ofpeople would make the

assumption that you're White.

Louise: Totally. Even Mexican people say "Really, your mother is Mexican?
"

(tone ofdisbelief)

Caroline: So they might take it that your points ofview will be more to the

White andyou won 't respect their point ofview. Number One, I know there is

thatfear. Number Two, Black women who generally don 't associate outside

their own community, they won 't be comfortable with you.
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Louise: And I suppose the truth is that I have a lot ofexperience with the

Asian communities and the Latin communities but I'mjust starting to learn

more now about the Black communities...

Caroline: Also, I think several ofthe Blacks will be curious as to why you 're

questioning them. Are you really interested? Or are youjust being nosy?

They're interested in "Why? What's behind? What's your motive?"

Louise: Even ifI say it 'sfor a Masters ofEducation?

Caroline: Oh, yes. Whereas a well-educated Black woman, she 's comingfrom

the academic realm, so she won 't be suspicious ofyou because you 're

different. She '11 understand. Now, for example, ifyou were someone half

Black and half White, they would be a bit more comfortable, but they 're not

always comfortable. (Interview, August 3, p. 3)

Caroline's views offer some possible explanations as to why my study is not

as ethnically rich as I had initially envisioned and I am appreciative of her

interpretations. However, Caroline is an educated Black/White woman reflecting on

less educated Black women. Her family prizes education. Since every person forms a

perspective of life based on their lived experiences, there may be some bias in her

viewpoint on this matter.

The final woman who chose not to participate was a working mother with a

prestigious career, a second generation Chinese-Canadian married to a British man,

with three children in elementary school. A friend ofone ofmy participants, she and I

communicated a few times by e-mail as she considered whether she would participate

or not. I think she was genuinely interested in the topic, and looked forward to being

interviewed, but then her working hours were suddenly and dramatically increased.

Trying to successfully balance the commitments of a young family and a demanding

job, she decided to simplify her schedule to a minimum.
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Women who chose to not participate in my study did so for a host of reasons,

including a straightforward lack of time; unease with academic and graduate studies

research in general; a sense of ethnic distance from the researcher; personal

viewpoints against feminism; and a myriad of other factors for which I will never

know.

Description of Participants

The individuals portrayed in this thesis (Beth, Margaret, Elena, Gaby, and

Caroline) were given the option of choosing a pseudonym as stated in the Information

Letter and in the Informed Consent Form, or ifthey preferred, were given one by me.

As is customary of all Brock University research, this was done to protect the privacy

and anonymity of a participant and her family. Another option available to a

participant was to be identified by her real first name, as I discovered that one woman

found this more to her liking. My mother and I use our real names, and when my

mother refers to my father in one quote, she uses his real name. Except for my sons,

the children discussed are identified by pseudonyms. Jamie, the outside party who

interviewed me, is also described with a pseudonym. A Participant Data Chart is

located in Appendix G of this thesis. I filled out this chart using data gathered during

the interviews. The following is a point-form description of participants. I introduce

participants in this briefmanner to help the reader become acquainted with them.

Later, I describe them in more detail.
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Participant Profile

1

.

Louise (the researcher):

• 2 sons, Joseph and Benjamin

• Joseph is 7 years old and in Grade 2; Benjamin is 2 years old

• Mexican mother and Canadian father of Irish descent

• 35 years old, educated, middle-class background

• Married to a Taiwanese man

• My Canadian-based university studies and my husband's work abroad

temporarily require alternative, long-distance family living arrangements

2. Adela (Louise's mother):

5 adult daughters and 13 grandchildren (6 ofwhom are adults)

Mexican, and has lived in Mexico, Canada, and the U. S.

72 years old, educated, middle-class

Widow, deceased husband was Canadian of Irish descent

Speaks Spanish and English

Came to Canada as married woman in her 20s

3. Beth:

2 daughters, Lexy and Taylor

Lexy is 10 years old, in Grade 5, and Taylor is 8 years old, in Grade 3

Her children's father is a Black Jamaican

Separated, middle-class, educated

Dual citizen ofCanada and England

In her 30s
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4. Margaret:

1 daughter, Liz, who is 10 years old, in Grade 5

Second generation immigrant, both parents come from Estonia

Married to a Honduran

In her 40s, educated, middle-class

Spanish, Estonian, and English are spoken in her household

Active in the Estonian-Canadian community

Elena:

1 son, Tomas and 1 daughter, Rosy

Tomas is 10 years old, in Grade 5, and Rosy is 3 years old

First generation Uruguayan, came to Canada as a teenager

Married to a Canadian of Irish and English descent

37 years old, educated, middle-class

Speaks Spanish and English

Gaby:

2 daughters, Marcela and Adriana

Marcela is 9 years old, in Grade 4, and Adriana is 8 years old, in Grade 3

Mexican, came to Canada as a married woman in her 20s

Separated, her children's father is an Anglo-Canadian

In her 30s, educated, middle-class

Speaks Spanish and English
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7. Caroline:

• Non-mother, single, university student

• Black Caribbean mother of South Asian extraction

• White European father (deceased) who was a professor

• In her 20s, educated, middle-class

• Often volunteers as a participant in academic studies

• Very interested in research on the multiracial community

I now describe each participant in more detail, elaborating on the above points

from the participant profile.

Beth: British-Canadian/Jamaican:

Beth' s interview was my first "real" interview in my role as a researcher for

this study. Beth is in her 30s, a single parent (separated), an educator of special needs

children, working in the school system. Her two daughters are Lexy, age 1 0, in Grade

5, and Taylor, age 8, in Grade 3. Their father is a Black Jamaican. The two girls

attend a public elementary school in the suburbs. Beth is of White British descent on

both sides. She was born in England and came to Canada as a baby. Thus, she arrived

as an immigrant, although now she may appear all-Canadian to those who don't know

her story. Lexy's and Taylor's parents are both familiar with the immigrant

experience, although each parent came from a different country at a different age.

Beth' s mother spent her childhood in India, and Beth recalls her grandmother giving

her a beautiful Black doll as a child, a doll she loved fiercely. All her life, she has

been attracted to other cultures, and feels very comfortable in the Black community. I
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interviewed Beth twice in my home, as this was more convenient for her. In my

journal reflections, I note how an interview is not the same as a relaxed conversation.

Tonight was myfirst interview with Beth. J actually was nervous, never having

conducted an interviewfor actual academic research before. On one hand, I

felt like it wasjust an ordinary conversation with a newfriend, but on the

other hand, the presence ofthe tape recorder between us was a constant

reminder that this wasn 7 a typical social interaction. Beth hadput so much
thought into her interview questions. The topic is so important to her. I think

it 's her way ofshowing her daughters how much she loves them. Ifeel a

tremendous weight ofresponsibility in trying to authentically represent her

words in my thesis. (Journal Entry, July 26, 2000, p. 2)

I felt that Beth would continue as a participant. As well, my good-natured

mother had readily agreed to her interview. But I still needed more participants.

Fortunately, my luck took a turn for the better and my sleepless nights ofworry did

not last that long. By mid-July, four more women (three mothers and one non-

mother) had agreed to participate, and it was just a matter ofdetermining, according

to their schedules, when and where it was convenient to conduct the interviews. I had

known Beth on a superficial, acquaintance basis prior to beginning my research, but I

was a stranger to the other four women.

Margaret: Estonian-Canadian/Honduran

A recently retired teacher who is a special friend, as well as the mother of

adult children whom I knew from my undergraduate years, listened kindly one day as

I related my troubles recruiting participants. She then contacted her former colleague,

Margaret, to ask her if she would like to take part. Margaret agreed, and that is how a

White Estonian-Canadian, English-as-a-Second-Language secondary school teacher

came to be included in my study. Margaret is in her 40s, born and raised in Canada,

but is a second generation immigrant because her parents came to Canada during the
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tumultuous years ofwar in eastern Europe. Fluent in Estonian, she feels very attached

to her culture and takes part in many activities organized by the Estonian Canadian

community. Her husband is a Latin man of light brown complexion, who came to

Canada from Honduras when he was in his 20s. A first generation immigrant, his

mother tongue is Spanish. I interviewed her twice at her home. The story ofhow

Margaret and her husband met each other for the first time while waiting at a bus-stop

is incredibly romantic-almost like something from a movie! Their daughter Liz is age

10, in Grade 5, and attends a downtown public elementary school. Liz is the only

child in the sample who does not attend an elementary school in the suburbs.

Two other mothers, Gaby and Elena, contacted me through a chain of

acquaintances. Each telephoned in mid-July, asking if she could participate. I was

thrilled! Finally, I had enough participants. Things were rolling along smoothly, and

my confidence as a researcher was increasing.

Gaby: Mexican/Anglo-Canadian

Gaby is from Mexico, in her early 30s, and a separated mother oftwo

daughters: Marcela, age 10, in Grade 4 and Adriana, age 8, in Grade 3. Her daughters

attend a public elementary school in the suburbs. She came to live in Canada in her

20s because of her Anglo-Canadian husband, and thus is a first generation immigrant.

A busy working mom, she loves learning, and very much enjoyed several

undergraduate university courses she took in the past. However, she is presently too

busy with other aspects of life to reach her personal goal of an undergraduate

university degree. Nevertheless, she places a tremendous value on academic

achievements, spends a lot oftime reading, and has perfected her English over her
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years of living here. She has lived with her daughters in Mexico and in Ontario, but

now they reside here in Ontario. She speaks to her children almost always in Spanish,

but when they lived in Mexico, she began to speak to them in English so that they

wouldn't lose their English fluency. I interviewed Gaby first at a restaurant near her

home, and then at her home. These locations were ofher choosing.

Elena: Uruguayan/Canadian of Irish and English descent

Elena is 37 years old, and is a first generation immigrant from Uruguay. She

came over to Canada with her parents and siblings in her early teen years. She is a

secretary, and the mother of a boy, Tomas, aged 10, in Grade 5, and Rosy, aged 3.

Little Rosy is a bundle of energy, confident and self-assured without being cocky.

Tomas attends a public elementary school in the suburbs. Because Elena speaks

accentless English and has taken her Canadian husband's Irish family name, some

people do not realize that she is a Latina. Elena speaks a mixture of English and

Spanish to her children, and hopes that she and her husband will have more

opportunities to immerse their children in her culture. I interviewed Elena at her

home, always on Friday nights, after her busy work-week was at an end.

Caroline: Black Caribbean mother/White European father

Caroline is in her twenties, an undergraduate university student of sociology,

and identifies herself as a mulatto. She telephoned me after seeing my signs posted at

the University ofToronto, to give me the suggestion that I also post signs at York

University in Toronto. She explained to me that there may be a higher number of

multiracial students attending York University, and that this topic has a higher profile

at that educational institution. I planned on taking her advice, but shortly afterwards I
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received the telephone calls from Gaby and Elena, so it was no longer necessary to

recruit more participants. It is interesting to note that Caroline's telephone call was

the only one I received as a result ofmy signs. We struck a sympathetic chord

immediately, and even though we had never actually met each other, we talked on the

telephone about this topic for an hour, followed by another lengthy telephone

conversation at a later date. Although she is not a mother, I asked her to participate in

an interview for my study, because I felt that she could add a unique perspective to

my thesis. The emergent design ofmy study allowed the additional inclusion of a

participant whose characteristics (non-mother) I originally was not looking to recruit.

Changing my focus by widening it to allow Caroline's voice, I believe, has improved

my thesis.

Caroline grew up in Canada, but both her parents were first generation

immigrants. Her mother is a Black Caribbean of South Asian extraction, and her

father was a White European professor. She has an older married sister. Her parents

met in the United States and then moved to Canada in the early 1950s. She recounted

stories of tremendous opposition to her parents' marriage from both sides ofthe

family. Prejudice, exclusion, and segregation were social ills that her parents had to

struggle against on a regular basis. Caroline often volunteers as a participant in

academic studies, whenever her schedule allows, as she finds it a rewarding learning

experience.
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Reasons for Participation

Participants volunteered or agreed to participate for a variety of reasons. Beth

wanted to make a statement against the negative stereotypes of multiracial children,

in which they are often portrayed with troubled lives. Her family has had many

positive experiences and she wanted to "get that across out there." She also saw her

participation as a gift to her children, another demonstration ofher love for them.

Beth: ... When Ifirst spoke to you about this study, thefirst thing that came to

my mind when you approached me was that it 's been very negatively

portrayed in the past. When you start to think of "experiences, " I still think of
negative experiences because ofwhat I read in the media and it 's what I've

heard all along, on talk shows and stufflike that. But you know what? It IS

positive. It 's been VERYpositivefor me and I'd like to get that across out

there - that it 's not so negative. (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. I)

Beth: I was telling some teachers-we got togetherfor a reunion-we used to

work at a nursery school together. I was telling them that I'm involved in a

thesis about this. And theyjust thought it was the coolest thing. Fascinating.

And they said "What a great way to be part ofyour children 's history! When

they 're older, when they get to be teenagers, you can say 'You know what? I

participated in a thesis study about this because I think it 's so important to

you. " And they were "Oh, let us know ifthere 's anywhere we can read it

when it comes out. " (Interview, August 2, 2000, p. 22)

Elena looked forward to meeting other women whose family situations are

similar to hers. She welcomed the social interactions of a group discussion and hoped

that she would learn about "better ways to cope."

Louise: ... When you phoned me and then another mother phoned me, I

thought "Oh, great, I'm so lucky. " I'd like to know what in particular you

thought you would learn or gain.

Elena: Well, first ofall, I don 't know that many people who are in this

particular situation-mixed cultural, mixed racial. I don 't know that many
people-whether there 'd be some similar experiences, some normal

characteristics-ifwhat I experience is the norm. I'd like to know that. I've

never been worried about it. Ijust go on leading a normal life. But it 's

interesting to know that there are some otherfamilies with some ofthe same
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difficulties. Or maybe they 're not difficulties-maybe they 'vefound better ways

to cope. (Interview, August 18, 2000, p. 7)

Gaby volunteered because she saw it as an informal opportunity to educate

herself, and then to pass down her learnings to her children. She grew up in a family

environment where studying was valued. She wants to be an example for her children

and to encourage them to also acquire a love of learning. She hopes that her children

will learn even more about the concept ofmixed heritage because then they can more

fully appreciate that they are the product of love between two persons from two

different cultures.

Gaby: ...Ijustfind that anythingyou can learn is goodfor you, and ifyou can

pass that down to your kids, there 's no loss. Ipersonally like ambition-the

ambition to study and be somebody. I want to learn and I want my kids to

grasp thatfrom me. (Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 10)

Gaby: ...I want my kids to understand about mixed heritages because there

was love involved between their mommy and their daddy-I want them to see

that there is love between different colours ofpeople. And that can be

generalized towards more understanding between all people. It's betterfor

them and it's healthy. (Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 7)

Caroline volunteered because of the personal insights gained from her

participation in previous research studies.

Caroline: Well, Ifound that previous research studies that Iparticipated in

have given me a lot of insight into my personal self-image, my personal

weaknesses, and a lot ofthings that I tend to overlook on a day-to-day basis. I

found that the surveys and research studies almost provided a mirrorfor me
to look into. They gave me an agenda that I could use to refine my weaknesses

and to improve myself. And it 's been my education outside the classroom that

helps me to reflect on things that I've beenjust shoving under the rug,

thinking "Oh, I'll change. Things will go away or whatever". And I've noticed

my own personal self-improvement over time with each study because I've

cross-examined questions that are being asked ofme. And beyond the study,

when the study is over, there are still concepts and questions that are on my
mind, takenfrom these studies, and I remember them. They help me to make
better decisions, choose better optionsfor myself, and even to help other

people. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 1-2)
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Participants chose to be involved for numerous reasons. They perceived this

study as possibly serving a number of functions including: a vehicle through which to

send a positive message "out there" about multiracial children; a way to demonstrate

love; a social support network; a learning opportunity that can be passed down to

one's children; and a mirror in which to examine and improve the self.

Boundaries of the Study

This study has numerous limitations or "boundaries." By describing my

participants in more detail, I situate the study and present data which may affect my

findings. For example, some ofmy participants can be classified as volunteers; being

a volunteer may make a difference in their outlooks. Gaby and Elena were volunteers,

and this is clearly the case because they asked to participate. Technically, Caroline

didn't volunteer to participate in my study; she simply telephoned to give me advice

on alternative ways to pursue it. However, I categorize her as a volunteer regardless,

since she went out ofher way to help me and offered a form of personal involvement

in my study. Therefore, I had three volunteers in my sample: Gaby, Elena, and

Caroline. I approached Beth, Margaret, and my mother, so I do not classify them as

volunteers. According to one study, volunteers differ from nonvolunteers in important

ways. "Rosenthal and Rosnow (1975) conclude that, in general volunteers tend to be

better educated, of higher social class, more intelligent, more sociable, more

unconventional, less authoritarian, less conforming, more altruistic, and more

extroverted than nonvolunteers" (McMillan & Schumacher, 1 997, p. 1 72). My three

volunteer participants may be very different in the above ways from a regular cross-
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section of mothers of children ofmixed heritage, and my conclusions may be affected

by this possibility. However, contrary to Rosenthal and Rosnow's positivist

conclusions, all ofmy participants were sociable and extroverted. I could not

differentiate between the two groups of participants on this basis.

Most of the mothers in this study had daughters only. Elena and I were the

only women with one or more sons. Referring only to those children ofelementary

school age, five girls and two boys are represented in the research. (Elena's 3-year-

old daughter and my 2-year-old son have yet to experience elementary school.) This

is not a comparative study. Therefore, I did not compare how a mother of multiracial

boys (myself) may parent differently from the mothers of multiracial girls (Adela,

Beth, Gaby) who, in turn may parent differently from a mother of multiracial children

of both sexes (Elena). It is no secret that parents tend to socialize girls differently

from boys (Debold, Tolman, & Brown, 1996; Landrine & Klonoff, 1997; Mann,

1994), but I did not detect any gender bias in any ofmy interviews with mothers. The

only comments from mothers that portrayed an awareness of gender differences were:

(a) Elena mentioning that among the criteria when choosing a name for Tomas, she

felt it was important that it be "a masculine name", and (b) Beth referring to her

encouraging her older daughter to reach her potential in the male-dominated sport of

hockey games when Lexy expressed an interest in doing so. As well, Caroline's

reflections on other people's comments to her mother about Caroline's multiracial

feminine beauty and the need to safekeep her from the advances ofmen would also

fall into the category of traditional gender-based thinking regarding the protection of

the females in a family. (I discuss this further in Chapter Four.) In general, though my
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participants spent little time, if any, talking about the impact of their children's sex on

their experience of being ofmixed heritage. It was not an issue for them. This thesis

is not a comparative study, exploring whether or not mothers raising daughters of

mixed heritage may feel, act, or even become different than mothers raising sons of

mixed heritage—although I would certainly find this an interesting area to investigate.

All of the children discussed in this research presently attend public

elementary school in Ontario and are enrolled in the regular schooling stream. None

of the children have special needs arising from physical or developmental challenges.

As well, no private or religious schools are represented in this sample. All the schools

are located in suburban areas, except for the school attended by Margaret's daughter

Liz. Her present elementary school is situated in a higher density, urban area, as had

been another elementary school which she attended in her primary years. I think that

the fact that Liz's schools have been in a somewhat more densely urbanized

environment did not tremendously affect the data. All ofthe schools discussed were

considered "multicultural" or "diverse" by their mothers. Nowadays, many suburban

schools are informally dubbed "ESL schools." None of the children in this research

were reported to be attending ethnically homogenous schools. However, I cannot

completely rule out the possibility that Margaret's lived experiences may be different

from those of the other mothers due to this fact. I do not know what differences there

would have been in the research had the children attended private or religious

schools, or if they had gone to school in a small town or a rural area.

I should point out that participants' marital relationships were not given

prominence in the interviews. Including my mother and me, represented in the sample
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of participants were three married women, two separated (almost divorced) women,

one widow, and one single non-mother. I am sure that the history of their spousal

relationships (and their parents' relationships) would influence their views on

"interracial dating" and on raising a family with someone from another culture.

However, I chose not to explore that angle with them, trying as much as possible, in

spite ofmany detours, for my interviews to be centered on topics that I considered to

be more relevant to the educational field. Beth mentioned that if the study had been

comprised of exploring the experiences ofmothers as single parents of children of

mixed heritage, the study would have been even more applicable to her life. But

again, that avenue is for another study.

In all ofthe unions represented in this thesis, at least one partner was White

(either White North American, White European, or White Estonian). Caroline is

single, but I looked at her parents' union which included a White European male.

Four White men and three White women are among the unions. The nonWhite

partners were Black, Latin, and Asian. In this particular study, there were no

completely nonWhite unions, for example, a Japanese with a First Nations person, or

a Black with an East Indian, etc. It was not my intention to have a sample of unions in

which at least one partner was White; it just happened that way because the

composition of this group was determined by the participants who were available to

me for this study.

I do not describe participants' religious beliefs because I did not ask specific

questions about this. Two participants volunteered information about their spiritual

affiliations and asked if I wanted to explore mothers' experiences in romantic
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partnerships comprising different religions. This study is not an exploration of

participants' religious backgrounds.

Another boundary to my research relates to participants' social class.

Numerous feminists have shown that mothering is differentially constructed for

working class women than for middle-class women (hooks, 2000; O'Reilly, 1996;

Walkerdine, 1985; 1990; 1996; 1997; Walkerdine & Lucey, 1989) and in Chapter

Two, I outlined the general thrust of this literature. Since social class permeates many

aspects of mothering, I imagine the mothering experience of upper class women also

differs from that of middle-class or working-class women. Since I deem all ofmy

participants as middle class, it follows that my research is representative of only the

middle-class mother's viewpoint. Therefore, another boundary on my research was

put in place because "small-scale qualitative projects may be more likely than

quantitative studies to reproduce race and class biases of the discipline by including

only participants who are relatively available to researchers" (DeVault, 1999, p. 33). I

am sure that a researcher searching for examples of middle-class status would find it

among the words ofmy participants. For example, all the participants are literate,

educated women who deal with paperwork on a regular basis, either through their

work, their studies, or through a love of reading. Irrespective ofhow their social class

may influence their expressions of maternal love, I do know that all discussed their

passion for their children.

While I feel passionately about this research because it springs forth from my

life circumstances, I recognize it has numerous limitations, most ofwhich are

described above. Although "limitations" is a common vocabulary term used in
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traditional research, I consider the word "boundaries" more apt in this case. The study

was of an emergent design that unfolded as I discovered patterns ofmeaning in a

continually evolving process (Creswell, 1998; Kirby & McKenna, 1989). However,

there were boundaries to these patterns. I am unable to extrapolate my findings-my

interpretations of lived experiences-to all mothers whose children ofmixed heritage

attend elementary school. My study represented the experience ofmy participants

who are very small percentage of the collective experience at large. Since limited

applicability of research conclusions is typical ofmost qualitative and quantitative

educational studies, I acknowledge up front that it was not my intention to generalize

my findings to every mother ofmixed heritage outside this study. My study did not

address all ethnic and cultural groups, and it was not representative of all social

classes. Nor did it thoroughly examine all ofthe factors that can possibly influence a

mother's and child's elementary school experience, such as a child's birth order

(Gardner, 1999), family income (Wotherspoon, 1998), a teacher's commitment to

his/her career (deMarrais & LeCompte, 1999), to name a few.

Had I the opportunity to repeat this study in a different year; with mothers of

non-middle-class backgrounds whose children attend elementary school somewhere

other than southern Ontario in Canada; and if I had access to those nonparticipants

who prefered not to share their stories with me (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1975 cited in

McMillan & Schumacher, 1 997), perhaps I would have discovered some different

patterns ofmeaning in the data. Nevertheless, regardless ofwhen, where, and with

whom another such study would be situated, I believe that the present study could

inform it. Although I imagine that the findings of such a future study would be
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different, there still exists the possibility of some commonalities because "as we study

women's experiences we think we do not share, we sometimes find that we actually

do share it in some way" (Reinharz, 1992, p. 261).

There is yet another boundary in particular to this sharing of lived experiences

which is especially important for me to explain. I explored mothers' experiences and

not fathers' experiences, except for those stories which mothers chose to narrate to

me. By no means was this focus on mothers intended in any way to diminish the

significance of fathers in many children's lives. Numerous publications have

documented the positive effect of father involvement on children's academic

achievement (Nord, 1998; Thomson, McLanahan, & Curtin,1992), and I believe that

fathers' active participation in parenting reaps great benefits. If I had interviewed

fathers of children ofmixed heritage, I am certain that I would have also gathered

highly valuable information and insights that would be very useful to educators.

Perhaps someday such a study will be done-I hope so. However, the scope of this

study was narrowly defined in order to examine some women's lived experiences

more closely. Concentrating on women whose children ofmixed heritage are

attending elementary school, I attempted to shed light on lived experiences within the

mothering/education/mixed heritage boundaries.

Attempted Focus Group

My original plan of research included a focus group in which participants

would have a chance to meet new people and share stories. I hoped that participants

would feel that the time they had devoted to thinking about and discussing ideas of
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culture, race, and ethnicity in the context of their children's education had been

fruitful and well spent. I also thought it possible that, after reflecting upon their lived

experiences in a meeting with other mothers of children ofmixed heritage, they might

feel slightly empowered by the experience. Maybe some would choose to continue

contact with each other on a personal level and prove to be helpful to each other in

some way. And even ifnone of the participants made plans to ever meet again,

ideally they would gain a sense of community, albeit a temporary one, from learning

about each other's experiences.

I also wanted to include a focus group because I believed that it would enrich

my research by providing a wider angle with which to view participants' experiences.

"The focus group interview works because it taps into human tendencies. Attitudes

and perceptions relating to concepts. . .are developed in part by interaction with other

people" (Krueger, 1994, p. 10). People are social creatures who are influenced by the

comments of others, and who make decisions after listening to the advice and counsel

ofthose around them (Krueger). I believed that my research would be advantaged if I

could provide a forum for such personal interaction.

The comparative advantage of focus groups as an interview technique lies in

their ability to observe interaction on a topic. Group discussions provide direct

evidence about similarities and differences in the participants' opinions and

experiences as opposed to reaching such conclusions from post-hoc analyses

of separate statements from each interviewee. (Morgan, 1997, p. 10)

My plan was to give the group as much control as possible over the direction

of the focus group, since this is especially useful in exploratory research (Morgan,
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1997). I realized that as researcher, I had a position of relative authority over my

study, and so I would at least try to redistribute this power by "waiting and seeing"

what my participants wanted to do and hearing how they wanted the focus group to

run. I saw myself attempting to be a facilitator who would respect the women's

wishes.

Feminist focus group researchers recognize that focus groups shift the balance

ofpower and control toward the research participants, enabling them to assert

their own interpretations and agendas... this reduction in the relative power of

the researcher also allows the researcher to access better, understand, and take

account ofthe opinions and conceptual worlds ofresearch participants, in line

with the suggested principles of feminist research. (Wilkinson, 1999, p. 227)

However, in spite ofmy intentions to be equitable, I must admit that I had my

own agenda whenever I imagined the focus group. A path along which my mind's

eye traveled was a focus group similar to those described by Kristina Minister (1991).

In A Feminist Framefor the Oral History Interview ( 1 99 1 ), she explains how she

conducts focus groups of three to five women:

One woman volunteers to be featured as the others ask questions and briefly

offer comparisons with their own experiences. I am somewhat prominent at

first, showing the group how a dyad maneuvers through an interview.

Gradually, I recede into a moderator's role. The collaboration can become

quite spontaneous and intensely involving. Even shy women grow eager for

their turns, because...they long to validate their lives. Individuals have

voluntarily told me that listening to their colleagues stimulates their own
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recall ofevents long dormant or never before considered worthy of being

spoken. (Minister, 1991, pp. 38-39)

Another factor that I needed to take into consideration was that for the most

part my participants would be basically strangers to each other. Only Gaby and Elena

were somewhat acquainted through the Latin community in this area (both known to

a Latin woman who first told them about this study-someone whom I am yet to meet

myself). Although Gaby and Elena had met before, by and large the focus group

would be composed of strangers, or almost-strangers. I felt comfortable and at ease

with all the women who, as a result of the interviews, were no longer strangers to me;

this in itselfwould place me in an advantaged position ofpower during the focus

group. However, since it was something that could not be changed, I just proceeded

onwards with my plans.

To show the other side of an argument, some focus group researchers see it as

"a plus" when participants are strangers to each other because it can result in a more

open and frank discussion.

Individuals will be more inclined to be truthful and to freely disclose when

they are talking with unfamiliar people who they will probably not see again

(Folch-Lyon & Trost, 1981). Thus, it is often recommended that group

participants be strangers. (Vaughn, Schumm, & Sinagub, 1996, pp. 63-64).

Sometimes a meeting of strangers can be a source of inspiration and creativity.

"Strangers average 26 more relevant ideas than acquaintances in focus group

interviews (Fern, 1982 cited in Vaughn et al., 1997, p. 64). One could ask who

decided in Fern's 1982 study whether an idea was relevant or not? An idea viewed as
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brilliant by one person could be seen as ridiculous by the next. However, from my

personal experience oftraveling-on long rides by airplane, bus or train, listening to

the life stories of strangers seated next to me, people who I would never see again-I

believe that the researchers have grasped a basic truth about human nature. So in spite

of the power that I would have as the only nonstranger to everyone at the focus group,

I looked forward to some open and revealing group interactions.

Organizing the focus group was much more difficult than I had previously

imagined. Finding a location was not difficult, as all were enthusiastic about meeting

at my home, and it was reasonably accessible to all. Margaret would have the longest

drive (25 minutes when traveling during nonrush hours but an hour or more if driving

between 5:00 and 6:00 p.m.). However, she felt that she could do it, and I made sure

to plan the focus group so that she wouldn't get trapped in traffic. Deciding on a date

was another story. My participants were all extremely busy. It had not been

problematic to find a convenient date and time for each participant in her individual

interviews, but to coordinate five women's schedules was truly a challenge.

Talk about difficult! Trying tofind a convenient date and timefor a get-

together ofa group ofworking mothers is like trying to get an elephant to

jump through the eye ofa needle. Children 's birthdays, husbands ' birthdays,

children 's after-school dance classesfour evenings ofthe school week,

children 's piano lessons, the women 's day and weekend work schedules, child

custody arrangements-so many things to work around. I make thefocus group

myfirst priority ofcourse- after all, it is my Master 's thesis so I'm willing to

jump through hoops. I knew it wasn 't going to be easy tofind a date but I

didn 7 imagine it would be this hard. (Journal Entry, September 2, 2000, p. 2)

I considered it important that childcare/babysitting not be another scheduling

worry for my participants. For the focus group, as had been the case for the

interviews, I advised the women that they could keep their children with them ifthey
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preferred. I told them this verbally and also wrote in the Information Letter that "as a

mother myself, I will completely understand any interruptions that may occur. (I am

sure we can make some type ofarrangement for the children to not be far from us,

and happy and occupied in their activities while we talk.)" During the interviews,

some mothers had preferred a quiet, child-free atmosphere in which to reflect and

discuss, whereas for other mothers it had been more convenient and comfortable to

have their young children meander in and out ofthe room. From a practical

viewpoint, this is what many in the feminist movement endorse: offering women

more options so that they can make decisions regarding what is best for them and

their families in their particular situations. Thus, when we were discussing the

scheduling of the focus group, I informed participants that they could bring their

children to my home. Their children were welcome to be beside their mothers or, if

they wanted, to play in the basement (plenty of toys, books, videos, etc.). Another

option I offered them was to bring their children to a nearby Burger King play area, a

fantastic three-storey climbing gym area, where I would arrange for a babysitter to

supervise their activities. I thought this latter option would be especially fun for the

children who are highly energetic-both my children love playing there. I didn't want

to add more stress to my participants' lives by making them have to arrange childcare

in order to participate in my study, and this is why I presented these options to them.

After a fair amount of effort, I found a date that was reasonably convenient for

everyone: Friday, September 22
nd

, at 8:00 PM. It would begin at an hour that was a

little later than I had originally imagined, but I was happy to finally reach a group

consensus. I mailed out invitations (with maps and directions to my home) 2 weeks
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prior, so that there would be no confusion about date, time, and location. Then about

6 days before, I received a call from Gaby, apologizing because her doctor had

scheduled her for almost-immediate exploratory surgery the day of the focus group.

In the face of a participant's serious illness, my focus group seemed to me to now be

of small importance. Ofcourse, I understood, I told her. I briefly considered

postponing the focus group until after her surgery, but I didn't know how long her

recovery would take, and even whether or not she would be in the mood to participate

in a focus group when her body had become weakened. I decided to stick to the

September 22
nd

date.

Gaby and I chatted about thefact that so many ofus women have to endure

physical hardships through our bodies. Gaby 's surgery almost seems to me to

represent another aspect ofthefemale experience - a very difficult version of
it. J thanked herfor letting me know and wished her much good health and

strength. ..I'm already missing her perspective and contribution to thefocus

group, but Ifeel I have no choice but to continue on with my plans. (Journal

Entry, September 17, 2000, p. 1)

The actual date was coming near. I was excited and a little nervous, as I had

never organized a focus group before and I wasn't sure how it would go. As it turned

out, Friday, September 22
nd was a rainy night-not stormy but the roads were slippery.

I received a telephone call from Margaret apologizing because after an unusually long

and hard day at school, she was exhausted. Her daughter's piano lesson had been late

and Margaret now felt too tired for the drive. Then, the doorbell rang and Elena

arrived. I was extremely grateful to her for coming, and she and I began a very

interesting talk. Soon, I was to discover that Beth also had a sudden conflict in

schedule that evening. So my focus group, which originally was supposed to be a
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group of five mothers of children ofmixed heritage, now consisted oftwo women,

only Elena and me. What a disappointment!

Ifeel like a kid who has a birthday party and nobody comes. Or I think ofthe

parable ofthe rich man who has afeast but the guests don 't show up. (Journal

Entry, September 22, 2000, p. 2)

Nothing in the literature that I had read on focus groups had prepared me for

this. I again scoured through the pages ofthe books and articles, now looking for a

chapter entitled "Focus Groups That Do Not Materialize" or something like that. It

appears to be a given in the literature that I researched that participants will be able to

attend groups sessions. Only one researcher made reference to the possibility that

participants may not be able to attend, and this is a short, two-sentence passage

(Krueger, 1994). Under a section entitled "Getting People to Attend the Focus

Group," Krueger writes: "A number of years ago my colleagues and I began

conducting focus groups for nonprofit organizations. Some ofthese early experiences

with focus groups were disastrous because so few people showed up for the

discussion" (p. 89). Reading this made me feel better, as I had not been the first

person to struggle with this scenario. The rest of Krueger's advice, however, deals

with a few particulars of sending out invitations and then is mainly about finding

workable ranges ofmonetary payment to potential participants.

In another source, one is advised to consider Krueger's 1988 reimbursement

system of offering potential participants a monetary payment of $75 to $100 (in 1988

U. S. dollars) for individuals "who must meet precise criteria, who are

underrepresented in the community, or who have high amounts of conflicts in their

schedules" (Vaughn et al, 1996, p. 72). Certainly all ofmy participants had to meet
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precise criteria, were underrepresented in the community, and had highly conflicting

schedules! But I never offered any monetary incentives, and am uncertain that it

would have made a difference in the outcome. Notwithstanding, I have found that in

the literature, allusions to the possibility of participants not attending are intertwined

with discussions ofmonetary incentives, honorariums, or rewards (Einsiedal, Brown,

& Ross, 1996; Krueger, 1994; Morgan, 1997; Vaughn et al, 1996). Not only would

my personal expense budget not have allowed me to offer Krueger's 1988 suggested

monetary range since such all funds would have come from my pocket, but to have

done so would have been against the Brock University Research Code of Ethics in

which a researcher is not to coerce individuals into a study through any means-

psychological, financial, etc. Taking into account the various nonmonetary reasons

cited by my participants for entering into this study, as well as the simple and

straightforward fact that these women are busy, busy, busy-I'm not sure that

monetary payments really would have changed the outcome, even if that's what some

experts recommend.

My initial disappointment of the non-focus group faded away, as I realized

that a nonsuccess can represent a learning experience. Like a person learning how to

ski, a few falls must be expected. And I was already so very fortunate indeed since

these women had so freely given of their time in two previous lengthy interviews on

behalfof this topic. Elena actually contributed three times to this study, because she

was able to attend the "focus group that never was." In spite of the unfulfillment of

my focus group, I recognized that these mothers had given so much ofthemselves in

the interviews, and I was immensely grateful to them for that. I want to stress that I
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continue to consider myself very lucky that each and every one ofthem so pleasantly

welcomed me into their lives, even though I began as a stranger or a slight

acquaintance to them all. I think that the focus group endeavour reflects the fact that

women have many obligations and are very multi-tasked. Employed mothers in

particular are notoriously pressed for time. "Some mothers are robbing themselves of

sleep to get everything done" (D'Amato, 2000, p. D7). Thinking back upon it now, I

suppose a number of adverse happenings surrounding September 22
nd

, 2000 just

seemed to indicate that my focus group simply "wasn't meant to be."

Ethical Concerns

In this section I outline ethical concerns which were brought to my attention

when I requested permission from the Brock University Research Ethics Board to

proceed with the study. I began with limited knowledge of research ethics concerns.

By following the Research Ethics Board's rules, I became more aware of ethical

matters, which as a first-time researcher I had not previously considered. I describe

some ofmy activities which were the direct result ofthese rules.

The participants were given the following documents: the Debriefing Letter,

the Information Letter, two Informed Consent forms, the Interview Schedule, and the

Letter of Appreciation (See Appendixes A, B, C, D, and F). I highlighted that

participants were free to withdraw from the interviews and/or from the study at any

point in time, for any reason, without penalty. Prior to beginning the interviews, I also

verbally reminded them of their right to withdraw. In keeping with the theme of

participant protection, I stated in three of the documents that participants have the
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right to refuse to answer any question if they consider it to be invasive, offensive, or

inappropriate. Participants didn't need to write any of their responses to the 10

questions on the Interview Schedule. These 10 questions were only meant to trigger

thoughts and reflections, and other questions did emerge in the study. I did not

consider any ofmy questions to have been "invasive, offensive, or inappropriate," but

since participants' viewpoints on this matter may differ from mine, I brought their

right of refusal to their attention even before we began. As participants needed to be

made aware of the time required for their participation, I outlined an approximate

time-frame and a description of each activity.

Being audio-taped makes some people feel uncomfortable, possibly even

potentially exploited, so it was vital that participants agree to being audio-taped. By

reading, understanding, and signing the Informed Consent Form, participants gave me

permission to audio-tape them. Counting up the times that I used the words "audio-

tapes" or "audiotaped" in the documents given to participants, I see that they

appeared 1 5 times. Therefore, in lay terms, I considered my study to have been "up

front." There was no need in my study for partial disclosure to participants of any

aspect ofmy study.

Among the numerous questions which I needed to answer when applying for

approval from the Brock University Research Ethics Board was whether the research

would isolate the participant, and whether my study was expected to cause emotional

distress, physical or psychological harm. I considered that some participants might

feel nervous about being alone with me in an interview, so I offered them the option

of having a person of their choosing with them in the interview, although I would
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have interviewed only the participant herself in such a case (See Information Sheet).

No one chose this option. To answer the latter questions, I summarized that I had no

expectations of this study bringing any psychological, emotional, or physical harm to

my participants. In fact, I hoped for the opposite: that participation in my study would

be an enriching experience, and that it would provide the impetus for some relaxed

and comfortable, yet interesting, conversations. I did not ask questions related to

family income, marital relationships, medical history, etc. Nevertheless, I continually

reminded myself throughout the interview process that although I viewed my

questions as fairly unobtrusive and not overly personal, an interview can be the site

wherein a participant is reminded ofher worries, her fears, and any painful memories.

For example, after interviewing incarcerated women enrolled in a prison

school where she was teaching, researcher Susan Tilley recounts the flow of her

conversation with a participant, Irene, who refused to focus specifically on individual

questions. Instead Irene "used the interview space to talk through issues she was

thinking about" (Tilley, 1998a, p. 324) and got upset and began to cry. Susan turned

off the tape recorder but could not turn off Irene's memories ofpain nor her own guilt

for being the catalyst of such a situation (Tilley, 1998a).

An interview may not be as harmless an experience as oftentimes portrayed.

Questions, answers, discussion - particularly in an open-ended format - do

not occur in a vacuum, isolated from past and/or future experiences. Control is

not necessarily in the hands ofthe interviewer or interviewee but rather is

fluid, moving. (Tilley, 1998a, p. 324)
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In my attempts at conducting respectful research (Tilley, 1998a), I tried to be

conscious of the possibility that an open-ended "fluid" interview could take an

unexpected and potentially disturbing path. In actuality, all ofmy interviews did in

fact take surprising paths. However, I did not witness in the women any distress

similar to that of Irene. Sometimes "going offon a tangent" led us to explore very

interesting points, and so I was able to also see the positive side of this fluidity.

After the focus group endeavour, participants received a Letter of

Appreciation, thanking them for their involvement in the study and outlining once

again the general purpose ofthe study. I wrote ofmy appreciation for their time,

efforts, and.cooperation in helping me conduct this study. This Letter of Appreciation

also reminded them that copies of the final thesis or any chapters of it would be made

available to them upon request. During the interviews, all ofmy participants had

requested a copy, which brought forth some interesting reflections in my journal.

As I compose on the computer, Ifeel myparticipants ' "eyes " reading the

screen-maybe because I know that at a later date, they truly will be reading it

on actual paper. It 's a strange and unusual type ofactivityfor me-something

I've never experienced before-this trying to portray women 's experiences

"respectfully. " At times, itfeels like quite a heavy responsibility. I keep

wondering-sometimes worrying and sometimes hoping-" Will my participants

be happy with this thesis when it 'sfinallyfinished? " (Journal Entry, October

30, 2000, p. I)

Throughout the document, I showcase women's words in a single-spaced

fashion instead of using the usual method of double spacing them. Making a

conscious decision not to follow the conventional APA (American Psychological

Association) standards customarily used in academic papers, I decided to single space

their words and mine. I consider it a more beautiful presentation which is easier to

read, and therefore, I went against scholarly tradition in this regard.
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Respectful Research - So Many Things To Keep In Mind

Although I was conscious that the Research Ethics Board had granted me the

privilege of sharing in the experiences ofwomen, I had just begun to be more aware

ofwhat it means to be "respectful" towards one's participants. In fact, there was a

time not so long ago, that is, when this study was only a potential research idea

floating around in my head, that it vaguely sounded to me like a simple reminder to

be polite and to know all the proper social etiquette: "Does the fork go to the left or

the right ofthe plate? Should I send a thank-you note?' However, through reading

various feminist scholars' works, I gradually learned that there are so many more

avenues of thoughts to keep in mind when interviewing women. I present here some

ofthe ideas I carried with me into the interviews, while simultaneously

acknowledging that these ideas represent only a very small portion of the literature

about respectful research and feminist research.

I entered into this study attempting to use feminist research methodologies

which are respectful towards women. Feminist research is not alone in its philosophy

of respect towards participants; respectful research is the goal ofmany nonfeminist

qualitative research studies (DeVault, 1999). However, to conduct feminist research

is to place value on the perspectives of women in the study (DeVault, 1992; Reinharz,

1992). The term "feminist research methodologies" has very different meanings for

various scholars (Reinharz, 1 992), but I view it as research which permits empathy

and involvement (opposed to distance) between the interviewer and the interviewee

(Oakley, 1981); which considers crucial the linking of the researcher's personal

experience to the study instead of regarding it as "researcher bias" (Kirby &
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McKenna, 1989; Reinharz, 1992); and which recognizes the depth of personal and

interpersonal sensitivity required of the researcher in qualitative studies (DeVault,

1999; Oakley, 1981; Patai, 1994; Reinharz, 1992; Tilley, 1998a).

In Interviewing Women: A Contradiction in Terms (1981), Ann Oakley writes

ofher now-famous decision to eventually reject the traditional (and patriarchal)

model of research which definitively separated the researcher from the "human

subjects" studied. Her work is situated in a time when distanced and controlled

interviews were the only acceptable methods to employ. Thus, she influenced many

succeeding researchers by her conclusion that her research had been improved by her

"feminine" mode of relating, connecting, and supporting her participants. Oakley's

work is often referred to and used as the starting point for further discussion. She

advocates that:

the mythology of 'hygienic research' with its accompanying mystification of

the researcher and the researched as objective instruments ofdata production

can be replaced by the recognition that personal involvement is more than

dangerous bias-it is the condition under which people come to know each

other and to admit others into their lives. (Oakley, 1981, p. 58)

I attempted to establish the rapport that Oakley had established in her

interviewer/interviewee interactions. While it is impossible to know how the women

perceived our interactions, and/or how they perceived me for that matter, I do feel

that a pleasant level of comfort was present in our interviews. A certain level of

conversational intimacy, perhaps somewhat akin to that established by Oakley, was

present in all of the discussions. Oakley's concept ofa sympathetic and engaged
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interaction between two individuals united in sisterhood was prominent in my mind

as I conducted my research.

Daphne Patai, in U. S. Academics and Third World Women: Is Ethical

Research Possible? (1994), raises the issue that perhaps this appeal to sisterhood is

naive: "Can, and should, we do research only when we would choose to make friends

with the people we are interviewing? Is it even honest to suggest that all research

subjects are or need to be potential intimates?' (p. 30). I tried to adjust my

expectations downwards, keeping in mind that although I hoped to have sympathetic

and engaged interactions (Oakley, 1981), "feminists who do research with people

should consider rapport to be a fortunate outcome of some projects rather than a

precondition of all research relationships" (Reinharz, 1992, p. 266). Patai (1994)

delves deep into such thoughts. In a world of diverse races, nationalities, sexualities,

and classes, is it always possible, she asks, to establish true interviewer/interviewee

rapport? And just how altruistic can an interviewer be when she will be benefiting in

some manner from the interview (Patai, 1994)? Certainly I had a vested interest in my

participants' lives: by promoting their experiences, I ultimately profit in the form of a

Master's thesis. This was made very evident when I realized that the focus group was

more important to me than to anyone else in the study. I stood to gain a lot from this

research, more than my participants did. Patai' s writings assisted me by giving me a

reality check on my research.

I also tried to heed Linda Alcoffs warnings in The Problem ofSpeakingfor

Others ( 1 994), in which she writes about the problems associated with privileged

academics speaking and giving a voice to others. Citing examples of groups whose
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stereotypes may have been reinforced by such practices, she advises researchers to be

sensitive to power differentials. A researcher may believe she is speaking on behalfof

a particular group ofwomen, but through unintentional misrepresentation is, in

reality, silencing them. She recommends that academics carefully analyze their

impetus to speak, and in many cases should restrain themselves from doing so. In

terms of social status, I believe I was not more privileged than my participants.

However, simply by being the researcher, I had the advantage ofbeing the prime

decision-maker in this study. In the final analysis, it was I, not they, who had the

privilege ofdeciding what to include in the final written thesis-a document that

would be read by others. Alcoffs points have a great deal of merit, and so I did make

a conscious effort to avoid falling into the trap of an outside academic (as my

graduate student self) misrepresenting the women she is researching. But that is not

the end of the story because: "It was much easier said than done," a little voice inside

me whispers, "especially with respect to Margaret."

In terms of participant rapport, Margaret was my biggest challenge in this

research. What I discovered is that even when an interviewer and interviewee have

sympathetic and engaged interactions, the research process is far from simple.

/ like Margaret so very much on a personal level-herfriendliness, her

spontaneity, her generous spirit towards others-but she and I differ greatly in

our viewpoints regarding the mixed heritage experience. So whenever I am
presenting her voice, her arguments, Iam always asking myself "Have I

presented this in such a way that I am still being respectful towards

Margaret? Or is too obvious that I disagree with her? " While it 's difficult

enough already to re-present a woman 's words, it 's doubly difficult when you

don 't agree with her words. (Journal Entry, November 8, 2000, p. J)

Margaret and I were both insiders to the experience of being a mother whose
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child ofmixed heritage is presently attending elementary school. Yet our insider

experiences vastly differed. Many feminist researchers believe that being an insider to

an experience enables them to understand what some other women are saying in a

way that no "outsider" can (Reinharz, 1 992), and I believe my mothering experiences

did help me to understand the other participants' stories and reflections. In fact, it was

my motherwork which first breathed life into this research. Just as the Digimon

playing cards and various toys strewn throughout my home have come about because

I am raising young children, this thesis topic is the result ofmy motherwork as I am

experiencing it in my life today. "Researchers who adopt this view draw on a new

'epistemology of insiderness' that sees life and work as intertwined" (Reinharz, 1992,

p. 260). But my mothering experience, I believe, probably hindered my understanding

of Margaret's words. Perhaps an outsider or another insider would have agreed with

Margaret's views on the nonrelevance of a mixed heritage in a child's educational

experience. Margaret was given the opportunity for member checks but was not one

ofthe two participants who devoted a significant amount oftime editing and

rewording their transcripts. At times, I wondered if a different researcher, whose

views were more aligned to Margaret's, would have framed her stance more

eloquently than I had.

Thus, my self-identification with my participants was simultaneously a benefit

and a pitfall in this research. My empathy of participants' experiences did draw from

a truly sincere spot in my heart, as I honestly did feel a bond with all the mothers of

children ofmixed heritage. But I was constantly aware of the ever-present risk that I

might over project my feelings and my thinking onto their words, combine it with my
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graduate school readings of various academics' works, and end up with a thesis full

ofAlcofFs (1994) much-warned-against "problems of academics speaking on behalf

of others." Especially with Margaret, I began to question myself as a researcher. Was

my subjective insider experience blinding me and steering me in the wrong direction?

How could I remain loyal to my insider's view while simultaneously striving for the

research goal advocated by Marjorie DeVault (1999) which is captured in her phrase

"the point is...to learn from other people?" How could I balance the "profound

differences" between Margaret's and my perspective?

In this respect, I join the ranks ofmany feminist scholars who are trying to

work out the tensions between objectivity and sensitivity (Reinharz, 1992). I tried to

balance this tightrope walk by differentiating my "own experience" from the

experience of"other women" (Leary, 1997 cited in Reinharz, 1992), but did not keep

my own thoughts and experiences hidden out of fear ofbeing accused of "biased

scholarship" or "overidentification" with my participants (Fine, 1984 cited in

Reinharz, 1992). I created numerous spaces for Margaret's voice. Yet I did not deny

my point ofview because to have kept quiet would be to perpetuate the "historic

silencing ofwomen researcher's active and often passionate reactions to our own

research" (Fine, 1984 cited in Reinharz, 1992, p. 263).

Some Inner Ponderings

Once I had completed all the interviews, the member checks, and the

attempted focus group, I believed I had "reached the home stretch" ofmy research.

But I started my analysis for Chapter Four from a state of inner bedlam:
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How do I make sense out ofall this chaos? Pages andpages oftranscripts! I

feel I'm supposed to be methodical, organized, scholary-"wise ". My thesis

should be polished, well put together, andprofessional. But my participants'

words-like their lives-are not simple to classify and arrange in a systematic

manner. It seems as ifeveryone has been caught in a hectic whirlwind of

schedules and responsibilities. The words, when I look at them on paper,

almost have personalities oftheir own, each sentence demanding "Andjust

how will you include ME in your thesis? " (Journal Entry, October 4, 2000, p.

1)

With time, I managed to exert some limits on the anarchy ofthe sentences,

and my analysis finally came into being. As I now scan a computer screen displaying

my Chapter Three, I see that I broadly covered numerous areas related to the

methodology ofmy research, such as definitions of feminist research and ofmixed

heritage individuals; my self-conceptual baggage; my motherline; my difficulty

finding participants; descriptions of participants; reasons for participation; the

boundaries ofthe study; a focus group endeavour; ethical concerns; and thoughts on

respectful research. It is time now to invite the reader to come with me on a voyage of

sorts-found among the pages of Chapter Four-a journey during which, at least

sometimes, the voices of seven unique women ring loud and clear.





CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS

In Chapter Two I employed a triangle as a way of organizing the literature to

represent relationships. Of the three relationships, I found that participants spoke the

most about the "Child of Mixed Heritage and his or her Elementary School

Experiences." Most of the conversations flowed along this focus, with mothers telling

me reflections and stories starring their children as real-life protagonists. Next in

volume were discussions on the "The Unique Bond between the Mother and the Child

of Mixed Heritage," and when such a perspective surfaced, it was often interwoven

with an awareness of family-inherited physical characteristics. They spoke the least

often of their own interpersonal experiences with school staff or teachers, "Mothers

and the Elementary School Education of their Children ofMixed Heritage." Caroline

was slightly different from the rest of the group because, as the only non-mother in

the study, she never spoke about the latter connection.

Chapter Four discusses eight themes that kept surfacing in the data, plus one

theme on disadvantages which some may regard as conspicuous because of its low

profile in the data. I have entitled these nine themes: The Immigrant Experience, The

Body Physical, Moving Between Two or More Worlds, Identity, Disadvantages,

Affinity Towards French, Teacher Awareness of the Mixed Heritage Experience,

Inclusion Versus Exclusion in the Curriculum, and Teacher Support and Resources.

The first theme briefly touches upon the immigrant connection, an experience that all

the women could discuss if they were to take part in a feminist oral history project.

The next five themes illuminate the mixed heritage experience, and the final three

themes suggest implications for school staff and the curriculum. The second to sixth
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themes are meant to lay the groundwork by providing a foundation for a general

understanding of being multiracial, and the succeeding sections are more narrowly

focused on an educational perspective. I believe it necessary for the reader to become

familiar with certain themes that are vital for understanding "what it means to be

mixed" and that it is best if such an introduction can occur prior to considering ways

that educators may be involved. Thus, using participants' words, I have spent

considerable time preparing the stage, so to speak, towards this understanding. Later

in the final three themes, I again use women's words to showcase their ideas (and

mine) regarding possible paths along which educators may consider journeying.

The Immigrant Experience

A unifying theme among my participants is that the immigration experience

has affected all ofthem to some degree. Four participants (Adela, Gaby, Elena, and

Beth) were first generation immigrants to Canada. There was variation in their

immigration experiences because they arrived here at different ages: Beth as a baby,

Elena as a teenager, and Gaby and Adela as married women in their 20s. Their

linguistic histories differed as well. The teenage Elena could hardly communicate in

English; Adela and Gaby emigrated already possessing an extensive command of

English as their second language; and since Beth's family of origin spoke English,

she learned it at home as do many English-speaking children in Canada. Three

participants were second generation immigrants (Margaret, Caroline, and me) who

were educated in the Canadian school system and are very familiar with southern

Ontario, Canada but have one or more other cultures with which they also identify.
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Since both of Margaret's parents came from Estonia, she feels very attached to her

ethnic background. In Caroline's and my cases, our allegiances are a little more

spread out, since both she and I have parents from two different cultures. It is also

noteworthy that three of the participants' partners are first generation immigrants.

Beth' s former husband came to Canada from Jamaica; Margaret's husband is from

Honduras; and my husband is a landed immigrant from Taiwan. I am sure that with

these same women, my research could have focused predominantly on exploring the

immigration experience instead of the mixed heritage experience.

I will not comprehensively analyze their "adapting" experiences as it is

beyond the scope of this study, but I will reveal how the immigration factor was

relevant for four mothers (Gaby, Elena, Margaret, and me) and especially so for two,

Gaby and Elena, whom I discuss in greater detail later. All four mothers expressed a

desire for their children to have more links with their maternal ethnic heritage, a goal

that can be difficult to accomplish when raising a family outside the mother's country

of origin. In my case, I referred to the difficulty ofpassing down the Mexican culture

to my children; they have been immersed already in the Taiwanese and Canadian

ones. Interestingly, Beth similarly expressed a desire for her children to know more

about their paternal Jamaican heritage, also not easy to achieve when they are

residing in Canada. Gaby and Elena talked to me of emotions that I have coined

"cultural loneliness." Although Gaby and Elena and their respective children lead

happy lives, these two women wish their children could also experience and

understand the type of childhoods that they had. Gaby's "head" tells her that her

daughters will be advantaged by growing up in Canada and by being bicultural, but
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her "heart," perhaps with just a touch of nostalgic homesickness, wishes they could

have the same Mexican childhood that she had.

Gaby: As a mother, objectively, I think it 's goodfor them. But ifI involve

emotions, it 's not so good. Because I lived the other side, the other part. IfI

see it objectively, I see it 's goodfor them to live here and to have the two

heritages, and I still think it 's goodfor them. Sometimes, though, myfeelings
interfere with that. (Interview,, August 5, 2000, p. 3)

Both Gaby and Elena deal with the fact that they cannot raise their children

in their home countries by trying very hard to instill their culture in the home-a place

where they have the most influence while their children are young. I listened to two

mothers attempting to construct a little enclave wherein their culture was no longer

subservient to the dominant English-speaking surroundings, an intimate world which

in their families, only they as mothers had the ability to create for their children.

Carrying this ethnic responsibility all by themselves, they deal with their emotions of

cultural isolation by searching for the inner power that comes with self-assertion. For

example, Gaby has decided to "put the Mexican culture so high" and Elena refuses to

"give it up."

Gaby: ... What I'm doing and I don 7 know if it 's right or if it 's wrong-I think

my kids will come to that point when they will want to bejust Canadians

because theyjust want to belong and be what everyone else is. And that is the

reason why when they are so young, I'm trying to put the Mexican completely

up. Because when the moment comes, I don 7 know, maybe it won 7 come, I

just think it might, I don 7 know, it 'sjust my little experiment (joking), once

they really want to be Canadian and act Canadian, they '11 have the two

cultures so that 's why I 'm trying to put the Mexican culture so high. It 's not

that I'm against Canadian culture, but Ijust want them to see both cultures

because they live here. (Interview, August 5, 2000, p. II)

Elena: It 's so easy tojust say "OK, I'lljust speak English. I'lljust live in

English. I'll read in English. " But my route is that I don 7 want to give it up.

So I research more and more ofwhat 's happening in Uruguay, and bring it up

to myfamily at the dinner table "Oh, didyou know that this president wasjust

reelected? " Other people might say, "Well, that 's not our news ofthe day.
"
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But to me it 's important even though I'm not living there. (Interview, August

18, 2000, p. 7)

In previous decades, oral historians have recorded numerous immigrant

women's life stories, detailing their challenges, struggles, failures, and successes in

their adopted land (Bytensky, 1980; Chinese Canadian National Council, 1992;

Grossman, 1990; Marshall, 1998; McKenna, 1990). A collection that truly touches

the heart is Jin Guo, Voices ofChinese Canadian Women (1992) which contains

excerpts from interviews with 130 Chinese Canadian women, both first and second

generation arrivals, exploring identity issues and their diverse ways ofpassing along

(or not) their cultural legacy to their children. Stories of hardship abound in this book

(especially for the first generation immigrant mothers) and sometimes, oftriumph

over immense obstacles. "The title comes from an ancient Chinese saying "jin guo is

as strong as xu mei." This is a common reference to the belief that women are as

brave and as strong as men" (Chinese Canadian National Council, 1992, p. 12). There

is no doubt in my mind that all ofthe women in my study similarly have fascinating

life stories to tell, grounded in their personal versions of the immigration experience,

narratives that would be just as worth recording someday by oral feminist historians.

The Body Physical

Another theme that frequently surfaced in the data was that of the Body

Physical exerting its effect on people ofmixed heritage from babyhood through

elementary school and onwards through adulthood. I have purposefully placed the

adjective after the noun "body" as a way to emphasize "physical." Such emphatic

repositioning is commonly found in the Spanish language-is the title of this section
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another example ofmy motherline? In the Literature Review of Chapter Two, I

discussed how the writings of mothers and adult multiracial offspring reflect a

fascination with physical appearances (Butcher, 1996; Marin, 1996; Morales, 1996;

Niemann, 1996; Reddy 1997). Most participants in this study recounted a few stories

which were similarly rooted in the world of the body.

Children of every racial and cultural group are beautiful-I can look anyone in

the eye and honestly say that I can't think of a truly "ugly kid." There is beauty in all

the children ofthe world. However, this study suggests that multiracial children

experience the concept of physical beauty in unique and complex ways. Some

mothers in my study talked about the attention that their children received (and

continue to receive) because of their good looks and also, occasionally, because of

their good health. They reported "an exaggerated emphasis on physical appearance"

(Bradshaw, 1 992, p. 77) and the fact that this "increased attention to physical

appearance is expressed in such labels as exotic, beautiful, oxfascinating" (1992,

Bradshaw, p. 77). Writers such as Carla K. Bradshaw (1992) and Cynthia L.

Nakashima (1992) state that this "seemingly positive image is actually very complex

and needs to be questioned and studied very carefully" (Nakashima, 1992, p. 169).

Arguing that it can lead towards "a feeling of being an outsider in some situations"

(1992, Bradshaw, p. 77), they look at the historical reasons behind the perceived

beauty associated with individuals ofmixed heritage and offer the possibility that "the

idea that multiracials are attractive might very well be connected to the

stereotype... that they are... vulnerable and linked to unbridled and illicit sex"

(Nakashima, 1992, p. 170).
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Nakashima and Bradshaw have raised a worthwhile point. If this stereotype is

analyzed in further depth, highly complex historical and sociological reasons may

emerge for the development and prevalence of this stereotype. Nevertheless, the

participants in my study, including me, viewed the compliments that our children had

received as contributing positively to their global sense of self-esteem. In my son's

case, there were times when his "cuteness" as a young child was problematic, but

overall, it played a role in building up a feeling of self-worth. Beth talked of the many

compliments her Black/White daughters receive because of their beauty, and

Margaret reflected on her "beautiful, Hispanic-looking girl."

Beth: When they were babies, I got it all the time and Ifigured it was because

they were babies, but it never stopped. We were at the zoo one Sunday and I

had a lady come up to me and say "Are these your daughters? " And I said

"Yes" and she said "They're absolutely stunning" and I said "Thankyou very

much. " And as they have gotten older, it hasn 't changed. People have never

stopped saying it, or appreciating them, or seeing themfor what they are,

which is so nice. (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. 2-3)

Beth: I think their mixed heritage is a benefit to both ofthem because, as we

were talking about earlier, they 've always been told that they 're very

attractive children. They have a good sense ofself. The kids in school love

their curly hair.... Theirfriends love their skin tone. (Interview, July 26, 2000,

p. II)

Beth: The teachers say mostly they are such beautiful children and well

behaved. (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. 3)

Louise: When we were living in Taiwan, people would cross the streetjust to

look at Joseph because they were so curious and they would say "Oh, what a

beautiful child. " And it was all positive, so hefelt confident about himself-he

knew he was cute. But he just hated it when strangers would come over and

try to touch him, pat his head. Hejust hated their putting their hands on his

head. Then he would be very rude to them. (Interview, July 12, 2000, p. 9)

Beth: ... I was talking to someone, telling them that I was involved in this

study and she said to me- she whispered in my ear-"I don 't care what anyone

says. Biracial children are the most beautiful children in the whole world.
"

And I said "That 's right "....It 's very positive. It 's very positive. And I think
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the reason it 's said is because they 're so exotic looking. They are very

different. (Interview, Aug 2, 2000, pp. 8-9)

Margaret: ...First ofall physically. She is strong. She is going to be a

beautiful, Hispanic-looking girl. (Interview, August 10, 2000, p. 10)

Other comments were related to the charm of multiracial children in general.

Such reflections also include the concern that the participant not be misunderstood-

none of the mothers ever stated nor believed that multiracial children are the sole and

only inheritors of"the good looks department." We all know of attractive individuals

of monocultural backgrounds. Stressing that there are many beautiful children of

single ethnic backgrounds as well, some participants were nevertheless very

impressed with the beauty of other mothers' children ofmixed heritage. For example,

Margaret talks about some of the physically aesthetic "pluses" of being mixed.

Margaret:... We went to the Island last weekend. I took Liz and a girlfriend. I

didn 't go on any rides and they did, so I had lots oftime to look around. And I

noticed a lot ofmixedfamilies. Onefamily the two daughters werejust

beautiful! The woman was White and the man, I think he was Guyanese

or East Indian but notfrom India. Maybe born in Trinidad. The two little girls

were so pretty. But someone who has two White parents can be really

attractive. Or two Black parents. It'sjust the luck ofthe draw. (Interview,

August 10, 2000, p. 10)

Beth: It 's probably one ofthe reasons that I noticed Benjamin so quickly-he 's

so cute. Thefirst time I saw him, I thought "Oh my goodness " (admiring

tone). (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. 3)

Margaret: There is an Estonian children 's camp-a summer camp. Ijust went

there yesterday. In that camp, there was one mixedfamily-an Estonian man
with a Guyanese wife. My sister and I were together. We 're in our 40s. We
werejust looking at the kids. Estonian children are beautiful, but they 're all

reallyfair-haired, reallyfair. And then the three children ofthe mixed

heritagefamily were dark. They looked so different in a good way. Thefather,

when he was young, we used to call him "mousy. " No one would ever call his

two boys "mousy. " My sister said they looked so virile, even though they 're

aged twelve and thirteen. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 12)
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Margaret's sister, by describing the "mousy" man's sons as looking "virile,"

has referred to "perhaps the most common and most constant offshoot ofthe

biological-psychological profile of people ofmixed race" (Nakashima, 1992, p. 168)

which is a focus on their amorous allures-in other words, their "sex appeal." Citing

historical images of extremely passionate "half-breeds," Cynthia Nakashima analyzes

possible factors that have created this impression.

A ...possible factor in this stereotype is that multiracial people are physical

reminders of the biological nature of sex and love. No stories about storks

delivering babies can explain how a "Black-looking" baby can have a White

or Asian mommy, or how a Eurasian can look like an Asian person with blond

hair and blue eyes. The genetics ofreproduction are, as they say, written all

over the faces ofmixed-race people. (Nakashima, 1992, p. 168)

A spin-offof this stereotype is that multiracial children's bodies are unusually

salubrious and robust. Recognizing that it is a hypothesis that has never actually been

medically proven, Margaret joked about the idea that certain genetic blends tend to

lead to physical strength and vitality:

Margaret: ...Liz is healthy. Some people say when you have two different

races, you get a healthier child. Very healthy and bright eyed. Good in gym.

(Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 5)

Margaret: ...Even animals-I know animals are animals. But don 'tyou see-

thoroughbreds- like a thoroughbred horse or a thoroughbred dog-even

though they 're both sofine and so cherished, they 're more susceptive and

vulnerable to disease and germs, whereas a mongrel is not so easily sick.

(Margaret is laughing good-naturedly andjoking as she explains this.) I've

heard many times with humans, an interracial child is supposedly stronger

physically.... Like Liz, she doesn 7 eat all that well and I don 't give her

supplements and hopefully, she '11 stay healthy. It 'sfunny-she 's never sick

Her sickness-it 's onlyfor a day or two and that 's it. (Interview, August 10,

2000, p. 11)
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Unfortunately, my children have had their fair share of coughs, colds, ear

infections, and a wide variety of other common childhood ailments, so they do not

possess this particular "advantage" ofbeing genetically mixed. Margaret spoke of

numerous people commenting to her on the healthful and athletic nature ofmixed

children. Thus, she described another perception related to the physical nature of

multiracial individuals.

In my interview with Caroline, the young woman in her 20s who describes

herself as "mulatto," we talked briefly about the 40-page Zellers department store

advertising supplement in that weekend's newspaper (The Saturday Star. August 3,

2000). Out of a total of36 models (including children, teenagers, and adults), 1

1

appeared mixed. This would account for a whopping 31% of the people portrayed! Of

course it would not be easy to know with any certainty the ethnic background ofthese

fashion models. However, we were both in agreement that certain individuals looked

"Latin mixed with something else," or "Afro-Asian," or "Eurasian," or "mulatto," etc.

(Interview, August 3, 2000, pp. 4-5). It was obvious to us that the advertising agency

which produced this brochure considered it a good idea to employ numerous models

of mixed heritage to promote the products. Later on in the interview, I asked Caroline

whether beauty had played a role in her life.

Louise: Tell me again what was it that youjust mentioned about your mother-

that people told her when you were first born.

Caroline: When I wasjust born, and when I was a toddler, and a little child

growing up, my mother in particular was warned that she 'd have to guard me
more closely because I'd be the apple ofeverybody 's eye. I'd be the desire of
you know, every man. That kind ofjeopardized my mother 's confidence. She

wants me to be accepted, and appreciated and this and that. But she doesn 't
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want that everywhere I turn, people are after me. (Interview, August 3, 2000,

p. 6)

As a multiracial woman, Caroline faces challenges that are intertwined with

race and gender, since "multiracial females are especially likely targets for sexual

objectification" (Nakashima, 1992, p. 169). Numerous images of females who are

"half-breed" Indian, Mexican "mestiza," "mulatta," or "Eurasian" are centered on

fantasies of erotic lust (Nakashima, 1992). Such images are a jumble ofmixed bloods,

desirability, and vulnerability-the latter because historically such women often were

weak in a social, political, and economic sense. "Because of the structure ofpower in

the American gender system (as well as in many other gender systems), weakness and

vulnerability can be very exciting and attractive when applied to females"

(Nakashima, 1992, p. 169). Caroline talks about her perceived beauty being

simultaneously a blessing and burden in her life.

Caroline: You 're almost kind oflike a doll or something. The only thing with

that-I don t want them to think that you 're like a toy, that they canjust play

with you. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 6)

Dealing with jealousy from others poses another challenge when one is

considered "exotic," "gorgeous," or "beautiful in a different way." Caroline has

learned through experience to be cautious about the social groups she interacts with,

because she doesn't want to be placed in a situation in which her mere presence as an

attractive woman can create difficulties.

Caroline: ...Sometimes theyfeel you 're a threat. This happened to me. I'm

careful. I'm very, very careful where I go. And ifI'm not comfortable with

people, I won 't be in their presence. IfI can see it 's an uncomfortable

situation, I won 't go back and keep their company or theirfamilies ' company.

I don 't want people to be so afraid ofme-that I'm going to steal their cousin,

their brother, their husband-whatever, their nephew. But at the same time, I

get a lot ofoffers. From everyone. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 6)
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Gender plays a role in the multiracial experience, but a drawing power to the

opposite sex can be experienced by males as well. For those "who are attracted to

people with 'exotic' looks, multiracial people are often extra exotic looking in that

they do not look much like any designated racial and ethnic group" (Nakashima,

1992, p. 170). The following passage describes the magnetism of Caroline's

Black/White male classmate:

Caroline: ...In university I was buddy-buddy with a guy, and his mother was

White and hisfather was Black He was HANDSOME. Everybody in the

university was after him. All the Asian girls were after him. The Black girls

were after him. The White girls-no. And he looked White. He had blue eyes.

He hadyour colour. He couldpassfor White. But you could see the beautiful

golden curly hair. But the Asian girls and the Black girls-WELL! (She shakes

her head in disbelief). And he did very well in school.

Louise: Well, that part's good.

Caroline: He stuck to his books. But he was a bit too much sometimes. He
knew he was handsome. The girls wouldjust throw themselves at him.

(Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 8)

According to this description, Caroline's multiracial classmate would

encounter many nonacademic distractions while pursuing a higher education. In fact,

it almost reminds me of some women's enthusiasm, more than a century ago, for the

famous scholar Frederick Douglass who was ofmixed Black/White descent. While I

imagine numerous women were simply ideologically aligned with his abolitionist

beliefs and feminist leanings, others did write of their intense attraction and their

barely concealed excitement for his manly physical qualities and his commanding

oratorial presence (Stephens, 1999). Because my study is limited to women's

perspectives, I would need to expand its boundaries by including male participants if I

were to attempt to achieve a broader understanding of the relationship between
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gender and multiracial status. However, as Caroline's commentary suggests, some of

the benefits and disadvantages of being considered extremely "handsome" or "pretty"

may be shared by both sexes.

In my Literature Review of Chapter Two, I referred to mothers who reflected

on the powerful love they hold for their children, while simultaneously writing about

perceived physical similarities and differences between the child's body and the

mother's body (Butcher, 1996; Marin, 1996; Morales, 1996; Niemann, 1996). In

Margaret's case, she likewise talked about her intense feelings of endearment for her

daughter, which she sees as especially deep rooted because Liz is her only child.

However, she differed from the above writers in that she herselfhad not reflected

much on the physical dissimilarities between her and Liz. Thus, Margaret's calm

sense of "colour-blindness" would not be shared by Nancy Butcher (1996), Lynda

Marin (1996), Jennifer Morales (1996), and Yolanda Flores Niemann (1996). As a

language teacher who speaks Estonian, Margaret feels that language learning plays a

large role in shaping individuals. However, although she would like a greater

emphasis on the Spanish and Estonian languages in her daughter's life, she feels it is

best if her family continues to de-stress outward body-oriented appearances.

Margaret: ... Thefirst questionfor the phrase "mothers ' experiences in the

elementary school education oftheir children ofmixed heritage ", I wouldn 't

even give it that much importance. I wouldjust brush over it. My experiences

are most importantly ofa mother and a daughter-no, really ofa mother who

speaks another language. (Interview, July 31, 2000, pp. 2-3).

Margaret: I 'm going to give more thought to these questions, but in my own

life and in Liz 's, we haven 't given much thought or stress to her being mixed.

(Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 11)

Although Margaret herself does not like to dwell on the Body Physical, she
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did tell me how other people (usually friendly strangers) would sometimes inquire

about the relationship between them somewhat confused by their contrasting images.

Such exchanges were often the start of pleasant conversations between affable

acquaintances.

Margaret: ...But when we go to stores and that, because we look so different,

everyone remarks. A lot ofpeoplefirst-hand say, "Oh, she 's notyour

daughter, is she? "
.... And then we explain. "Herfather isfrom Honduras and

that 's why her skin is darker. That 's why she has dark eyes. " (Interview, July

31, 2000, p. 3)

Beyond the family circle, neighbourly chit-chat does often begin from

outsiders' observations about the body, as evidenced by Margaret's explanation to

others of Liz's "dark eyes" and "skin [that] is darker." In my interviews with Gaby

and Elena, discussions about the body were relatively short and our conversations did

not include the topic of the attractiveness of children ofmixed heritage, per se.

However, we did talk about facial features, skin tones, hair colour, and how each

particular child looked "more Canadian" or "more Latin." Briefcomparisons were

made, looking for family likeness. I was in agreement with these two mothers that

some children resembled their Canadian fathers, whereas others shared more of their

mothers' Latin features. Gaby (from Mexico) mentioned that even though one of her

daughters was quite fair, her thinking was "very Mexican" as a result of their

spending so much time together.

Gaby: They BOTH see themselves as Mexicans. (Interview, August 5, 2000, p.

14).

Elena joked that her blonde-haired, blue-eyed daughter looked more Swedish than

Uruguayan, and yet this confident, vivacious little girl might surprise many people in

the future whenever she would start speaking in Spanish (Interview, August 18,
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2000). She also described how, because her son physically assimilates into the Anglo-

Canadian culture, he is known as a child ofmixed heritage only to those school staff

who are familiar with his family background and his maturity. Often called upon by

the principal or by teachers, Tomas is trusted to help negotiate and explain conflicts

between groups of children. His mother feels that Tomas' s mixed identity, although it

is not visible, has helped him to refine the ability to see more than one side to a

situation. However, to strangers, he passes for unicultural Canadian because his

blonde hair hides his ethnic roots. Once again, the Body Physical plays a role in the

daily life of this child because it masks his mixed heritage.

Elena: ...Let 'sjust give this example: a school supervisor on the playground-

a teacher that 's supervising the grounds over lunch, who doesn 't necessarily

know Tomasfrom the classroom and who isjust supervising the lunchtime.

Most ofthe time because Thomas is so blonde, he doesn 7 come across as

beingfrom any other nationality other than Canadian so they could attribute

his interpersonal skills to his personality. However, ifthey take him to the

principal 's office who knows him a little more, the principal says "You 're

sensitive enough". (Interview, August 4, 2000, p. 14)

Physical appearance, either appearing mixed or looking unicultural, has an

Impact on the lives of multiracial children. For some, it brings forth a great deal of

attention both in and outside school. For others, like Tomas, their genetic inheritance

of multi worlds receives almost no recognition at school and is not known beyond the

intimate circle of family, friends, and a few school staff. However, the body always

exerts its influence, in one form or another, on the experiences of children ofmixed

heritage and on how others in our society perceive them. I continue to surge with

parental pride whenever my sons receive a compliment because I am sincerely

appreciative of the goodwill that, in my experience, has almost always accompanied

such positive strokes. I always thank the speaker for their kindly words which I
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believe help to build up my children's self-confidence. However, as a result of this

research, I now have a higher awareness of the possible ways, both positive and

negative, in which physical looks may have a dramatic effect on their lives.

Margaret feels a sense of frustration with this preoccupation with the body.

She is tired of society's fixation on skin colour, body height, facial features, etc.

Weary ofthe world's relentless focus on the body and the mind, she wishes more

thought was given in the school system to developing the inner, spiritual aspects of

each child. She wonders if the subject of multiracialism in itselfcan be examined in

too much detail. She advocates for less differentation among our schoolchildren,

except for certain groups, such as the physically challenged. Margaret believes that

society must recognize that the bodies of developmentally or physically challenged

children have unique needs which must be met; however, as a general rule, we should

steer ourselves away from our present obsession with physical characteristics.

Margaret: ...It is so physical, in the body. We work on the body. We try to

make it perfect. I guess this is off-topic but maybe we 're making a mountain

out ofa molehill. For me, mixed children are not that differentfrom others. A
person like this (holding up a picture ofa physically challenged athlete in

"The Unbeatable Body" in National Geographic September 2000 issue). He
definitely has strong needs. (Interview, August 10, 2000, p. 10)

This topic could be researched in tremendous depth in further studies. I have

only skimmed the surface of it. My discussion of the Body Physical has encompassed

a wider range than simply the elementary school experience. I deemed it necessary to

include a wider age range of experiences, as recounted to me by participants, because

in my opinion, the Body Physical's effect is so profound that when children enter into

the grade 1 classroom on the first day of school, they have already been influenced to

some degree by its touch. Beth stated, "when they were babies, I would get it all the
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time" and when Caroline was just born, her mother was told to guard her very closely

-these narratives are examples of the Body Physical's effect on children even before

they are grade school students. Then, as multiracial children proceed onwards in their

studies, they continue to be affected by it, even as they enter their adolescent and

adult lives. Caroline's experiences as an attractive woman dealing with jealousy, plus

the reflection on her male schoolmate's dating patterns are two examples ofhow the

Body Physical can affect young adult lives. For some children, its effect is prominent

both at school and elsewhere; whereas for others who pass as single-heritage

individuals, like Tomas, its impact is very often hidden. Without some awareness of

the role that the body plays, I consider it impossible for a person to understand a

child's experience of being ofmixed heritage. Thus, I consider it crucial to shed some

light on it in my thesis. Physical beauty is very much in the eye ofthe beholder, and

the world is certainly full of single-heritage men and women judged attractive by

society. However, as my participants' stories suggest, multiracial individuals

experience society's concept of beauty in unique ways. It is my hope that this brief

analysis will provide a foundation from which the reader can begin to build a stronger

understanding ofhow the Body Physical affects what it means to be mixed.

Moving Between Two or More Worlds

Some ofthe recent publications on the education of multiracial children

discuss the advantages such children bring to the classroom suggesting that such

students act as bridges between various cultures (Nakashima, 1992; Schwartz 1998a;

Stephan, 1992; Williams, 1992). Wendy Schwartz succinctly summarizes this
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openness towards diversity, although one wonders if the families to which she is

referring are mainly upper and middle class.

Individuals who are socialized as multiracial usually benefit from their

heritage. Their families provide them with a cultural education that is broader

than that ofmonoracial children, giving them both a larger knowledge base

and a more well-rounded sense ofthe world. They have an enhanced sense of

self and identity, and greater intergroup tolerance, language facility,

appreciation ofminority group cultures, and ties to single-heritage groups than

do monoracial people (Thornton, 1 996). In addition, they often are able to

identify multiple aspects of a situation where other people see only one, and to

see both sides of a conflict (Kerwin, Ponterotto, Jackson, & Harris, 1993).

(Schwartz, 1998a, pp. 4-5).

All of the mothers except for one perceived that their children have refined the

skill ofmoving between two or more worlds, as a result of their mixed family

background. They considered it to have given their children a tremendous advantage

in terms of increased interpersonal skills. It was pointed out to me that passages like

the one above place multiracial individuals in a position of superiority over

monocultural individuals, and perhaps are only reversing the traditional order of

dominance. I acknowledge that there is much validity to this reaction to Schwartz

(1998a). I know numerous monocultural individuals who are wonderful "people-

persons" and who deal very sensitively with others. And Schwartz's findings should

not be interpreted that every individual ofmixed heritage will have excellent

interpersonal skills-of course, there must be individuals ofmixed heritage who are
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socially inept. Furthermore, I am personally acquainted with single-heritage families

who embrace other cultures, perhaps more enthusiastically, I imagine, than some

families ofmixed heritage. However, I believe that a child who is exposed to a wide

variety ofviewpoints ofthe world has an enriched experience. Monocultural families

can provide their children with a wide exposure to cultural experiences through

community and global interactions; adults who did not grow up with ethnic diversity

can create learning opportunities later in life. However, it is easier for a child to

achieve an awareness of multiple global perspectives when this enrichment happens

within the home itself.

The mothers in this study who have chosen to promote their children's mixed

ethnicity felt that their children had developed improved social skills because of their

exposure to their numerous heritages. They saw it as directly linked. Elena talked

about her son Tomas being instrumental in helping new classmates, often from other

cultures, adjust and gain confidence in their new surroundings.

Elena: His closestfriends are usually, again, an Indian background, afew
Italians .... Infact, his bestfriends arefrom other cultures. It could bejust

personality but he does migrate towards the people who are aloof, a little shy-

it 's usually someonefrom a different culture. He goes and becomes their

friend and tries tofind out what 's going on.... Oh, he 's a different kind ofkid,

anyways-very sensitive. To me, it 's very interesting, especially ifthere 's a

new kid at school and he happens to befrom a different culture. The teachers

know this and say "Tomas, you 're going to shadow this child. "
.... I also think

it 's maturity level and sensitivity, but I think it 's one ofthe advantages ofthe

teachers knowing that this child has a mixed heritage. (Interview, August 4,

2000, p. 6)

Presently a grade 5 student, Tomas began when he was in grade 1 to befriend

new students (who are often from other ethnic backgrounds) to the class. His

teachers, counting on his quiet yet welcoming personality, request him to do so.
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Furthermore, Elena is surprised at how many times school staff have asked her son to

truthfully report numerous sides of a conflict between children. He is able to "identify

multiple aspects of a situation where other people only see one, and to see both sides

ofa conflict" (Schwartz, 1998b, p. 4). It is remarkable that he somehow manages

"being true to the teachers andyet being true to the kids " (Elena in Interview, August

4, 2000, p. 14).

Elena: It 's still going on to this day where he 's caught in the middle of
something. He gets called to the principal 's office: "OK, Thomas, you were

an innocent bystander, but let us know what happened. " (Interview, August 4,

2000, p. 14)

It was suggested to me that Elena's words could be interpreted to mean that

school staff are placing unrealistically high expectations on Tomas' interpersonal

skills and are assigning him too much responsibility. However, I feel that to analyze

and present Elena's words in such a fashion would be a betrayal ofher trust in me. If

I were to frame her words in such a manner, then I believe I truly would fall into

Alcoff s (1994) trap of an outside academic misrepresenting the women she is

researching. Tomas's mother is proud of the confidence that his teachers have in his

maturity; it has been a source of positive feedback for him. I learned much about

Tomas from my interviews with his mother, and am sincerely impressed with this

young boy's sensitivity towards other people.

Elena and I also discussed her son's ease in moving within and around

various ethnic groups. The members of such racially based cliques, in spite of their

young ages, have already become antagonistic towards each other on the school

playground and at a nearby park. Tomas interacts with both the "Black circle ofkids"

and the "Polish circle of kids" but is unhappy about the name-calling towards each
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other that both groups engage in. It has been "a struggle" for Tomas because the two

groups interact so negatively with each other. I see him caught in the middle and can

imagine this site of stress.

Louise: Does that happen a lot on the playground?

Elena: Unfortunately, yes.

Louise: Daniel tells you?

Elena: Yes, and I see it. And I see it when I go to the park, our park here. It's

full ofBlack kids, and there there 's the Polish kids, and they sort ofhang out

together, but they don 't go out oftheir little circles. Tomas can blend in and
out ofthis-no problem. But let 'sjust say this: The Black group and the Polish

groupjust don 't relate. The polarity that you 're talking about is very clear.

He 's easily accepted here with the Blacks (gesturing to one side to indicate

the Black group), and he 's easily accepted here (gesturing to the other side to

indicate the Polish group). But it 's hard to bring somebodyfrom one group

over to the other group. He 's accepted it, butfor him it 's a struggle.

(Interview, August 4, 2000, p. 15)

Tomas' frequent interactions with both "the Polish kids" and "the Black kids"

bring to mind the results of Cookie Stephan's study (1992) in which she compared the

informal voluntary contact between single-heritage groups of students to that of

mixed-heritage groups of students. She found that while the single-heritage groups

did not often build relationships with each other, the mixed-heritage students had

more frequent interactions with numerous ethnic student groups. Stephan's study

purposefully compares the two groups, which unfortunately does set up a competitive

pecking order of sorts. Nonetheless, her research can inform my study.

The mixed heritage students have more informal voluntary contact with the

single-heritage groups than the single-heritage groups have with each other. In

addition, while most of the single-heritage groups were ethnocentric...mixed
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heritage students were somewhat more tolerant ofthese groups than the

single-heritage groups were of each other. (Stephan, 1992, p. 60)

Like Tomas, Beth's daughters, Lexy and Taylor, are accepted into different

groups of children and are also often involved in conflict resolution. Their teachers

have commented positively on their social skills.

Beth: ...it has been brought to my attention several times how well they get

along with their classmates and especially my youngest. You know how at the

bottom ofthe report cards, they have "Conflict Resolution "? Well, it shows

how well she is as a mediator. "OK, let 'sfind a way to work this out. " So they

tend to be, especially my littlest one, in interpersonal skills, really up there in

the marks. She wants to be the peacekeeper. (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. 15)

Numerous times in her interviews, Beth described how Lexy and Taylor adapt

easily to various situations and she believes that they are comfortable doing so

because they are exposed to many different cultures. They have grown up constantly

adjusting to different norms of behaviour and various lifestyles. She believes that

their unique family make-up has fostered their ability to make friends easily, which in

turn has contributed to their popularity at school.

Beth: They've always been invited to all the birthday parties. Social

butterflies, I call my children because they 're always on the move. (Interview,

July 26, 2000, p. 14)

They interact with their Black culture through their father, his parents, and their

mother's best friend, who is Black. Their maternal grandfather represents a more

straight-laced White British culture; their maternal grandmother who lives with them

passes down a heritage influenced by a childhood spent in India; and they sometimes

help their mother teach special needs children. It's a broad range of life experiences

for two young girls, who are only in grade 3 and grade 5 respectively.
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Beth: I think there have been a couple ofthings that have been so positive.

One is myfriendship with my bestfriend because we often go to bigfamily

gatherings and they 've got all their type offood. They 're talking their patois

which is what they talk when they get together. My kids can understand it.

They can speak it. They get right in. Andyet we can go over to my dad 's place

which is more English and be with theirfriends. They can sit there and be

veryprim andproper. They know in which place they must behave in which

way. And the other advantage that they 've had is thefact that I work with

special needs children. It has also given them that "Everybody is different.

Everybody is special in their own way. " They are so accepting. They make me
so proud ofhow accepting they are ofeverybody. (Interview, July 26, 2000, p.

9)

Beth is proud of her multiracial daughters' acceptance of diversity and

difference, a virtue cultivated by a broad cultural education not only within the

nuclear family but also within the homes of friends and relatives. She is incredulous

at how fluidly they move between the Black, the White, and other worlds.

Beth: Our kids are exposed to so many different backgrounds, different

people. Ifind it remarkable that my children can be so-I don 't know how to

explain it-but when they 're with my dad, with those very high British

expectations, and they do what they 're told, and they know how to behave.

And then they leave and become themselves again. Then they go where it 's

more relaxed and theyfit right in over there. You can pull them into any

situation, and they '11 scope it out, know how they should behave and offthey

go. And I've had so many people comment to me on how wonderful my kids

are when they are out, because I think they can adjust. They adjust, they

adjust, theyfix and off they go. They become part ofany crowd.

Louise: Especially good in a multicultural society like ours. In the classroom,

you can see that they can befriends with many different nationalities?

Beth: Right. It 's almost like they know "Act more like this here. Maybe act a

bit more like this here. A bit more like that there. " It 's naturalfor them. Ijust

look at them sometimes and it amazes me. (Interview, July 26, 2000, pp. 15-

16)

Gaby similarily talked about her Mexican/Canadian daughters' openness

towards children from different cultural heritages and then reflected on how her

youngest daughter welcomed a new Korean girl to the class. Her commentary about
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Marcela and Adriana supports the stance that "children ofmixed heritage who have

an opportunity to learn the values, roles, norms, and behaviours of their heritage

groups may learn to interact effectively with people from diverse cultures" (Stephan,

1992, p. 59).

Louise: Are they comfortable with...

Gaby: ... any other nationality?

Louise: Yeah.

Gaby: Yes, definitely. Another thing-my kids are very easy to get along with.

They get along with everybody. I'mjust thinking about this particular girl. I

think she 'sfrom Korea and she wasjust new and my little onejust

immediately went to her.

Louise: Was she thefirst one in her class to go to her? Do you know?

Gaby: I think she was among the veryfirst. It was when wefirst started school

- that veryfirst week when I started to hear about this little girl. And when
she told me, I told her "You 're doing good. She 's new-you should help her

out. " I think her mixed heritage does help her. For them everybody is

everybody.

Louise: There 's an openness?

Gaby: Yes. And when they go to Mexico, they see different things, too. So

they 're very used to adjusting to different people. Definitely it is greatfor

them to learn other languages. (Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 7)

Like Beth, Gaby talks about her children adjusting well to new situations. She

believes her daughters possess a type of"wisdom" as a result of having lived and

travelled both in Mexico and in Canada. Fluent in both Spanish and English, they can

move between the Latin and the Anglo worlds because of "a larger knowledge base"

(Schwartz, 1998a, p. 4). Tangible (and edible) images of "pizza" and "enchiladas"

accentuate the two cultural worlds these two girls inhabit.
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Gaby: ...My kids notice things. My kids notice things. Since they are very

much like me and my way, they notice things that I would notice. And ifI'm

there, they notice things. They do tell me their comments.

Louise: In Mexico and in Canada?

Gaby: Yes, they do have the best ofboth worlds. They have the two languages.

They can eat pizza and they can eat enchiladas. They can eat spices and they

can eat ketchup. They can appreciate hockey and they can appreciate soccer.

They love the snow and they love the sun. So it is a wisdom. They know more

about life. I know many kids who haven 7 traveled all that much. My kids have

been in airplanes since they were 3 months old. And they 've been back and

forth, and sofor them, going in a plane to Mexico is no big deal.

Louise: It 's like taking a bus?

Gaby: Yes. Yes, I do think so.

Marcela and Adriana are accustomed to traveling and to changing their

behavioural and lifestyle modes according to the cultural situation in which they

happen to find themselves. These two elementary school girls have found harmony in

the dichotomies of "sun" versus "snow," "soccer" versus "hockey," and "spices"

versus "ketchup." Cultural contrasts are a type of enriched learning in their lives.

My mother voiced similar sentiments, using the word "accepting" which Beth

had frequently used, and makes a reference to the type of "wisdom" which Elena

detailed above. My mother studied medical technology at university in the late 1940s;

I am not surprised she used a science-based term, "osmosis," to describe how parents'

multiple ethnicities can be absorbed by their children's somewhat porous natures. The

following describes her thinking about children ofmixed heritage in general.

Adela: In mixed heritage children, a benefit wouldprobably be that they could

see howpeople would interact, think or act ifthey camefrom a different

culture and it would make them more, I think, wiser and more tolerant. They

could see differences in themselves andprobably would accept differences in

other children andpeople. (Interview, August 12, 2000, p. 4)
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Adela: I think they really have the benefit ofmore than one culture and that 's

what I think is a positive influence in their lives. Ifyou 'rejust born into a

mixed heritagefamily, you don 't have to go lookingfor outside multicultural

activities. Youjust learn about it through osmosis. A lot ofchildren who are

not mixed do learn about other cultures, and can go and live in other

countries-somehow they adopt that openness. But ifyou 'rejust born into it,

you already have that one advantage ofbeing able tofeel that you 're part ofa

bigger, more global world. (Interview, August 12, 2000, p. 7)

Not all children ofmixed heritage have the "advantage of being able to feel

that . . . [they're] part of a bigger, more global world" but my mother felt that her

children had experienced this advantage. I asked her specifically whether she

perceived her five adult daughters as "natural 'bridges' between the artificial

boundaries that divide the humans ofthe world" (Nakashima, 1992, p. 173). Although

as we all got older we saw "more differences" between the Anglo and the Latin

cultures, my mother felt that our enthusiasm for both heritages encouraged us to act

as cultural interpreters between Canada and Mexico.

Louise: ...Do you think that your children are like the bridges between the

Anglo culture and the Latin culture?

Adela: I like to think ofthem that way. And I think that they are very

enthusiastic about anything Latin. As well, they are enthusiastic about many
new things in Canada and in the U. S. Even though as they grew older and
saw more differences in the two ways ofliving, I think they are positive about

how they were brought up with the Mexican influence. I would say "Yes
"

because their attitudes are good, and that is probably the biggestfactor in

having a goodfeeling towards their being a bridge towards the two cultures.

(Interview, August 12, 2000, p. 8)

Her adult children occasionally have been called upon as Spanish/English

translators; have hosted countless Mexico-residing relatives, friends, and

acquaintances in our homes (some for lengthy stays); have aided in the arrangements

ofnumerous Mexican children's and young people's "Study in Canada" sessions;

have made presentations on Canada when studying in Mexican educational
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institutions; and when traveling or living in Mexico, have acted as unofficial tour

guides for non-Spanish-speaking work associates, acquaintances, relatives, and

friends. None of Adela's daughters have affected economic or political policy

between the two countries, but within a tiny, narrow, and middle-class sphere of

influence, we five women are indeed "a bridge towards the two cultures." Of course,

ethnically-receptive, monocultural individuals often have similar lived experiences to

those described above. One needn't have a mixed heritage in order to be involved in

cross-cultural activities. Notwithstanding, a mixed heritage does offer children the

possibility of learning a great deal about another way of life-for those families who

choose to pursue this option.

Caroline, an adult ofmixed Black/White background, considers herself a

bridge between numerous ethnic communities. She also spoke of the opposition that

her parents experienced towards their interracial marriage, especially acute when they

first married more than 30 years ago. She remembers that growing up, numerous

family activities had to be curtailed as a result of such prejudice. As the tangible

result of sexual relations between Blacks and Whites, her very existence as a

multiracial individual has offended some people and is an obstacle she continues to

encounter today. However, she feels that her interpersonal skills are sharper and more

highly refined as a result of her mixed heritage. Her widened perspective has given

her confidence when dealing with difficult people.

Caroline: ...I have bridged the Black community, the White community, the

Asian community. Generally, I try to adapt to the situations because these

situations are never the same. They 're always different. There 's always a

challenge. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 3)
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Caroline: ... You 're not expected to necessarily take sides. Your side is your

own You '11just kind oftake in everything they 're saying, andyou '11 know

who is prejudiced against someone right away. You will know who you can

trust and who you cannot-who to be careful of who is biased against other

people. You will pick it up right away because you will be sensitive to that.

(Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 14)

Like Tomas, Caroline often does not take sides between groups divided by

racism and she similarly adapts to varying social circumstances. She feels her lived

experience as a multiracial woman has helped her to acquire the interpersonal skills

necessary for dealing with difficult people. She has learned strategies for getting

along with those "people you don't like." Although it has been a site ofpain in her

life, her mixed heritage is also a major source of her empowerment. I realized this in

its full intensity when she quietly but assertively proclaimed " ...you 're afraid ofno

one" {Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 14).

Caroline: You become tactful. And the more places you travel in and live in,

the more personalities you have to cope with at an early age, by the time you

grow up, you 're afraid ofno one. You see everybody as part ofa global

community. You knowyou have to deal with them. They know they have to

deal with you. You willprobably have a better approach. Oryoujust kind of

avoid them. You will be able to get around them, their weaknesses, and

succeed.... There 's some people you don 7 like-you have to work with them,

you have to study with them, you have to live amongst them, they become part

ofyourfamily. You have to cope with them. Well, you '11find a strategy.

(Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 14)

When I was interviewed, examining what I was bringing to the research prior

to actually interviewing others (Kirby & McKenna, 1989), I discussed themes which

were later voiced by most of the participants in their interviews. Reflecting on my

lived experiences with my oldest son, Joseph, I recalled his grade 1 teacher

commenting that he can "see many sides of an issue" which is reminiscent of

Schwartz's multiracial children who "see more than one side to a conflict" (Schwartz,
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1998a, p. 5). Images flooded in my mind of his playmates on the school playground,

and of classmates with whom he enjoys spending time. His school friends are from

numerous ethnic backgrounds, including Asian, Black, European-Canadian, and

mixed heritage.

Louise: ...In his school report card, the teacher said that Joseph has a

wonderful ability to see many sides ofan issue. I wonder ifthat 's her way of

saying that he has been exposed to other perspectives. (Interview, July 12,

2000, p. 2)

Louise: Well, I do believe that his mixed heritage does enable him to see other

ways ofthinking. And because ofthat, it 's not hardfor him to makefriends
with kids ofall nationalities. And one thing that Ifind interesting is that he 's

madefriends with a whole bunch ofgrade 5 kids, which is unusualfor a grade

1 student. One time I went to the school and I saw all these grade 5friends

that he had been talking about to me. All ofthese boys that he had become

friends with were Asian. It was a group ofabout seven boys, all Asian and all

in grade 5, and they had gone out oftheir way to befriend Joseph. They saw

him as one ofthem. I think that 's one example ofhis being able to straddle the

two races. So a benefit is that he 's open-minded and can makefriends with

kidsfrom different age groups and different cultural backgrounds. (Interview,

July 12, 2000, p. 3)

While I perceived my son's mixed heritage to have contributed towards his

ease in making friends of diverse backgrounds, Margaret did not share my views

about this being a possible benefit resulting from a mixed heritage background. She

showed me photos ofher happy daughter cheerfully surrounded by numerous school

friends who were visibly from various backgrounds and talked about Liz enjoying the

food, the music, the dancing, and the soccer games ofboth her Honduran and her

Estonian heritages. However, Margaret did not feel that her daughter's mixed heritage

had played a prominent role in this openness towards people of other cultures.

Margaret: I think my daughter, ifshe is more open, it 'sjust because of

personality. And she has a great intake oftelevision-movies. She 's seen so

many movies-even Chinese ones with subtitles. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 9)
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Louise: ...So you think that it 's not because she 's mixed heritage that she 's

open but because ofyour personalities?

Margaret: I think it 's our personalities. She 's met my students. I think partly

because she 's a child, she 's open to meeting anyone. And also I like to talk to

people. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 9)

As an outgoing ESL teacher, Margaret enjoys the multicultural aspects of her

work. Whenever the opportunity arises either through her school or out in the

community, she loves meeting people from different cultures and including Liz in

such introductions. A spirit ofkindredship and goodwill towards others is highly

prized in their family. Thus, Margaret feels her daughter's openness is not necessarily

a by-product of her mixed heritage, but rather can be attributed to her young age, her

abundant viewing of foreign films, and her parents' sociable natures. She points out

that it is parents' attitudes which are crucial in fostering welcoming thoughts towards

people of different races. She compares an ethnically "open," single-heritage

Canadian family (friends of hers) to more narrowly defined mixed-heritage families

who choose to identify with only one of their heritages. I agree with her stance that

family attitude and parents' views are oftremendous importance.

Margaret: ... This Canadianfamily, they go to Harbourfront all the time. They

love Latinfood.... That couple and the little boy-they 're really open.

Louise: So basically you 're saying that parents who expose their kids to a lot

-kids who have a broad cultural education-will be more likely to be open?

Margaret: Yes. Being open doesn 't comefrom being mixed race. It comes

from the parents ' attitudes. An example here is that some mixed racefamilies

choose a single racefor their kids. I think it 's up to the parents. (Interview,

August 10, 2000, p. 12)
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Other examples of Margaret's words further demonstrate the negligible effect

Liz's mixed heritage has had on her school life. Margaret sees Liz's classmates

prizing ability and congeniality over mixed ethnicity.

Margaret: ...Do people consider her different? No. First ofall because Liz is

not the only one ofmixed heritage in her class. There 's Angelica [Liz 's best

friend] and.... Now that I think about it, there 's quite afew ofthem. But they

respect each otherfor ability and how they get along with each other.

(Interview, August 10, 2000, p. 7)

Being ofmixed heritage is not something that matters tremendously at her

daughter's cosmopolitan, multicultural, elementary school. Like many grade 5

students who are enthralled by the Pokemon/Digimon craze for animated Japanese

digital monsters, Liz is mostly just caught up in the popular culture ofcomputer

games and television. Her mother sees her as a gregarious, yet sensitive, pre-teen who

cherishes her many friends, but who does not often act as a bridge between the Latin,

Estonian, and Anglo worlds.

Margaret: ...She met a girl who was Peruvian, and the mother is Estonian like

I am.

Louise: Oh, wow.

Margaret: Yes, she adopted three Peruvian children but Liz didn 7 necessarily

like her more because she was Peruvian. I noticed it right away.

Louise: But she didn 't?

Margaret: No. In her class at school, there was a boy last year in grade three

who was adopted. He was Latin, too, but I don 't knowfrom which country,

and his mother was Anglo. But she didn 't becomefriends with him. She

becamefriends with other boys.

Louise: So mixed heritage didn 't play a role?

Margaret: No. And I sort ofdrew her, "Isn 't he a nice-looking boy? " And he

seemed nice, too. And I liked the mother. But Liz never really talked about

him. It didn 7 really matter. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 19)
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Margaret's perspectives on the nonrelevance of mixed-heritage ethnicity

differed from that of the other participants. Thus, her words often present a

contrasting angle to the ongoing academic discussion about the concept ofmixed

heritage. This ultimately widens the scope ofmy thesis. Unlike the other women that

I interviewed, Margaret did not see mixed-heritage ethnicity as contributing greatly to

her child's ease in bridging other worlds nor in seeing other sides of a conflict. In

feminist research and in respectful qualitative research, participants need not worry

about supplying the "right" versus the "wrong" answer. Or rather, I should say every

answer was "correct" because participants reflected on their lived experiences within

the unique circumstances of their families, schools, and communities. Every person

interprets and assigns meaning to events and phenomena in their lives according to

what is "real" and "natural" to them (Schon 1983; van Manen, 1997). Thus, it is to be

expected that each one of us should breathe different meanings into various life acts.

However, in this small study, it is Elena's hopes and dreams of her children becoming

"some sort of an ambassador" which most reflect the viewpoints of all the

participants except one.

Elena: ...I keep thinking and this is my dream-that my kids will become some

sort ofan ambassador. Because ofknowing a second culture, they can get

betterjobs, probably connect to other countries ifthey have to travel. They '11

have better world knowledge. In terms ofeducation, they can go farther. It 's

already been instilled in them in their homes. So it 's not something that they

actually have to learn. So it 's like a hidden skill that 's apart oftheir DNA.

(Interview, August 4, 2000, p. 10)

Elena: Well, Ijust think, "It's in your blood. You should be proud."

(Interview, August 4, 2000, p. 10)

Elena's romantic words capture the hopes ofmost of the mothers in this
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study-that their children's mixed heritage will help them to acquire diplomatic ways

of dealing with the world so that they can become "some sort ofambassador." Her

references to "It's in your blood" and "a hidden skill that's part of their DNA" should

not be read as a belief in the genetic superiority of such children's blood or DNA.

Rather, Elena is encouraging her children to be proud of their motherline. When I was

living in Mexico, I was often told in a complimentary fashion that "Sangre latina

anda en tus venos" which translates to "Latin blood is running through your veins."

This sentence is a celebration of a Spanish heritage, not an insult to children who are

not Latin. However, this spirit of pride in one's origins can become misinterpreted in

the English translation of this sentence. Elena is simply stating that in her family, her

children's mixed heritage will be nourished to fruition so that her children are at ease

among numerous cultures and can "connect to other countries if they travel." Elena's

views were paraphrased by all but one participant. In this study in which every

participant valued communication between cultural groups, all the mothers except

Margaret deemed it highly possible for their multiracial children to move between

two or more worlds, and Caroline felt that she indeed could.

Identity

Identity for schoolchildren ofmixed heritage is indisputably neither as clear-

cut nor as visible as for those with a single-heritage background; and if a child has

been unable to succeed, for whatever reason, in his or her school life, a confused

identity has often been singled out as the reason for such difficulties (Chiong, 1998;
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Schwartz, 1998a, 1998b). Family background is often given as the reason why

children misbehave.

Beth: I see it a lot. I don 't see it so much in my children 's schools but I do see

it in other schools that I have worked in. School personnel will say, "Look

who his parents are. What can you expect? " Comments that are so

unnecessary. And they don 7 know that I have interracial kids and so they say

things infront ofme. And Ijust bite my tongue. And how I usually handle it is

that I take out a picture ofmy children, "Oh, by the way, these are my
daughters. " You see the reaction like "Uh, I didn 7 say that. " As much as I

would like to say it doesn 7, it definitely does come into play, just in overall

attitudes. Ifthe children are perfect and are doing a greatjob, then it

probably would never come up. But ifyou 're going to examine the

background ofa child who is more difficult acting, then it tends to be "Oh,

could it be their mixed background? Could it be because ofthat? " But it

mightjust be that the child isjust acting out. It 's definitely an extremely easy

scapegoat. (Interview, July 26, 2000, pp. 7-8)

I referred earlier to Schwartz's description of the traditional deficit model of

education for such children, since historically educators were led to assume that

identity problems would be insurmountable for such children (Schwartz, 1 998b). It

was thought that identity would be highly problematic for such children, as discussed

in Chiong's Chapter 2 entitled "Mixed Not Messed":

No single issue receives more attention in the literature of interracial offspring

than the racial and cultural identity of the couples' offspring. Yet until very

recently, the information was scarce, highly speculative and nearly always

negative....However, more recent research has been conducted by authors

who are either racially mixed themselves or are involved in interracial

relationships and show a sense ofcommitment and sensitivity to the research.

(Chiong, 1998, pp. 17-18)

Feeling committed to this research since it is born from my lived experience

(van Manen, 1997), I explored participants' perceptions of identity (either their
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children's or their own). For some, identity presented negligible or no difficulties. For

others, the identity dilemma was present; however, it did not create severe emotional

or behavioural crises as reported in the earlier research which focused on multiracial

patients in mental health centers (Chiong, 1998). Rather, identity ambivalence was a

challenge that needed to be addressed in a positive manner.

In my case, the vagueness ofmy identity translated into a fervent desire, as a

young adult, to go and study in Mexico, and fortunately, I was encouraged to do so by

family and relatives. The time that I spent there not only was a wonderful cultural

experience but also helped in easing my rarely spoken feelings of inadequacy at being

a "verdadera " mexicana (a "real" Mexican).

Louise: When I was a Grade 3 child living in Mexicofor a year, I bragged

about being Canadian. I glorified in my Canadian-ness because Ifelt it made
me special. But then when I was in my late teens and had lived in Canadafor
most ofmy life, I began tofeel deficient in my Mexican-ness. I didn 'tfeel like I

had enough of it in me and I wanted to make myselfmore Mexican because I

felt incomplete. Although my heritage was halfMexican, Ifelt more like three

quarters Canadian. I don 't look at all Mexican, and sometimes I wished that I

looked more Latin. This didn 't affect my daily life or my school performance,

but I stillfelt it. In order tofeel more balanced, Ifelt I really needed to go and

live in Mexicofor awhile. I have now come to terms with who I am, but at the

time itfelt almost like a deep psychological need to go there. So ifsomeday

my boys tell me they have a deep need to go and be wherever, Taiwan,

Canada, or Mexico, I will understand it with the understanding that only

comesfrom having experienced it myself. (Interview, July 12, 2000, p. 13)

I speak above of an identity complication which, while certainly not a crisis in

my life, brought about a quest to learn more about my roots-a search which I continue

to crave even today. The desire to research one's origins is often felt by both

monocultural and multiracial people but I personally experienced it within a mixed

heritage location. Perhaps part of the reason I felt/feel diminished in my Mexican-

ness is that mixed children's perceptions of identity are often challenged in our
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schools and in society at large. While single-heritage children's responses to

questions of ethnicity are accepted at face value, multiracial children's self-

perceptions may be met with skepticism and disbelief (Bradshaw, 1992)

Louise: I remember when I was in elementary school, the whole class was

asked by the French teacher, " Who here speaks a second language in the

home? Put up your hand. " So Iput up my hand. Maybe one third ofthe class

spoke another language at home. So-and-so spoke Italian, so-and-so spoke

this language, so-and-so spoke that language. When it came my turn, the

teacher said "Louise? " and I said "Spanish ". The teacher kind ofhalf-smiled

at me, not believing me and said with thatfriendly type ofsarcasm "Yeah,

right, with a name like Louise Gormley. " And she didn 't record my name on

the list! I actually liked that teacher. She was nice. And I know she wasn 7

trying to be mean or anything. But I guess she thought I wasfooling around,

just trying to call attention to myself. And I remember it didn 'tfeel right not

being included among the kids who had another culture in the home.

(Interview, August 18, 2000, p. 5)

Carla Bradshaw talks about the lack of external validation that many

individuals ofmixed heritage experience. Constant questioning when the multiracial

person discloses their ethnicity forms "patterns of social reinforcement" (Bradshaw,

1992, p. 83). Eventually "the limits of the questioner's racial awareness" (Bradshaw,

p. 83) becomes "intimately tied to the experience of self' (Bradshaw, p. 82).

What are you? Are you American? Let me guess what you are! Although the

monoracial child may find security in the ability to assert unambiguous racial

identity, the biracial child does not have access to such a simple response.

Monoracial people are also less likely to experience disconfirmation or

disbeliefof the personal data that they do reveal: You're kidding! You don't

look it! You look more (other ethnic group). These are examples ofways in

which the "self' of the biracial child or person is constantly challenged.

(Bradshaw, 1992, p. 83)
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Elena also discussed the dilemmas of reinforcing her son's mixed identity.

For Tomas, his Uruguayan identity was challenged not through constant questioning,

but rather because of a sense of social isolation from his Spanish side. Elena spoke of

the difficulties she has accessing the Uruguayan culture while living in a dominant

English-speaking environment. Although they lead very happy and busy lives, there

is a feeling of cultural loneliness that comes from being cut offfrom their Latin roots.

For Tomas, being unable to live out his Spanish-speaking heritage is not easy.

However, a 1999 family trip to Uruguay was a turning point for him in terms of his

self-identity, partly due to the fact that his grade 4 teacher asked him to speak to the

class about it. He had spent considerable time preparing souvenirs for this

presentation. During our interview, Elena confided in me that Tomas had asked her

prior to my arrival if I could possibly take a look at his Uruguay collection. Ofcourse,

I was delighted to do so.

At the end ofthe interview, I was shown this very special collection of
souvenirs which Tomas had collected. There were photos offamily,

countryside, oceans, to name afew. He had transported various rocksfrom
Uruguayan beaches. He treasured a unique gift of Uruguayan playing cards

with the local soccer team pictured on the back ofeach card. He had saved
numerous descriptive tourist pamphlets. I could see how much personal

meaning he had attached to these items and how they represented a wonderful

growing up experiencefor him. (Field Notes, August 4, 2000, p. 4)

Elena reflected on how this trip abroad meant that Tomas needed to reconsider

who he was. Reinforced by his teacher's validation of his Uruguayan background

through a request for a class presentation, Tomas took the opportunity to reexamine

his origins and re-form a widened perception of self. Elena talked about how the trip

simultaneously represented "a learning experience" and "a very hard learning lesson"

for her son.
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Elena:...For him, it was a learning experience-a very hard learning lesson-

and then he shared it in school.

Louise: Hard learning lesson? Why hard?

Elena: For him because it 's been hard in a way to know that there 's two

different languages, two altogether different cultures, andyet 99% ofthe time

he has to be Canadian. There 's school, there 's TV, all the interactions with

hisfriends-it all has to be in Canadianform. I don 't have a largefamily here

for him to be involved with, so only about 1%, I would say, ofwhat he comes

in contact with is Spanish. The dominant culture is Canadian; the secondary

is Spanish. Sofor him, we need to be more in touch with the Spanish side. We

need to be more with our people.... It 's a lot ofpeer pressure-it 's all in

English. Even when I sent him to daycare, he knew a lot ofSpanish then, but

he couldn 't use it. (Interview, August 4, 2000, p. 4)

Tomas has few opportunities to express his Spanish side and usually can do so

only with his mother and her relatives. His "very Canadian" interactions within his

school and community force a greater value to be placed on English fluency than on

the Spanish language. This trip and its subsequent class presentation were a chance to

publicly assert his bicultural identity within his regular school life-even if only

temporarily so. Elena ponders on whether Tomas will be able to someday more fully

reclaim his invisible other heritage. In general, she foresees him struggling less with

identity issues than she did. As a brand-new immigrant to the northern hemisphere,

she recalls the difficulties of adapting to a second country during her self-conscious

and awkward teenage years. She believes the identity road ahead will be less bumpy

for Tomas, since his experience is that of second-generation immigrants and thus, he

will not need to go through the upheaval ofmove and change. Over the years since

first becoming a mother, she has guided much of her inner energies towards the

nurturance of her children's dual ethnicities. Infact, even in pain, when she was in the

labour room delivering Tomas, her thoughts centered on choosing a namefor him
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that would work in both cultures!! She contemplates on how he will eventually view

himself:

Louise: Basically, the literature that I've read tends tofocus on identity and it

states that these kids have a lot more problems. What 's your opinion on that?

Elena: I think that 's a generation issue. I'mfirst generation and he 's second

generation. I think I had more problems when I arrived in Canada in terms of

identity because I was only in my teens and I was starting school here. I was

questioning which ofme was me. Whereas Tomas, he 's always been Canadian

but he also has this other side. So percentage-wise, he 's 80% Canadian and

20% Latin. I don 't know ifhe '11 have an identity problem later. Or ifhe '11

think he 's 100% Canadian plus another percentage Latin. He doesn 7

question it yet. (Interview, August 18, 2000, p. 5)

When wondering the percentage amount of Latin or Canadian that Tomas will

consider himself over the course ofgrowing up, Elena has embraced the idea that

children's (and adults') ethnic identities are not static. Identity changes and develops

out of our various life experiences.

It is important to remember that racial identities, like social identities, are not

fixed entities. Since identities are formed in social interaction, most

psychologists regard them as subject to change throughout the life course. In

the case of gender, for example, the girl who is a 'tomboy' as a child may

acquire a more traditional 'feminine' identity during adolescence. As mixed-

parentage young people encounter new experiences, for example, on leaving

school, and entering new peer groups, changes in their racial identities are to

be expected. (Tizard & Phoenix, 1993, p. 171)

Like Tomas, Caroline (the multiracial adult) similarly did not question her

identity when she was an elementary school student. She looks back on her
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experiences in the 1 980s: she played with everyone, concentrated on her schoolwork,

and didn't "clue in" to any racial ambiguities:

Caroline: Well, I was a good student. And I thinkyour academic standing had

a lot to do with the position that they would give you. I had veryfew problems.

I was a very good student and I was in their good books. Now, racially, I 'm

not sure, to tell you the truth, how they viewed me. That 's a good question. I

guess Ididn 't clue in to that aspect at the time. I wasjust like "Well, Iplay

with everyone. " The whole racial issue didn 't kind ofhit me until I got into

high school. In elementary school, I did well. I had no problems. I overcame

any barriers. I was able to succeed. I was able tofit in with everybody.

Everybody was used to me. Most ofthe people I had grown up with. They

knew my parents. They knew me. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 8)

Caroline reminisces about feeling very comfortable and at ease within her

elementary school, especially since her academic success secured a good standing for

her. It was not until she graduated from elementary school and proceeded on to high

school and university that Caroline began to feel the obscurity of her multiracial

identity within the Canadian educational system.

Caroline: You don 't have a set identity-well, not in my generation. The next

generation will have what I didn 't have. You don 't have a community.

(Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 14)

Caroline: ... When I read these academic and scholarly pieces, there 's no

placefor me. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 10)

Caroline feels the invisibility (Chiong, 1998) of her multiracial status:

Caroline: ... There 's no statistics on multiracial people in anyfield! I've

looked.

Louise: Oh, you haven 'tfound anything?

Caroline: Nothing. I'vejust been told we don 't exist. We 're categorized into

White, Black Aboriginal, Chinese, South Asian, Jewish, Arab. It hasn't been

common, not in Canada anyway. The United States and England has more of

the interracial data. Not Canada. Because these biracial offspring now,

they 're children. So by the time they grow up, they will write the history that

needs to be written.... So we have the disadvantage ofsmall numbers in

Canada. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 11)
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Perhaps there may be some statistics somewhere that Caroline has not found

yet, but her cry for acknowledgement, "I'vejust been told we don 't exist" highlights

her feelings of invisibility as a multiracial person. Since Caroline's mixed identity

was lost to view in her elementary school experience, I asked her if she would have

benefited from its having a higher profile in the classroom, for example by teachers

recognizing heroes ofmixed heritage, talking about peoples ofmixed origins, etc.

(Schwartz, 1998b).

Caroline: ... Yes, I could have benefited. I see myselfas doingfairly well in

elementary school regardless. But yes, it would have been an asset. It always

is. I think it would have been more ofan asset to me in high school. In

elementary school, I was content with the way things were and Ijust kind of
went along with theflow. But high school, yes, that's when Ifelt the loss. I

needed the role models to identify with. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 9)

For Caroline, because identity issues were not prominent in her life in

elementary school, she views making a place for the mixed-heritage identity as more

crucial during the high school years. However, in her opinion, at-school recognition

of the mixed identity of multiracial persons also would be helpful for elementary

school students.

Beth and I discussed whether her children experienced any identity problems,

and she reported that up to the present time they were very proud and confident of

their mixed status and had never felt the pressure to identify with only one aspect of

their heritage. Presently attending an elementary school in which the majority of

students hail from all over the globe, Lexy and Taylor study in a positive and

accepting environment in which there is a fairly high degree of cooperation across

ethnic and racial lines. In a school project on family background, her children
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researched their mixed background. This remarkable school project was instrumental

in the formation of their self-identifying as "English/Jamaican/Canadian".

Beth: The whole school did it. They charted it up on the big entrance wall as

you come in, ofwhat the different backgrounds ofthe children are. And both

ofmy children did it and both ofthem loved doing it. They did littlefamily

trees and they loved naming their grandparents on the Jamaican side and on
their English side. They came up with "We 're

English/Jamaican/Canadian "
.... It was spread out and they had all the results

in thefront hall. I was thinking what a positive project this was and that the

educators ARE getting a handle on this....

Louise: That 's very unusualfor a whole school to do that.

Beth: They did. My little one was in grade 2 and the other was in grade 4, and
they both did it in different ways. It was really cute looking at the pictures that

my daughter drew. There was the Black side and the White side. Big smiles on

theirfaces. It wasjust a very nice project. A wonderful project. (Interview,

August 2, 2000, p. 2)

Beth: ...My daughter said to me, "Myfriends say tome: 'Look, I'mjust

Canadian. You 're so lucky.
'

" It 's almost status to be mixed. (Interview,

August 2, 2000, p. 2)

Ifthe all-Canadian friends who admire Taylor's and Lexy's mixed heritage

actually perceive themselves as less; ifthey are not simply trying to give a

compliment, then such a situation is problematic. The self-esteem ofmonocultural

students in the classroom would be something that a teacher needs to be aware of

when portraying the mixed heritage experience. Beth's reporting of her children's

experiences shows that there is much for us to learn about how discussions of a

child's mixed heritage may affect others in the classroom. Beth also led me towards

other avenues of thought. For example, she criticized the system in the U.S.A, not

usually found in Canada, in which parents must check only one racial categorization

for their children when filling out government educational forms. She argued that the

identity confusion which some multiracial children may suffer is likely the result of
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such closed-minded attempts at conforming and regulating them within antiquated

standards of ethnicity.

Beth:... The important thing, I think, is that we don V have those types ofthings

where they have to make a choice. Ifthey don 7 have aform that they have to

check offwhether they are Black or whether they are White. Because that 's

when we 're giving them an identity crisis. Ifthey can be what they are, ifthey

are notfaced with that, it 's not an issue. I really think that. It 's not an issue.

(Interview, August 2, 2000, p. 3)

Beth reported that on numerous occasions she had held discussions with her

children in order to assess whether their mixed heritage status had caused them

identity issues at their schools, or in their lives in general. Neither Lexy nor Taylor

had ever felt torn when deciding "who they were." Up to the present time, their

elementary school experiences have supported and affirmed their mixed ethnicity.

Identity ambivalence is a non-issue for these two young students.

Gaby reported an interesting scenario in which she herself viewed her

daughters' identities differently, depending upon which country they were in. She

reflected that overall, her two "honestly very good girls-very polite-...were very much

my culture " (Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 2). Although they live in Canada, she

influences their behaviour and their values through the Spanish language, Mexican

food, etc. However, whenever they spend time in Mexico, her daughters seem so

much more Canadian to her.

Gaby: When I went to Mexico, I saw how Canadian they are and when they 're

here, I see how Mexican they are-how much they carry my culture.

(Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 2)

She describes how two school rules, the "No Hands Policy" and the "No

Talking During Lunchtime," have shaped her daughters into being more respectful

rule-followers than most Mexican children. Her daughters adjust very well to
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Mexican life and make many friends, but are somewhat shyer than their Latin

counterparts. When Gaby takes them to Mexico, she sees how their socialization

within Canadian schools has made them responsible and level headed, but also

slightly serious. However, it is only when they are all in Mexico that she suddenly

feels confronted with her children's Canadian selves. Certain aspects of their

identities have been encouraged at their Canadian school in ways that are incongruous

to her Mexican way of thinking.

Gaby: Ifind that in the schools here in Canada, they have afew more rules,

which in many cases I don 't agree with, and so those are the little things that

bother me. One ofthem is the "No Hands Policy. " They tell them they can 't

touch anybody. Affection-where is it? I know that 's not what the teachers

mean, but it 's hardfor a child when they tell you "No Hands Policy " to know
exactly what they mean.... In Mexico, you canjust be yourself. Ifyou do

something wrong, you knowyou 're in trouble, but they don 7 have that policy.

Another thing-one day my daughter told me that they 're not allowed to talk

during their lunchtime. No wonder they don 7 talk when they eat! That 's what

comes to my mind. So the schools are bringing them up, forming them,

shaping them in a way which you could say is good or bad. In a way, they '11

grow up in a good way and I appreciate that. In a way, I really want them to

respect andfollow the rules. But in another way, Ijust want them to be like I

was-just be themselves and they '11 still learn rightfrom wrong. (Interview,

August 5, 2000, p. 2)

The Mexican culture is generally more demonstrative and affectionate than

the Canadian culture. Greetings routinely consist of brief kisses on the cheek or

special, firm handshakes. People often lightly touch or pat each other in the course of

an animated conversation, and traditionally lunchtime is a social occasion that takes

over an hour (Anti-Racism, Multiculturalism and Native Issues Centre, 1998). The

"No Hands Policy" and the "No Talking During Lunchtime" rules at Gaby's

daughters' school run counter to the typical Mexican lifestyle. In Gaby's eyes, such

unnecessarily rigid rules have "shaped" her girls into being slightly less "open
"
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(Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 2) than most Mexican children. In Mexico, others note

this difference by remarking upon her daughters' quiet behaviour during the blissfully

chaotic pinata celebrations (festive birthday parties for children). Thus, Gaby

perceives school rules as powerful socializers that have contributed to Marcela's and

Adriana's location-dependant identities: Mexican when in Canada, and Canadian

when in Mexico.

Liz's potential self-identification of any ofher ethnic backgrounds-Estonian,

Honduran, mixed heritage-is not a factor that has played any noticeable role in her

school experiences. None of her teachers have chosen cultural backgrounds as a topic

for discussion and in their free time her classmates are mainly interested in talking

about popular culture.

Margaret: In their studies this year, they didn 7 study anything ofeither parts

ofthose worlds [Estonia or Honduras]. They studied the Middle Ages and

Rocks. It had nothing to do with mixed heritage. Like she didn 't have to say

"Oh, myfather, Oh, my mother. " I don 't think she 's ever had to say that she 's

halfHonduran and halfEstonian. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 6)

Margaret: In her years ofschooling, no teachers have asked-you know how
sometimes teachers will ask, "Oh, bring in a recipefrom your background.

"

She 's never had to bring in anything that was purely Estonian or purely

Spanish or Latin. She 's never had to bring in photographs of us, or anyfamily

things, or do a Show and Tell. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 20)

Margaret points out that with large class sizes of 30 pupils per teacher, many

elementary school educators simply don't have the time to get to know the ethnic

backgrounds of each one of their students. However, this does not worry Margaret

since she feels that it is mainly the responsibility of parents (and not the school) to

help their children comfortably identify with their ethnicity. She is planning a number
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of fun activities to encourage Liz to expand her horizons beyond the northern shores

of Lake Ontario and thus feel pride in her not-only-Canadian identity.

Margaret: She '11 go to that Estonian summer camp here in Toronto next year

and one day she '11 gofor sure to Honduras. I do want her to know that she

isn 'tjust Toronto-born Canadian. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 13)

Margaret states that her daughter rarely, if ever, worries about her ethnic

background. It is noteworthy that none ofmy participants reported their children

experiencing debilitating identity crises, because the British study of mixed

Black/White secondary students (Tizard & Phoenix, 1993), briefly referred to in my

Chapter Two, had similar findings. This study had a mix of students from middle-

class and working-class backgrounds. Parents' attitudes towards mixed race issues

were analyzed but parents' educational level was not specifically studied.

Social workers may be surprised at the relative lack of identity problems in

the young people in our study. This is because social workers mainly

encounter the small minority ofyoung people whose families experience

severe problems, and who may themselves be psychologically disturbed.... In

these studies [on secondary schools and the general community], one is more

likely to encounter young people and their parents who feel positive about,

and even proud of, their mixed parentage. (Tizard & Phoenix, 1993, p. 177)

Contrary to the popular notion which holds that multiracial children are more

problematic in the classroom because they must deal with self-identity dissonance in

a struggle to choose between races (Poston, 1990; Schwartz, 1998a, 1998b; Wilson,

1987), three ofmy participants reported no identity conflicts whatsoever. Caroline

was oblivious to any ethnic or racial concerns when she was an elementary school
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child; Beth reported her children's multiracial status as being affirmed and celebrated

through various school projects in which they self-identified as "English-Canadian-

Jamaicans"; and Margaret's daughter's schooling thus far has never required her to

address cultural identity. Another three participants did encounter some issues of

identity ambiguity. I consider how my unseen Mexican identity as a child, sometimes

challenged by teachers and peers, later led me as a young adult to crave a reclamation

ofmy Latin side. Elena reflects on Tomas's class presentation about their family trip

to Uruguay, and considers it a turning point-"a hard learning lesson"-for him because

it initiated the integration of his invisible Uruguayan identity into his public, at-school

self. Lastly, Gaby complains that certain strict elementary school rules have

influenced her daughters to be less social at Mexicanfiestas, and she finds it curious

that geographical location is pivotal in her perceptions of her children's ethnic

identities. For the latter examples ofmixed identity complexities, no one in my study

ever perceived such experiences to be manifestations ofpsychological disturbances-

which is what the traditional literature on the subject of multiracial persons would

lead us to expect. Rather, such intricacies of ethnic identity ambiguity both in and out

of the elementary school represent, in my opinion, possible paths followed on the

growth line of life, in the very human search for personal place in a multi-heritaged

world.

Disadvantages

In all of the interviews, I made sure to ask each participant for her perspective

of the disadvantages of being a child ofmixed heritage. I used Question #5 in the
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Interview Schedule (Appendix D) to specifically explore this angle and then

paraphrased this question at other times in the interviews. It is noteworthy that the

only participants who discussed the disadvantages in any detail were Caroline and my

mother. One could say that this difference is because Caroline and my mother have

lived for a longer amount of time with a mixed heritage connection, and thus, have a

farther reaching perspective. Or one could see their experiences as pertaining to

previous decades.

Caroline talked of some people accepting one side of her roots but not the

other side. She felt the disadvantage of not having a multiracial community with

which to socialize, and this makes dating harder for her. She believes it will be easier

for future generations of biracial individuals to find romantic partners who understand

and embrace all sides of their loved ones' backgrounds; they will "probably marry

amongst their own, date their own."

Caroline: The disadvantages? .... You don 't have a community. I know in the

generations to come, they will organize the biracial population amongst

themselves, try to help themselves, probably marry amongst their own, date

their own, then you won 't have this problem when it comes to dating. There 's

some people-they 're not sure about you. They 're not sure how to deal with

you because you have traitsfrom two communities-notjust one, and so it

offers a challenge. And some other people, they '11 maybe accept one side of

your roots but the other side, "Oh no... " (doubtful tone). They're not

comfortable with this type ofpeople, their religion, their social problems,

their this-that-and-the-next-thing. (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 14-15)

My mother viewed the biggest disadvantage ofa mixed heritage surfacing

if such children were made fun of or belittled. She discussed the experiences ofmy

second oldest sister, Carol, in elementary school in the late 1 950s when the family

was living in Texas, U. S. A. Some schoolchildren taunted Carol for her Mexican

background. My mother has very fond memories of their years in Texas, but feels that
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it was easier for Carol to be proud ofher Mexican heritage after they moved to

Canada.

Adela: The disadvantages ofmixed heritage would be ifthey were madefun of
or ifthey had thefeeling that they were being put downfor having a different

culture or a different heritage. That 's not a good thing to have in a child 's

early years.... I was aware that in the Texas area, there 's a lot of
discrimination against Mexicans. Ijust wanted to make sure that they were

clean and that they were going to be all right. I do remember my second

daughter saying that some ofthe kids there did makefun ofher, even though

she certainly didn 't look anything but Anglo-Saxon. But at the same time, they

knew that she spoke Spanish and she claims that they would makefun ofher.

Some ofthe children would ask her ifMexicans eat snakes and it made Carol

very, very angry.... I'm actually not quite sure how she thought ofherselfat

the time, but I know she 's proud ofher Mexican background because she had
very positive experiences with that side ofthefamily. And asfar as being

American, well, no one in thefamily was American, any more than the oldest

two girls were born in the U. S., so Carol was actually as much an American

as anyone else there. Then, when we moved to Canada, it seemed a lot easier.

(Interview, August 12, 2000, p. 6)

The other participants who are all now mothering young children did talk of

their various concerns for their children, but not of worries they viewed as

specifically linked to their children's mixed ethnicity. For example, Margaret spoke at

length of the fact that Liz is not reading at her grade level and ofher efforts to provide

at-home reading opportunities. She hoped that the reading clinic suggested by Liz's

teacher will offer her daughter a chance for improvement. Gaby briefly mentioned

that her marital separation had impacted her daughters, although she did not discuss

the effects of it on them in much detail. Elena spoke ofTomas' strong mathematical

and analytical nature, and of her desire to strengthen his ability in the arts-an aspect

of his character she saw as needing more attention. Beth spoke of her difficulties

motivating her oldest daughter to complete her homework, and ofone teacher

stigmatizing her as an overworked, single parent who did not have enough time to
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ensure and enforce her daughter to have regular study habits. I talked about my wish

for my boys to receive more tenderness from their father. Mothers spoke ofnumerous

concerns for their children's development and well-being, but not of fears or

apprehensions related to their mixed heritage. Contrary to the traditional gloomy

literature on the subject of multiracial children, these mothers did not see their

children's mixed heritage as a site of adversity in their lives.

Beth: I've thought about this a lotfor your study, and I can honestly say that I

haven 't had any interactions with teachers that IfeeI are related to thefact

that lama mother ofchildren ofmixed heritage.

Louise: Neither positively nor negatively?

Beth: Positively, probably.... I think I get interactions due to thefact that I'm

a single mom more than to thefact that they are interracial. I had an incident

with a teacher this year but it was mainly due to thefact that I'm a single

mom... I'm in the school boards and I also deal with parents and children all

the time. I know there is a certain limit to things thatyou will say and talk

about and certain things you won 't. But I'vejust always up to now had very

positive experiences with all the teachers that they've had. I've been very

lucky. I consider myselfvery lucky. They 're in a good school. They 've been in

a good school twice. (Interview, July 26, 2000, pp. 3-4)

Margaret felt that there were neither disadvantages nor advantages in Liz's

school life as a result of her mixed ethnicity. She saw her daughter's personality as

playing the most important role in her interactions with others.

Louise: Do you think there 's been at school itselfany benefit to her being of

mixed heritage or any disadvantages to her ofbeing mixed heritage? Or

wouldyou say it has had almost no effect on her at school?

Margaret: Well, right offthe bat I would say no effect. I would say her

personality needs to be considered. She 's quite outgoing, and I think the kids

like her because she talks to them. She wants to talk to them. (Interview, July

31, 2000, p. 11)

Gaby also did not report any disadvantages resulting from her daughters'
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mixed ethnicity. She felt that her daughters had had mainly positive experiences

through their dual cultural backgrounds. She confessed that perhaps there may be

some negativity ofwhich she is not aware, but if so, then she considers her family

better offnot knowing about it. However, she felt that her children talk very openly

and candidly with her and that up to this point, she had not seen their mixed heritage

as ever having been a source of pain or hurt at school.

Gaby: Ifany role, it 's been good. I think all my kids have had good
experiences. If it in any way hasn 't been good, I haven 't known about it or

seen it that way and I don 't want my kids to see it that way. I understand my
kids... I don 't think I would see it, probably. Ifanything, it 's been good.

(Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 4)

Elena talked of a disadvantage for her as a woman-the wear and tear on

her energy of trying to maintain a bilingual home. She must work double time by

saying everything twice. Whenever she speaks to her children in Spanish, she then

translates it into English so that her husband does not feel excluded. Since it feels

disrespectful to talk to her mother in English, she will be involved in further

translating and communicating whenever her mother is visiting. Ifeveryone in her

home spoke the same language, Elena would not need to expend so much effort in

communication.

Elena: You have to make a conscious effort, especially because my husband

doesn 't speak Spanish. So ifI'm speaking Spanish to my child, how is my
husband going to understand? I think that is one ofthe greatest difficulties.

How is he going to understand?.... So I would need to say it in one language

and then translate itfor the benefit ofmy husband. (Interview, August 4, 2000,

p. 8)

Elena: I would lovefor my husband to meet other husbands or other people in

mixedfamilies to share and say "Sometimes it 's really hard. " For example,

my mother, I speak to her in Spanish. Ifeel it 's very disrespectfulfor me to

talk to her in English when my mother tongue is Spanish. That 's my mother.

That 's my mother. And my husband doesn 't understand all ofthe Spanish. I'll
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be translating and spending the whole time lost in communication, but I won 't

talk to my mother in English. My mother tongue is most respectful to her. I'll

speak to my husband in English and my mother can understand. (Interview,

August 18, 2000, p. 16)

Saying everything twice is demanding on a woman's energy, and that is a

disadvantage of raising children in a home where she speaks a language not spoken

by her children's father. However, it is important to Elena to pass down her

Uruguayan heritage to her children, to interact genuinely with her Spanish-speaking

mother and to accomplish these goals without ostracizing her husband. Traditionally,

women carry much of the responsibility for family harmony and communication, and

Elena carries the double weight of attempting to achieve it in two languages.

Although she saw this as a challenge for her personally, she did not see her children

as being disadvantaged by their mixed heritage. In fact, she took great pride in their

bicultural background, did not concentrate on the negatives of it, and was surprised

when I told her that most of the literature spoke of the difficulties and the opposition

that such children face.

Elena: I haven 'tfound that. I haven 7 been an outcast, nor have my children

been outcasts, or anything like that. (Interview, August 18, 2000, p. 5)

Elena:... because we 're living it, I don 7 want to concentrate on the negatives.

To me, it's more ofan advantage to have the two nationalities. The only

disadvantage is to not be able to use Spanish in this country. Spanish is a

minority. (Interview, August 18, 2000, p. 2)

When I was first interviewed by Jamie, I spoke about the disadvantages of a

mixed heritage only when expressly asked. I spent much more time in my interview

discussing the benefits of it for my children. In fact, even though I myself created the

questions on the interview schedule, when Jamie asked me Question #5, 1 hesitated.

First I needed to mentally race through my inner catalogue ofJoseph-related
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experiences before finally coming up with an answer. I reflected on an incident which

had not been, in my view, tremendously problematic.

Jamie: How about disadvantages?

Louise: Disadvantages? (long pause) I would say that in Canada, he really

hasn 't had any negative experiences sofar because ofhis mixed heritage. He
hasn 't told me anything bad. The only thing that has bothered him sofar came
up with a neighbourhood boy, not someone he goes to school with. This boy,

Henry, actually he 's a very nice boy and a little bit older than Joseph.

Anyways, at Henry 's school they were doing a unit on Chinese culture, and
Henry was very interested. For awhile, whenever he played with Joseph,

Henry wouldpretend that he knew how to speak Chinese, a little bit showing

off, and would speak nonsense words to Joseph in Chinese. Joseph would

come back to me and say "Does chee-ching-chong mean anything in

Chinese? " And I would say "No, that 'sjust Henry making up what he thinks

Chinese should sound like. " I'm not sure because I wasn 't there, but I think

Henry thought the sounds ofthe Chinese language were a little bitfunny, but

still he was really into learning about it at school. Anyways, Joseph

complained to me several times that Henry kept saying that he could speak

Chinese. It 's hardfor me to understand what really happened between them.

But that 's the only slightly negative thing I can think ofthat he 's told me, and
it wasn 't even at his school. He tells me it only bothered him a little bit.

(Interview, August 12, 2000, p. 3)

In an earlier draft of this thesis, I did not include this section on disadvantages

because it was not a common theme among my participants. Beth, Margaret, Gaby,

Elena, and I spoke highly ofour young children. We have much hope for their

potential-something quite typical, I suppose, of relatively young, educated, middle-

class mothers. One reader was curious about the mainly optimistic tone ofmy

participants in the afore-mentioned previous draft ofmy thesis, a version which did

not include this section on disadvantages. She wondered why mothers in this study

mentioned so little about the disadvantages of having a mixed heritage. Reflecting on

her experience as a feminist researcher, she was surprised that my participants didn't

talk more about their worries, their fears for their children's future, or their guilt.
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Such disclosures are very prevalent in her interviews with mothers. "What is going on

here? Is this some form of denial? Often it is what is NOT said by participants that is

very revealing. Yes, there are advantages to anyone's situation but there are also

disadvantages. This was rarely mentioned" (S. Abbey, personal communication,

December 10, 2000). I went through the transcripts again, analyzing the women's

words with renewed vigour, imagining what participants did not say, and devoted

time to thinking about whether or not we were in "some form of denial." I find it very

difficult to respond to that question. Maybe. Maybe not. I honestly don't know.

Contemplating this angle demands true soul-searching, and as the slang expression

goes, for me "this is heavy stuff." I created and added this section to my thesis in

response to this reader's constructive criticism and helpful comments, and I believe

reflecting on her words has added an enriching dimension to my research. It has also

been my way of considering the possibility that I personally am ignoring the negative

aspects ofa mixed heritage, thus hindering myselffrom seeing "what's around the

corner." Certainly the fact that there is presently little negativity in my children's

lives due to their mixed heritage is no guarantee that this will hold true tomorrow,

next week, next month, or in the many years that follow. And even if their mixed

heritage is not a site ofpain in their lives as they grow older, there are bound to be

some other types of problems. My mother talks ofher daughters' teenage years as

being "very difficult" for her, not because of their mixed heritage but because "that's

when children are much more critical of the parents." Her words show that at times,

hurtful emotions were part of her mothering experience. As an older woman, her

reflections span a lifetime in which her lived experiences encompass some unpleasant
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memories emanating from the parent-child relationship. However, in her interview,

she did not connect any mother/daughter difficulties to the mixed heritage location

and viewed her children as having "had happy experiences at school, generally."

Adela: Well, my daughters had happy experiences at school, generally. I think

the teenage years were very difficult because that 's when children are much
more critical ofthe parents. And that was during the days ofthe hippies and
Flower Power. But they all always wanted to go through schoolfrom the very

beginning and they had a love oflearningfrom the early grades, for which

I'm quite grateful. (Interview, August 12, 2000, p. 6)

The five mothers, including me, are relatively young, in our 30s and 40s. The

only older mother that I interviewed was my mother. She advised entering a mixed

marriage cautiously and stressed the importance of a couple considering what they

shared in common with each other, and whether the future family would be living in a

climate of acceptance or opposition. Although she definitely recognized that some

children have to deal with racism and discrimination, she saw more potential

advantages than potential disadvantages to the actual children ofmixed heritage

themselves. In spite of her older age, she wasn't more tempered or more pessimistic

about the children compared to the other participants. Addressing the younger

mothers in my study, I now wonder, "Are we looking at our children's lives through

rose-coloured glasses?"

Life has a way ofteaching us lessons and taking away those rose-coloured

glasses as our kids tread across perilous terrain that we can't save them from.

It will happen to everyone and older mothers have been there! You and your

participants still stand on such hopeful ground. (S. Abbey, personal

communication, December 20, 2000)
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There are kernels of truth in this perspective. Certainly, the mothers ofyoung

children in this study are "hopeful." In fact, I would say that all of us spent a

considerable amount oftime in the interviews "bragging" about our children. When I

use the word "bragging," I attach an affectionate connotation to this verb. Truly, it

was my pleasure and joy to listen to such positive descriptions about the children in

this study.

Beth' s tone in her interviews was generally very upbeat. However, her words

also reveal that she is accustomed to-and tired of-people expecting her children to

undergo negative experiences as they grow older. Most ofwhat she reads or watches

on television regarding multiracial children focuses solely on the hardships in their

lives.

Beth: ...I'mjust so tired ofreading the negativity...because real life is not so

bad. It 's not all bad.... Ifeel ifI do myjob as a parent, it can 't be so negative.

It can 't be because I don 'tfind any part of it negative. (Interview, August 2,

2000, p. 7)

Beth: Most people tell me that my daughters are having an easy time of it

right now but wait until they get into high school. I've had lots ofpeople say

that to me. And Ijust say "I'm hoping I'm building a strong enough sense of

selfso that it won 't be so hardfor the girls. " (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. 8)

Certainly the mothers in this study look ahead to bright futures for their

children, and were generally optimistic regarding their mixed heritage. Ten, 20, or 30

years from now, will most of the women in my study still talk so enthusiastically on

this point? Who knows? I hope that when I am an older mother, I still will speak of

my sons' mixed heritage as a source of enrichment in their lives. "I shall be telling

this... / Somewhere ages and ages hence" (Frost, 1988a, p. 248). However, I can't

predict all ofthe paths my children will tread across, nor those that I will follow. The
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only thing I can be sure about is that all mothers everywhere "wear many hats -

including that of lifelong learner" (G. K. Nagel cited in Stoddard, 1996).

Affinity Towards French

During the first set of interviews, I noticed a trend among my participants and

then confirmed this commonality in the second round of interviews. All the mothers

who participated in this study reported that their children had an affinity towards

French. While Canada is officially bilingual, there are numerous instances of citizens

opposed to second language or heritage language programs in the public school

system (Mertl, 2000; Watson, 2000). Perhaps such anti-French-language sentiments

can be passed down to one's children? Certainly in my personal recollections of

elementary school, I recall a large number ofmy schoolmates disliking French

enough to single-mindedly disrupt French classes and to purposefully harass the

teachers. Therefore, it is worthy of notice that all of the mothers described their

children as wholeheartedly embracing their French studies. Certainly, all ofthe

mothers felt pleased about the inclusion of French into their children's schooling. In

fact, in her efforts to role-model and encourage an academic lifestyle for her

daughters, Gaby, who told me "There 's nothing more beautiful than learning-about

other people, about other cultures, about what-have-you" (Interview, August 5, 2000,

p. 5) had even begun French studies herself!

Since all ofmy participants were from middle-class backgrounds, social class

may have influenced their children's positive feelings towards learning French. Upper

and middle-class Canadian families are more likely to promote French second
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language studies for their children (Wotherspoon, 1998). However, none ofmy

participants specifically linked their middle-class social standing to their family's

encouragement of French fluency. Interestingly, my participants did view their

children's mixed heritage as playing a major role in the fact that their children truly

enjoyed learning French at school. Elena described Tomas as always looking very

forward to his twice-weekly French class. She believes that his ease learning the

French language is due to his familiarity with Spanish.

Louise: ...Do you think Tomas will be more open to learning French because

ofhis exposure to Spanish?

Elena: Yes. It 's easierfor him to pronounce it. It 's easierfor him. He has

already heard a different tone, a different pronunciation ofwords. French is a

very easy languagefor him right now. Having the second language instilled

somewhere early in his years has helped him.

Louise: He 's studying French at school now?

Elena: Yes. He started it in grade 4. And definitely Ifind that he can pick it up

easier. (Interview, August 4, 2000, p. 9)

Elena: ...just knowing there 's another language helps him. He picks French

up and knows he has to roll his tongue another way. (Interview, August 18,

2000, p. 7)

Gaby's older daughter has had the opportunity to study French at her

elementary school in her primary grades. Unfortunately, due to cutbacks in the French

language program at the school, her younger daughter will have to wait until she

enters grade 4 to begin her French studies. However, Gaby's older daughter is thrilled

to learn French:

Gaby: She loves it!

Louise: She loves French?
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Gaby: Oh, yeah! (said very enthusiastically). Maybe it 's having two

languages in her life. She 's already used to that. (Interview, August 5, 2000,

p. 6)

As an Estonian-Canadian ESL teacher, Margaret is already predisposed

towards French since it was her teaching subject at university. She sees language

learning as vitally important.

Margaret: ...I think language is a very importantfactor that makes a person

identify with a culture. I'm sure I wouldfeel Japanese-or at least a little

Japanese-ifI could speak Japanese, right? Language is a very important

bridge that helps people understand each other more. (Interview, August 10,

2000, p. 3)

Although Liz doesn't presently speak Spanish or Estonian as well as her

mother would like her to, she has grown up hearing these two languages in her

household and is already used to the world not being only in English. Liz likes the

way certain French phrases sound when they run off her tongue.

Margaret: ...Ifyou know one language, then maybe you 're more ready to

learn another. (Interview, August 10, 2000, p. 9)

Margaret: Does Liz like her French class? Oh yeah! She tries to speak it. She

says, "I like to say 'Je veux. Je veux un pizza. " (We both laugh). Then she

says "Is there anything like that in Estonian? " (Interview, August 10, 2000, p.

9)

Beth described both her daughters as being very strong in French. She related

a story which depicted her resolve in enrolling them in a French Immersion Program,

in spite of being discouraged to do so by her older daughter's "very negative" Senior

Kindergarten teacher. It was a decision she made which was directly attributable to

her children's mixed heritage. Privately worried that they may encounter obstacles

throughout life because of their mixed Black/White lineage, she sees French fluency

as "giving them an edge" to overcome any such hurdles.
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Beth:...I think the reason behind it would be that we want to give our kids

every opportunity to succeed in life and in the back ofour minds, we 're

thinking "They 're always going to have it a little bit harder than somebody

else so let 's give them that little bit ofan edge. " And unconsciously, that had

a lot to do with it. I say to everybody that my reasons were that I worked in a

nursery school and when they were in nursery school, they were very bright

and I needed to challenge them. But in the back ofmy mind, I know why I did

it...I want them to be able to do whatever it is they want to do. And give them

an edge. And give them an edge. (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. 20)

Like Beth, I also enrolled my son in a French Immersion Program at a local

public school (a program geared for non-francophone families in which both French

and English are taught). I also see French fluency as increasing his chances for

success in this competitive world. Fortunately, he has had dedicated teachers, but I

also believe that his early exposure to Mandarin Chinese, the Taiwanese dialect,

Japanese (all from his father's side), and Spanish (from my side) most certainly

heightened his enthusiasm towards learning French. To my knowledge, there have not

been any studies done which suggest that parents may choose French Immersion

partly due to the fact that their children are mixed heritage; however, it would be

helpful information for educators if any such relationship were to be identified. In my

very first interview, with Beth, I realized that we both shared the commonality of

opting for French Immersion for our children ofmixed heritage.

Louise: ... Your kids are in French Immersion. In Joseph 's class one year,

there were 5 kids out of17 who were mixed-and those were only the kids that

I could actually see were mixed, justfrom looking at their parents. That 's a

pretty high percentage. But I suppose, though, that people who enroll their

kids in French Immersion already have an openness towards languages and
other cultures. (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. 20)

According to their mothers, an affinity towards the French language was

characteristic of all the children discussed in this study. While there were sometimes

differing opinions on other aspects ofthe mixed heritage experience, this was the one
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area in which everyone presented a unified stance. All stated that their children's

mixed heritage had a direct influence on their eagerness to acquire French. C'est

vraiment interessant, n 'est-ce pas?

Teacher Awareness ofthe Mixed Heritage Experience

When someone with the authority ofa teacher, say, describes the world and

you are not in it, there is a moment of psychic disequilibrium, as ifyou looked

into a mirror and saw nothing (Adrienne Rich, cited in Chiong, 1998, p. 103).

Jane Ayers Chiong (1998) in Racial Categorization ofMultiracial Children in

Schools, opens her sixth chapter with the above quote from Adrienne Rich, words

which I had encountered before. However, at that time, I was thinking of its meaning

only with respect to gender differences and had not even considered Chiong 's

extension ofthe quote to the lives of children ofmixed heritage. The moment I read it

again, now situated in the context of multiracial children, I knew-for a second time-

that I had come upon something profound. It was almost as ifa bolt of lightning had

briefly illuminated the night sky, temporarily casting light down upon the opaqueness

of the world below. Chiong's decision to showcase this sentence simply made so

much sense to me, and I kept Rich's words in mind as I explored participants'

experiences ofteacher awareness of the concept ofmixed heritages. I found that

Elena, Beth, and Gaby were very grateful to certain teachers who had been unusually

sensitive to the nurturance of their children's mixed identities. I also discovered that

my mother's experiences of 30 to 40 years ago were echoed by the other mothers, as

no one was able to recall any extensive parent-teacher discussions related to their
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child's mixed heritage. In general, Margaret's opinions differed the most from the

other participants'. She viewed teacher awareness of the mixed heritage experience as

an unnecessary focus amid so many other competing learning expectations. Her

concerns for her daughter's education centered on more formalized aspects of

schooling such as reading proficiency, and math ability, as well as the religious

instruction Liz received through her family.

As a public school teacher herself, Margaret is very familiar with the Ontarian

educational system, and described most teachers as too busy to give much thought to

children's experience of being mixed heritage. Because so many demands are made

on teachers nowadays, she believes it should be parents' responsibility to discuss the

concept ofmixed ethnic backgrounds. Since teachers today are well educated, she

feels that multiracial marriages are no longer so controversial, and that racism at

school is less of an issue now than in the past. "Racist remarks by teachers or students

which were formerly regular currency would, ifthey were made now, result in serious

disciplinary charges" (Tizard & Phoenix, 1993, p. 173).

Margaret: I think teachers, with all the work they have to do, honestly I don 't

think they think that much about the mixed heritage concept - not even its

benefits. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 8)

Margaret: ...Educators are well-read now. Race is not such an issue now. It 's

not so shocking when there is an intermarriage. (Interview, August 10, 2000,

p. 12)

Margaret: ...But do kids have to be taught that at school? Parents, and

extendedfamily and religion - church, ifthey go, or a mosque. It 's not really

for teachers. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 24)

While she did not believe it was a critical aspect of her daughter's schooling
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experience, she nevertheless would like Liz's teachers to know ofthe ethnic mixture

in her home.

Margaret: ... Because ofthe way I am, I tend to blurt things out. Every

teacher knew that I am Estonian and that Liz 'sfather is Honduran. I tell them

right away, so they knew her background. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 27)

My mother, Adela, would also let the teachers know of her daughters'

mixed ethnicity, especially since my four older sisters needed extra help in English at

the beginning of their elementary school years (in part due to the fact that the family

had lived in an all-Spanish-speaking environment in Mexico for 7 years.) However,

due to the constraints oftime limitations in the various educational institutions, and

perhaps because ofnumerous other possible reasons, such as the fear of a potentially

sensitive or controversial topic associated with ethnicity/race/culture (Chiong, 1998),

teachers chose to discuss other aspects of our progress with her. Although my

mother's recollections are based on school settings of30 to 40 years ago, I believe her

experiences may be very similar to parent-teacher interactions today. Certainly, other

than their informing school staff that there were mixed cultures/other languages in the

home, none of the mothers in my study were able to recall any lengthy parent-teacher

conversations about their children's mixed background.

Adela: Well, I suppose it probably does help a child iftheyfeel that their

teacher is interested in their background. It definitely would help. I think most

ofthe time, the meetings that I would have with teachers had to do with their

progress per subject, and whatever was happening in the school, and time was

limited. You 're only allotted 10 or 15 minutes so you can 't really talk an awful

lot. But I don 't really remember their being interested in the girls ' mixed

heritage-any more than afew questions about a vacation or so. (Interview,

August 12, 2000, p. 3)
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Elena, like all the other mothers in this study, makes a conscientious effort to

let her son's teachers know that Tomas is bicultural. She considers it useful and

necessary information.

This information [elicited from families ofmixed heritage] helps educators

more effectively and sensitively communicate with their students. It will also

enable them to encourage multiracial children to show pride in all their

ethnicities. In addition, teachers should know in advance that some children,

when doing a project on their heritage, will quite correctly present material on

several cultures. (Schwartz, 1 998b, p. 3)

Elena differs from Margaret in her belief that a child's mixed ethnicity can be

more than a pleasant conversational topic between parents and teachers; rather,

educators who have an understanding of the mixed heritage experience may be able

to more deeply understand such students' lives and their unique needs. She feels

strongly that teachers must have an awareness ofTomas' s background.

Louise: The teachers, were they aware ofyour heritage? I mean, justfrom
looking at you, I wouldn 't knowyour heritage andyour English is perfect so if

you didn 't tell me, I wouldn 7 have known.

Elena: Sure. And ifI hadn 7 told the teachers, they wouldn 7 have known

either. We have been in parent-teacher interviews and both my husband and I

would go. And I would give that information. They wouldn 7 ask Sometimes

they would ask "Is there a second language in the home? " There haven 7

been any problems in his studies because he 's been brought up in English, so

there hasn 7 been any decrease or disadvantagefor him in those terms. But I

let them know there is a second language and that there is another culture.

Certainly I have to make the teachers aware. The teachers have to be made

aware. (Interview, August 4, 2000, p. 7)

Elena credits her son's grade 4 teacher as being partially instrumental in

Tomas' s "finally recognizing that half his blood is Uruguayan" since he was quite
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supportive ofTomas identifying also with his Spanish side. While she tries very hard

to bridge Tomas's two Anglo and Latin worlds, this is more easily accomplished

when he can be "accepted among his peers" as a child ofmixed heritage.

Elena: There were many opportunitiesfor me to bring it to the teachers

'

attention. "Yes, there 's another language in the home. " Sojust recently,

they 've been studying Asia. They 've been studying China. Anyone who had a

different culture in the home was instructed: "Do a project and bring it in and
share it with the class. " That 's when Tomas became proud to have a second

culture. "Mom, can you tell me about Uruguay because I'm halfthat, too.
"

Hefinally recognized that halfhis blood is Uruguayan.

Louise: So it almost took the school curriculum including that topicfor him to

feel that way?

Elena: Although I tried to make the bridge. But I think the school system

definitely needs to be a link because the kids are listening to this in the school.

Certainly we try to speak in Spanish at home. We have literature about my
culture that we talk about. But if it 's not discussed at school and accepted

among their peers, you really miss out on a culture there. (Interview, August

4, 2000, pp. 2-3)

By encouraging students to do projects on their backgrounds, this popular

grade 4 teacher bolstered Tomas's Uruguayan side. Furthermore, he was not misled

by Tomas's non-Latin physical appearance into categorizing Tomas as a unicultural

child who preferred to be "all Canadian." Wendy Schwartz advises educators to

remember that "it is not useful to assume a child's ethnicity can be determined by

physical characteristics" (Schwarz, 1998b, p. 3).

Schwartz also elaborates on further implications for teachers: "Since

multiracial children may identify themselves in many different ways, it is important

for educators to reflect and respect the preferences of individual children when

alluding to their heritage" (Schwartz, 1998b, p. 3). This is essentially one of the same
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conclusions that British researcher Anne Wilson (1987) reached a little over a decade

earlier, and it is paraphrased by British researchers Tizard and Phoenix (1993):

Whether teachers should give advice to individual children about how they

should define themselves is a different issue. Some [multiracial] young people

in our sample who had been advised by teachers to regard themselves as black

resented and disregarded this advice. It seems important that schools, like

governments, should be aware of the different and legitimate ways in which

people ofmixed parentage can define themselves, whilst allowing them to

make the decision, (p. 1 73)

It needs to be pointed out that in the above Tizard and Phoenix study (1993),

the multiracial students reported more difficulty affirming their mixed heritage in

primary school than in secondary school. The authors surmise that young children

have less developed coping skills and thus, being misunderstood, miscategorized, or

in some cases, inadvertently (or purposefully) insulted is "much more wounding"

(Tizard & Phoenix, p. 174). If such a conjecture is true, then it is vital for elementary

school educators to be aware that they must place value on each individual child's

definition of cultural self. One simple way for a teacher to respect the multiracial

child is by using the words and terms that the child himself or herself prefers

whenever referring to his or her ethnic background (Chiong, 1998; Schwartz, 1998a,

1998b; Wilson, 1987).

Sometimes, a teacher need not say anything, as Beth's story demonstrates, but

can be very helpful by possessing a heightened sensitivity towards the mixed heritage

experience. Beth spoke admiringly ofone teacher who was very attuned to her
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daughter's temporary feelings of otherness or difference. Upon changing schools, her

older daughter, Lexy, started out the school year feeling out ofplace and

uncomfortable. During this initial period of adjustment, Lexy sometimes would

telephone her mother, requesting that she be picked up from school because she

didn't feel well, etc. Her mother told me that although her daughters "have lots of

friendsfrom all the other backgrounds, it seems to be that their very bestfriends are

interracial children, biracial children" (Interview, August 2, 2000, p. 4). Beth's

daughters' ties ofclose friendship correspond to the answers given by respondents in

Teresa Kay Williams' study ofAmerasians (1992), who "said that although they had

no preference in the selection of friends, they still seemed to associate 'naturally' with

other Amerasians" (pp. 288-289). Although Lexy and Taylor are much younger than

the participants in Williams' study (aged 16 to 35 years), it appears that they share

similar feelings of comfort when among multiracial persons.

Intimacy and comfort, according to many ofthe respondents, were easily and

"naturally" established with people of "their own kind". . . .A sense of being an

ethnic group of their own or having something in common with other

Amerasians and racially mixed American persons thus had been imprinted on

their consciousness... (Williams, 1992, p. 289)
-

Fortunately, Lexy's grade 2 teacher "had the insight to see" the mixed

heritage connection between her daughter and another multiracial classmate. He

didn't explain his reasons to the class out loud, but he enabled the two girls to work

on their studies together, and thus gave them the opportunity to become friends
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during class time. Beth credits this perceptive teacher as making a "huge difference in

her [Lexy 'sj settling " (Interview, July 26, 2000, p. 4).

Beth:... She was having a hard time, leaving herfriends and making new

ones. What ended up happening was that there was a little girl in the class

who was ofmixed heritage. Her background was that one parent was White

and the other Egyptian. The male teacher sensed that this might be something

that was good andput them together, and had this little girl be kind ofLexy 's

helper. He was wonderful at getting her to settle in, hooking them up until she

was comfortable, and basicallyfriends. This little girl switched schools, but

they 're stillfriends. That was something he picked up on-that maybe having

someone similar would make this little girl more comfortable.

Louise: Very insightful ofhim.

Beth: Very insightful. We 've stayed goodfriends, that teacher and I, because

he made a huge difference in her settling. He had the insight to see that this

maybe would help. And it did. It wasjust what she needed. In that question,

mixed heritage probably plays. He picked up on that and executed that. It was

a wonderful idea. And he never said it. It wasjust beautiful. It worked out

perfectly. (Interview, July 26, 2000, pp. 4-5)

Beth was very grateful to this teacher for recognizing her daughter's unique

needs. However, she also would not welcome a future scenario in which educators

attribute a child's mixed heritage for learning successes or difficulties in certain

subjects. "Let's not emphasize it too much. Let's not get to 'Well, that's the reason,'"

she stated, delineating an undesirable hypothetical situation in which a mixed heritage

would be explained as the reason that "this child really excels at reading and is

struggling in math." It is a reminder to look at each child as a unique individual with

his or her particular strengths and weaknesses.

Beth: But the bottom line is-and this is what everybody has to keep in their

minds-no matter what the mixes or the background-the bottom line is that

they 're children. And those children are going to learn differently because all

children learn differently. It 's not going to be: this child really excels at

reading and is struggling with math because this child has a Jamaican

background. It 's going to be because that 's the way the child learns. And
that 's the bottom line here. Let 's not emphasize it too much. Let 's not get to,
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"Well, that 's the reason. " It 's not. Kids are going to be kids are going to be

kids-for as long as we go on. Some are going to excel, and some are going to

have to try harder in certain subjects. (Interview, August 2, 2000, p. 18)

Like the teacher who Beth warmly described in her first interview, Gaby's

older daughter's teacher was an elementary school educator who made a big

difference in the life of a child ofmixed heritage. In Gaby's reflections, the teacher

asked Marcela questions about Mexican customs and found small ways to weave the

topic into ordinary classroom conversations. Marcela became especially proud of

being halfMexican when this teacher allowed Marcela to present a "show and tell"

on her visiting aunt from Mexico.

Gaby: There was a very good teacher which my oldest daughter had and she

was very much into talking about Mexico.... And into involving them and
asking them "How do you do this in Mexico? " And it 's great that my kids can

say "Well, we do this and that. " It was good.... I don 7 think I've had any

interactions personally [that are related to my children being mixed heritage]

but I do know they '11 come and tell me "Mrs. Whatever asked me this about

Mexico and I told her this. "And then my sister came once to Canada and my
daughter wanted to take her as a Show and Tell-sort of.... So my sister was

there in the classroom and my daughter spent some time talking about her.

And kids were able to ask questions ofmy sister. Interactions about her mixed

heritage were very good with that particular teacher.

Louise: She encouraged them basically?

Gaby: Yes, she did. And I think it 's wonderful because all the children in the

class need to know at least a little bit about every different culture. (Interview,

August 5, 2000, pp. 4-5)

Gaby's last point emphasizes the benefits of a wider base of cultural

knowledge, not only for her daughters, but for all the children in the class. Most

educators in North America want their students to have a broad understanding of the

wonderful diversity of the human race, but few have realized that multiracial persons

are often excluded in their portrayals of the world. "In fact, perhaps monocultural
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education rather than multicultural education is the more appropriate term for what

we are now teaching in schools" (Chiong, 1998, p. 101). When Chiong interviewed

30 public school teachers for her study on multiracial children in schools, she found

that while many espoused "multicultural" issues in class themes or projects, few had

given much thought or discussion to the experiences of children ofmixed heritage

and their families. "The majority of teachers concurred that most teachers would talk

only in monoracial terms and that it would not occur to them to include multiracial

populations" (p. 86). She saw this lack of awareness of the multiracial child as an

innocent oversight, but concluded that it was time to initiate change.

Most educators are in favor of greater inclusion for our diverse students and

would be appalled at the omission of multiracial children. In fact, the notion

of multicultural education began with a degree of indignation about the lack of

representation of varied cultures. School personnel, from teachers to aids to

principals to custodians, are well-meaning and concerned about creating a just

and multicultural society... [However, we must stop continuing] to reinforce

this notion of monorace, so that different cues will set off identity options that

include the racially mixed child. Change can take place in an important way in

the schools. (Chiong, 1998, pp. 101-102)

Chiong's last statement about "change" in schools brings me to reflect on one

possible dictionary definition of this word.

Change: To be altered; to undergo variation; to be partially or wholly

transformed; as men [sic] sometimes change for the better. (Websters, 1953,

p. 286)
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In this scenario, in my opinion, even a comparatively small "change for the

better," such as a deeper understanding among school personnel of the mixed heritage

experience, could make a huge difference. As these participants' stories demonstrate,

a little bit ofteacher awareness can sometimes go a long way in helping such children

feel affirmed and comfortable.

Inclusion Versus Exclusion in the Curriculum

In the previous section, I wrote about the lack of profile for multiracial

children in many educators' thoughts of cultural identities. Nevertheless, 3

participants were able to describe perceptive teachers whose higher awareness ofthe

unique needs of children ofmixed heritage had brought benefits to their students. In

this section, I explore participants' viewpoints regarding whether or not the

multiracial experience should be included in the school curriculum and if so, to what

extent and how.

Gaby was very "for" including this topic in the curriculum, in whatever

manner that time would allow, because she regarded it as something that could teach

children about "Life." She recommended that teachers who were over burdened with

other subjects could merely talk about the concept sometimes, just like her older

daughter's teacher had done.

Louise: There are some people whofeel that it 's not a teacher 's role. For

example, that a teacher shouldjust stick to the curriculum, and teach math

and science and things like that, and not talk too much about people 's mixed

identities or mixed heritages. Wouldyou agree or disagree with that?

Gaby: No, I don V agree. The role ofa teacher is much more thanjust what is

written. Ifthe students can come back and learn something about a different

culture or a different people, itjust broadens them. No matter how little the
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kids are, they get to understand a little bit more. In teaching, there are certain

things you have to know andyou have tofollow the curriculum, but ifyou can,

you can also teach them a little bit more about Life. (Interview, August 5,

2000, p. 5)

Gaby considered it a valuable learning opportunity for all students whenever

teachers include multiracial persons in classroom discussions of ethnicity, but that for

children ofmixed heritage it would be especially self-affirming. I was reminded of

the catchy 1980s slogan "I'm OK, you're OK" when I reread her transcript, as it

perhaps might capture the confidence-building intentions ofher words.

Gaby: ...Because once teachers mention it and make it in a positive way, the

kids willfeel it 's OK to be this way. More so than ifteachers don 7 touch the

subject.... I definitely think it would help them. Definitely.... Because the kids

might say, "I belong to that. I have two parentsfrom two different places and
that's OK. " Oh yes, definitely. (Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 13)

When I asked her the extent to which the topic should be included in the

curriculum, she stated that while it might be important enough for an actual subject, it

could also be taught in very "subtle" ways. Her recommendations of subtly adding the

topic to the school day brings to mind scholarly discussions on the hidden curriculum

(deMarrais & LeCompte, 1999). One suggestion she gave was for children to make

brief Show and Tell presentations on various cultures, perhaps on their ethnic

backgrounds. For multiracial children, this would give them a chance to talk about

more than one heritage ifthey choose to do so.

Gaby: I thinkyou can put it in a very subtle way. I don 7 think it has to be a

subject. Maybe, though, it should have that importance. Ifnot, as I was telling

you, they can talk one day about this culture-you know how I was tellingyou

how they have their Show and Tell. "My mother is Mexican and this is how
they dress. " And then go to the other different nationalities. It 's not a subject,

but the children get to know it anyways.... There is an important rolefor the

parents in helping the childprepare to present himselfto the class. But I do

think it 's the role ofthe teacher because we live in a multicultural society and
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there 's notjust the races but as you say, there are also biracial people.

(Interview, August 19, 2000, p. 8)

Elena, like Gaby, agreed wholeheartedly with introducing the topic of

individuals ofmixed heritage into the curriculum. She talked about her son's sincere

delight in learning from his classmates' presentations about other cultures, other

animals, other geographies, and considered it wonderful when educators widened

these discussions to also include the multiracial experience. She even went a step

further by wondering if schools and communities could assist mixed families by

creating opportunities for such families to meet with each other in order to share

thoughts and coping tips.

Louise: ...Is there anything more that you would like to include on this

particular tape that 's related to mixed heritage?

Elena: Somehow Ifeel we need more help.

Louise: In the school?

Elena: In the school and in the community. For me to connect with my Latin

friends, I'd have to drive to Toronto. But we carry on with our lives. We 're

busy and we 're working. I would love to bring my husband to know more.

We 've been married 15 years but there 's always more to learn. And it would

be wonderful to have morefriends ofmixed cultures, to know who is out there

who is having the same coping problems. I don 't know whether the schools

could help with that, because they knowfamilies. (Interview, August 4, 2000,

p. 20)

I consider it to be a good place in this section to now attempt to re-present

(Tilley, 1998a) Margaret's words because, when placed almost next to each other, the

contrast between her views and those of Elena's are especially pronounced. While

Elena wishes for a greater community and school involvement with families ofmixed

heritage, Margaret prefers a "back to the basics" approach that emphasizes the

essentials. She points out that the rigourous new curriculums (instituted in 1999 by
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the Ontario provincial government led by Premier Mike Harris) have resulted in more

class time being devoted to "harder" learning tasks such as mathematical estimating,

grouping, and measuring.

Margaret: ...In elementary school and in high school, too-we have new
curriculums. One thing I hear people say is that it is becoming much harder in

math. In the old days, like when I was in school, it was simple. I don 't

remember it so well, but I remember it wasfairly basic. But now Liz has to

measure and estimate a lot, grouping things, and it 's a lot ofthinking. So

there 's so much already that teachers have to teach and there 's new ways of
doing things. I don 7 think the mixed heritage concept and the students ' roots

are that importantfor teachers. It'sfor parents. Butfor teachers? (Margaret

shakes her head to indicate "No. "). (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 25)

Margaret: ... Teachers shouldfind out a little bit more about the student 's

background. Yes, that 's a good thing to do. But I think teachers have a lot to

do anyways. The teachers have to concentrate and stick to the day-to-day

discipline. As long as the teacher 'sfair, right? And the teacher will realize

that the students all have different backgrounds so you definitely have to take

that into consideration. You definitely have to befair to all students, but you

don 7 always have to address mixed heritage. (Interview, August 10, 2000, p.

8)

Margaret also brought up the point that children (both single heritaged and

multiracial) who choose to share or present their heritage are sometimes made fun of

by their classmates. She feels that especially in downtown Toronto, many children as

they grow older are mainly interested in "the outer things " (Interview, July 31, 2000,

p. 6) such as music, shopping (at The Gap), and the way they dress. She states that a

child would have to possess a great deal of self-confidence in order to stand up at the

front of the class, and not feel diminished by the possible ridicule ofher props.

Margaret: You know what? I think kids are now more whatyou call

"sophisticated. " I think ifLiz dressed up in costume, ifshe were to bring in a

little Estonian doll, I think they think it 's too-either silly or boring.

Louise: It 's not cool?
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Margaret: It 's not cool. To bring in clothing... (Margaret has a doubtful

expression).

Louise: So you 're saying that pop culture is more important to kids right

now?

Margaret: I think so. Ofcourse, ifa mother bakes something, they like to eat it

right away. But pictures ofa little village in Estonia or my husband's little

village in Honduras, I don 't know ifthey would gather around and look. But

who knows? Maybe with kids who are still young, especially younger than

grade 4. Now Liz is going into grade 5 and I really notice that she 's changing

a lot. (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 21)

Margaret delineated scenarios whereby introducing the topic ofmixed

heritage into the curriculum would leave a multiracial child feeling vulnerable if

others jeered or poked fun. Instead of building up the child's self-esteem, such

interactions would be hurtful experiences. She explores how children might react if

her daughter were to bring a. poncho (a traditional Latin American cold-weather

covering) to school.

Margaret: Maybe actually going somewhere and living there andpeople are

wearing a poncho would workfine. But ifyoujust go to class and hold the

poncho up at thefront ofthe class, I think the other students would scoff. I

think the kid would have to be really confident to show it off. (Interview, July

31, 2000, p. 22)

Elena described two similarly difficult situations which were not just

hypothetical possibilities but actual occurrences. The first story involves her mixed

Uruguayan/Canadian nephew and the second story was told to her by her son Tomas.

When some of his classmates snickered and laughed at the sound of some Spanish

words during his presentation on his background, Elena's nephew felt the sting of

rejection and, as a result, now may shy away from further public speaking on this

topic. In the second example, a couple ofTomas' playmates had watched an episode

of The Simpsons (a popular television cartoon series) in which the word "Uruguay"
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was purposefully mispronounced into an insult. Realizing that Tomas is of half-

Uruguayan heritage, these children repeated the phrase back to Tomas who, of

course, felt very offended. Unlike his cousin's experience, this taunt was not made

during Tomas' s highly successful presentation; however, the words were still

wounding to him. Fortunately, as viewed through his mother's eyes, it was a minor

negative incident for Tomas when compared to his overall beneficial experience in

grade 4 ofgradually becoming more connected to his Latin roots. Furthermore, Elena

spent time discussing the insult with Tomas in order to help him to learn how to cope

with such remarks.

Margaret's conjectures and Elena's two stories demonstrate that the issue is

not simply "inclusion versus exclusion" of multiracial individuals into the curriculum,

but that if inclusion is to occur, it must be done within a positive and accepting

environment. Otherwise, a teacher's efforts at inclusion may defeat the purpose of

instilling self-confidence in such children. It is very difficult for school personnel to

create a tolerant classroom, but the goal of greater inclusion for the mixed heritage

experience is only truly realized in a learning environment that welcomes diversity.

Beth told me about her lifelong attraction towards ethnic diversity and feels

strongly that the school curriculum is an important location in which inclusion of the

mixed heritage individual should occur. As a busy single parent, her long working

hours dictate that, during the school year, she has a limited amount oftime to be with

her daughters. She cites many parents' hectic schedules and an increasingly global

world as two good reasons for the schools not to exclude this topic from classroom

discussions.
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Beth: ...I think it 's got to be in the schools, too. Because I thinkyou have to

take into account the amount oftime our children spend in school. During the

months September to June, the school has them more time than I have them.

And I think like I said, the world is changing.... We have to bring mixed

heritage awareness into the schools because regardless ofmath and English,

it comes up. It comes up in history-in the people we study. And the educators,

the curriculum, it has to change. It has to change with the times. (Interview,

August 2, 2000, p. 6)

As an educator herself, Beth has a deep appreciation for all that teachers "go

through." She does not place the duty of change only on teachers' shoulders. Rather,

she hopes for an atmosphere of heightened awareness emanating from all who are

involved in designing a curriculum creating teacher resources, publishing educational

posters, etc.

Beth: Working in the school board, I realize that teachers are very not

appreciated enough. I had a renewed appreciationfor teachersfrom working

in a grade 1 room last year and seeing what this teacher was going through. I

don 't think it 's entirely up to the teachers so much. "Update your textbooks.

Update your posters. Update what you 're teaching.
"

Louise: So if it comesfrom the top?

Beth: From the top down. Absolutely. Ifyou look at books now in children 's

classrooms, you 're going to see children ofall different backgrounds in one

book. The posters they have are ofall different types ofkids. That 's where it

begins-in materials, in the visuals that the kids see around them in the room.

It 's very little-it 's not askingfor that much ofa change. Just try to make sure

when you 're talking about history and this and that, thatyou 're touching a

little bit on mixed heritage.... Let them see mixed heritage. Save the articles.

It 's something that can be done very subtly, but it '11 make a difference.

(Interview, August 2, 2000, p. 13)

Beth does not consider her suggestions as further burdening teachers because

her proposal for subtle changes is relatively easy to "add in" and therefore "not a big

deal." (As a side point, it's worth pointing out that both Gaby and Beth use the

adjective "subtle" when describing ways to achieve inclusion of the multiracial

perspective in a limited-for-time class.) Some educators would oppose such
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superficial "add-on" frameworks of thinking for cultural education programs, arguing

that an awareness ofmultiple viewpoints "should be integrated into the fabric of

education...an integral part-at the core ofthe curriculum" (Subrahmanyan,

Hornstein, & Heine; 2000). However, as the expression goes, "Rome was not built in

a day," and so I tend to side with Beth. Even to only "put in" some acknowledgement

of the mixed heritage viewpoint into the everyday school practices would give it a

somewhat higher profile and thus be a first small step forward from its present

almost-complete obscurity.

Beth: Ijust thinkfor it to come across as "Oh, the poor teachers" is not right.

There 's so many ways ofdoing this where it 's not burdening the teachers....

The way they could get around the time problem is to have the kids do a
project or something like that. And have it that "These are your options " and

include mixed heritage peoples as an option.... They would have that as an

option. All the children ofmixed heritage background are likely to be

interested. All the teachers have to do is add it. Just add it as part ofthe

choices. It 's very easy to put it in. It 's not a big deal. It isn 't. (Interview,

August 2, 2000, p. 14)

My mother could be categorized as in the same camp as Beth, Elena, and

Gaby, because she favoured inclusion as one possible way to "start eliminating some

of the racial problems" in society. She also recognized the powerful authority of the

teacher as a moral and influential guide to children's attitudes.

Adela: ...it would be a good thing to talk about in the classroom so that all the

children arefamiliar with mixed heritages people and know what they are. As

well, ifthey don 7 know someone who is mixed, then at least be aware ofthe

richness that each ofthose people with mixed cultures would have.... Also the

way it is taught is very important. Ifteachers put across to the children a

positivefeeling about someone who is mixed, ifteachers ' attitudes are good,

then the children are more likely to develop a good attitude as well. This

would also helpfrom one generation to the next, to sort ofstart eliminating

some ofthe racial problems. (Interview, August 12, 2000, p. 7-8)

As usual, my mother also brought a cold splash of refreshing reality to our
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conversation by commenting that while inclusion of the multiracial voice in the

classroom is the ideal, Canadians are already very fortunate to have a reliable school

system in place at all.

Adela: I wasjust happy that it was organized and that my children did have a

school to go to. There are countries andplaces where sometimes you '11 go to

school and the teachers don 't show up-in some Third World areas. Sojust the

fact that it is an organized situation-that 's a bonus in itself. (Interview,

August 12, 2000, p. 7)

Way before I was born, my parents and pre-school-aged sisters lived for

several years in the subtropical "jungles of Veracruz"-as my father used to

affectionately describe it, a remote near-village in indigenous, southern Mexico-

because this was the site of his sulphur-based work. At that time, there was no formal

school available to the children who lived there, and this is partly the situation from

which my mother's gratitude for "an organized situation" is located. Under such

circumstances, inclusion versus exclusion of the mixed heritage experience into the

school curriculum is rather a moot point and would have to be addressed within

alternative learning contexts.

To summarize participants' viewpoints, a request for a wide range of teaching

strategies was represented. At one end of the spectrum, Margaret leans towards

exclusion of the mixed heritage experience due to a higher priority on other

educational outcomes. At the other end is a loosely linked cluster of the other

mothers' voices, all favouring various forms of inclusion. It's no secret that I eagerly

catapult myself into this latter group.
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Teacher Support and Resources

In Chapter Two, I presented a list of practical examples ofways in which

teachers can promote multiracial children's self-esteem through the school curriculum

(Morrison & Rodgers, 1996; Schwartz, 1998b). In my interviews with participants, no

one specifically came up with any further teaching ideas or methods which could

augment such a list. Ideas mentioned by participants were among those outlined

already in my literature review, such as talking about multiracial children in class

discussions, including them in posters, and adding peoples ofmixed heritages as an

option for any projects assigned on ethnicity. As of the date of this writing, I have not

been able to find any teacher resources that deal specifically with children ofmixed

heritage. Most multicultural educational programs are in fact geared only towards

monoracial groups of Blacks, Asians, First Nations, etc., and even the actual

multiracial people noted in such resources are usually identified only as minority role

models (Chiong, 1998; Schwartz 1998a, 1998b). I find it hard to believe that there

isn't anything available out there, so I continue to keep looking in additional

databases, and I keep trying, because just maybe I'll be able to stumble upon some

resources somewhere. However, even ifmy search is eventually rewarded, the fact

remains that such materials are not easily accessible.

Racially mixed individuals are absent in all school curricula, including in

history and English texts. Yet, many noted minority role models are actually

interracial. This difference is never noted. Although I checked for teacher

resources on this topic, I did not find any. However, I am not aware that any

resources exist at all that might guide the teacher to best serve interracial
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students. Nor did I find that interracial children had any clear visibility in

current multicultural education resources. However, I believe there is a

general assumption on the part of educators that "surely there must be."

(Chiong, 1998, p. 88)

I did, however, fortuitously find three excellent children's books written by

Canadian authors in which the protagonists were multiracial. A teacher could use

such books in the classroom and design a curriculum around them herself. Those

three books are War ofthe Eagles by Eric Walters (1998), White Mist by Barbara

Smucker (1987), and Something Good by Robert Munsch (1995). In the first two

books, which are more appropriate for children in the upper grades ofelementary

school, the characters openly discuss their feelings about their mixed backgrounds,

and they are presented in a sensitive and nonjudgmental fashion. Munsch's book is

for the primary grades, and there is no discussion related to being multiracial;

however, the humourous illustrations give the mixed heritage experience a visual

presence. There may be more such books, but it is a matter of reviewing books that

are considered "multicultural" to see if any of the characters are ofmixed heritage

and not just from single-heritage minority groups. From my experience, Canadian

children's books are not categorized under any mixed heritage headings (such as

multiracial, interracial, etc.), so it is a rather slow process to find and identify them.

Chiong (1998) has compiled a list of"Books for Multiracial Children" in

which she cites 6 books geared for "Early Childhood;" 14 appropriate for "School

Age;" and 15 books applicable for "Young Adult." Munsch's is the only Canadian-

published book in the list. I reviewed some ofthe books in her list, and while I found
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them enjoyable, they are very grounded in "the American way." For example, How

My Parents Learned To Eat by Ina R. Friedman (1984) is the story ofan American

sailor stationed in Japan, courting a Japanese woman, and this future father is always

pictured fully regaled in his American military uniform. The House You Pass On The

Way (Woodson, 1997) is a poignant portrayal of a preadolescent's intersection of

mixed race and (homo)sexual awakening, but is set somewhere in the rural "see y'all

sometime" U.S.A.-a place where the local secondary school is called "Sweet Gum

High." For a Canadian classroom, I prefer the three Canadian books I mentioned

above which are set respectively in Prince Rupert, British Columbia; in Sarnia,

Ontario; and in a grocery store and kitchen anywhere in North America. These books

present storylines through which Canada-residing children ofmixed heritage may feel

empowered. "A word after a word /after a word is power" (Atwood, 1988, p. 1552).

However, a teacher would still be on her own, so to speak, with respect to how best to

incorporate these books into the curriculum.

With respect to teacher-training, there is a wealth of multicultural education

materials available. It is beyond the scope of this study to review all the materials

used in the numerous Canadian preservice and inservice Education Programs to see

who, if anyone, uses resources that promote an awareness of the mixed heritage

experience. However, it is noteworthy that in "Multicultural Discourse in Teaching

Education" in the recently published Multicultural Curriculum - New Directionsfor

Social Theory, Practice, and Policy (2000), there is no mention of this perspective. I

purposefully include the title of the book to emphasize the fact that these "New

Directions," while perhaps groundbreaking and novel in other ways, may lead us only
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partially towards the as-of-yet relatively uncharted destination of the mixed heritage

experience. The authors describe "issues and experiences related to the integration of

multiculturalism into the curriculum for an elementary education teaching block"

(Subrahmanyan et al., 2000, p. 168) for preservice teacher candidates. Two textbooks,

Sonia Nieto's book Affirming Diversity (1996) and The Dream Keepers by Gloria

Ladson-Billings (1994) are used "for discussions of race, class, and gender"

(Subrahmanyan et al., 2000, p. 176). On a bright note, I was impressed that among

the case studies presented in Affirming Diversity (1996) was a multiracial student,

Linda Howard, whose father was African American and mother was EuroAmerican.

Her case study is titled with her words, "Unless you're mixed, you don't know what

it's like to be mixed" (Nieto, 1996, p. 51). I am very pleased with the inclusion of

Linda into the text, and she is described as a gifted and successful student. However, I

find that the discussion ofmixed and biracial students is focused almost completely

on those individuals of Black and White parents. Such children live "in two not

merely different but antagonistic, cultures" (Stonequist, 1961 cited in Nieto, 1996, p.

62). In my opinion, preservice candidates should be exposed to a more inclusive and

deeper analysis of the mixed heritage experience than presented in this text. I wonder

how representative this example would be ofthe multicultural texts used in other

teacher education programs? In Ontario, some scholars have recently called for new

definitions of the Canadian concept of multiculturalism (Bannerji, 2000) or have

written about the need for educators to find appropriate ways to deal with the growing

diversity of the Canadian student population so that they can address the dilemmas of

inclusion in the present multicultural education orientations (Cummins, 2000). In this
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thesis, my interest rests primarily on the inclusion of the multiracial experience into

the Canadian multicultural education paradigm. In contrast, Bannerji (2000) and

Cummins (2000) do not specifically address the mixed race viewpoint. Instead they

focus on other issues including racism, nationalism, gender, and second language

instruction, to name a few. However, I believe that I share with them the desire to re-

interpret Canada's notions of multicultural education.

Another difficulty discussed in "Multicultural Discourse in Teacher

Education" (Subrahmanyan et al., 2000) was teacher candidates' fear "that in their

attempt to be inclusive they might offend someone on account of their ignorance of

that person's culture, or their own prejudices and stereotypes" (Subrahmanyan et al.,

2000, p. 1 86). In part due to "the silence" of the multiracial peoples (Root, 1992b, p.

7), who are still struggling for recognition as a culture worthy of study (Fernandez,

1996: Graham, 1996; Ramirez, 1996: Root, 1992a, 1992b), how much greater a

teacher's fear of inadvertently offending someone would be! As a partial antidote to

the problem, I believe teacher preparation for this topic could do much towards

helping to alleviate such worries.

In "A Checklist of School Services for Multiracial Students" (Chiong, 1998),

parents are advised to ask the following questions:

1

.

Do all teachers understand their students' multiracial heritage and do they

affirm it for them as they do for students ofother ethnic/racial groups?

2. When race is a topic in books, cultural programs, class discussions,

conferences, and other aspects ofthe formal curriculum, do teachers include

multiracial students as a distinct group?
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3. Does your school have books and other resources and materials about

multiracial children?

4. Do history books provide multiracial students with information on

significant multiracial individuals?

5. Will multiracial students be able to easily access information about

themselves from their libraries? (Chiong, 1998, p. 137)

It is very clear to me that to answer the above questions in the affirmative, we

must follow the path that has "perhaps the better claim / Because it was grassy and

wanted wear" (Frost, 1988a, p. 248). Studies such as mine, in which mothers are

asked to share their lived experiences and their knowledge of their children, are

among the first baby-steps towards providing information for educators. Along with

Chiong's research (1998), this study shines light on the need for sufficient mixed

heritages resources available to educators and students.

Brief Conclusion of Chapter Four

The immigrant experience played a role, of a greater or lesser degree, in all of

the women's lives. All of the women contributed their viewpoints on concerns related

to the mixed heritage experience by examining the physical body; the ability (or not)

to move between one or more worlds; identity; disadvantages; and affinity towards

French. I also explored how mothers' ideas could be useful to educators through a

consideration of such issues as teacher awareness of the mixed heritage experience;

inclusion or exclusion of this topic in the curriculum; and teacher support and

resources. I believe that through the eyes of seven women, readers have the
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opportunity to catch glimpses of some lived experiences within the mixed

heritage/maternal/education crossways.





CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

Most theses end with a "Conclusion," but because this study is situated in a

field that is "just beginning to take off," I wish I could entitle this chapter differently.

Although tempted to give it a title using some sort of phrase embodying the idea of

"commencement" or "new beginnings," I refrain from doing so. Staying within the

usual limits of academic conventions, an ordinary title remains. But behind this

smokescreen of traditionalism one encounters a research area in the heady, exciting

stages ofnew exploration.

This feminist research captured some women's perspectives regarding their

knowledge of the elementary school education of their children ofmixed heritage and

about the mixed heritage experience in general. I believe our voices illuminated the

topic and this study allowed numerous opportunities for reflection on lived

experiences. Using feminist research methodologies, I attempted respectful research

and became more aware of the difficulties of doing so under certain circumstances. I

was not always successful at reaching my original research goals, but my endeavours

taught me much.

All participants shared a connection to the immigrant experience, but I

discovered a variety of viewpoints regarding the mixed heritage experience.

Nevertheless, I found enough commonalities to group their words and lived

experiences under categories considering the immigrant experience; the physical

body; the ability to move between two or more worlds; identity issues; a nonfocus on

disadvantages, and an affinity towards French. I explored implications for the

educational field when I tried my best to showcase women's perceptions of teacher
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awareness of the mixed heritage experience, and of their stance in the argument over

inclusion versus exclusion of the multiracial perspective in the curriculum. Finally, I

outlined a lack of resources and the need for more teacher support regarding ways to

include the child ofmixed heritage into the elementary school system. As pointed out

at the onset of this chapter, my research represents the beginning of a trek, not a final

destination. A poet's words most certainly apply: "And miles to go before I sleep /

And miles to go before I sleep" (Frost, 1988b, p. 1).

My Story

This research was a personal odyssey of sorts for me, as a researcher and a

mother. The voyage was both stressful and wonderful-can I say "wonderfully

stressful" or perhaps "stressfully wonderful"? At times, I found myself in the

ludicrous position (or so it felt at the time) of having to stop mothering so that I could

write about mothering.

The irony ofmy thesis topic does not escape me. Benjamin, my 2-year-old

couldn 't care less what I write-he only wants my attention and love. But I

can 't think, I can 't type, when he 's beside me near the computer. He wants to

bang his arms on the keyboard, he wants to turn the computer on and off. So I

work on my thesis when he 's sleeping or when someone else is taking care of

him-that 's the only way. Something seems not quite right, doesn 't it? In order

to write about mothers and their children, I cannot mother. (Journal Entry,

March 26, 2000, p. 1)

Mielle Chandler experienced a similar dilemma, "To write a paper is to leave

mothering, or, rather, it is to leave the type of subjectivity I engage in while

mothering.... It is an existence fraught with tension" (Chandler, 1999, p. 271). Like

other university student mothers, my academic life was "fraught with tension," as I
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tried to juggle my research goals around the needs ofmy family. And yet, at the same

time, conducting this study was deeply fulfilling to me, nourishing my inner spirit.

Take a . . .room and fill it with university student mothers and ask these

women to tell you about how they manage to be both a good mother and a

good student. After the laughter dies down you will probably hear about the

struggles, the insecurity, the sense of being overwhelmed, and the inability to

live up to the standards of the "good" mother and the "good" student as set out

in North American society and in post-secondary institutions. Then you will

hear about the joys, the excitement, the way in which the women are fulfilled

by these two sides of their lives and how they love what they do. (Sears, 2000,

pp. 28-29)

In my final interview, exploring my self-conceptual baggage, I reflected on

how this research has changed me. I compared "the former Louise" to "the present

Louise."

Louise: ...Now I can 't believe that I had children ofmixed heritage before

doing this research. Before, I really had so little awareness, just a hazy sort of
general idea.

Jamie: Was it amazingly helpful?

Louise: Well, I don 't think I 've changed my parenting style or my parenting

practices as a result, but it has made me more aware ofissues that my
children and other children mightface in the educational system and in their

lives in general. I'm more attuned now to what some ofthe benefits might be,

what difficulties they might experience. I've spent more timejust THINKING
about what it means to be mixed. It 'sjust like anything in life-the more sides

you see to something, even angles that you 're in disagreement with, well, if

you have read it before, ifyou 've been presented with it before, you have a

deeper understanding ofwhat it 's all about. (Interview, October 14, 2000, p.

2-3)

As a woman, as a mother, as a researcher, and as an educator, I approached
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this research from multiple perspectives. It gave me the opportunity to "have a deeper

understanding ofwhat it's all about."

More Reflections and Some Recommendations

This study contributes to the fields of feminist and mothering literature, adds

its voice to the research on children ofmixed heritage, and presents another angle for

elementary school educators to consider. I now reflect back on the feminist research

methodologies which informed my work. Feminist research methodologies "bring

women in" (DeVault, 1999, p. 30) and this study did indeed bring some women into

the academic discourse on the mothering of multiracial children. Throughout the

study, I continually kept in mind that feminist research, like ethical qualitative

research, attempts to minimize harm to the participants. I tried very hard to be

respectful towards the women by presenting their words in contexts which, when they

read this thesis, I think they will feel are authentic representations. I did not wish to

present myself as an authority on mothering, especially because I myselfam also a

comparatively young mother and there is still so much for me to learn. I cannot judge

whether it is better for a child to grow up with a mother who occasionally talks with

them about the mixed heritage experience as do Beth, Elena, Gaby, and I, or if such a

child is advantaged by a mother who prefers not to focus on it, such as Margaret. It is

not my place to do so, and I respect each participant's right to do what she believes is

best for her family. I cannot resolve how a mother should relate to her children on the

concept ofmixed heritages, for example, whether she should promote a daughter's

self-confidence in her multiracial beauty or downplay it? Or similarily, should a
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mother encourage her child to move between one or more worlds, or is that too much

pressure on a child? Like the Tizard and Phoenix study (1993), "it is not possible on

the basis of our small sample to say that one type of [family] strategy had a better

outcome for the young people than the other" (Tizard & Phoenix, p. 157). Instead I

portrayed the experiences that some mothers and a non-mother have lived. My goal

was for my writing to remain true to the spirit and intention ofmy participants'

words. I believe that I have not betrayed these women's confidence in me by using

data analysis in such ways that they would be portrayed differently from how they

would have wanted (Alcoff, 1994). I resisted framing some of their words in certain

critical academic fashions which I think my participants would have considered

misleading to the reader. Who am I to assign praise or blame these mothers with

respect to their views and interactions with their children (Caplan, 1989, 2000;

Walkerdine & Lucey, 1989)? I was constantly conscious ofmy participants' "eyes"

as I composed on the computer, and throughout the entire research process, felt an

unusual and novel sense of responsibility towards them in my writing (See October

30, 2000journal entry on page 94). Every participant requested a copy ofmy thesis; I

will not hesitate or falter when giving this document to them. The research is a re-

creation of the mixed heritage aspects of their lives so that, even if only temporarily, a

reader can study their words and walk in their shoes.

This thesis contains participants' words that possess a wisdom that arises from

an intimate familiarity with the maternal/multiracial intersection. We explored lived

experiences and consciously interpreted our past (van Manen, 1997). The insider

experiences of the women in this study represent a type ofmothers' knowledge which
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is not usually shared with educators (Belenky et al., 1997; Schwartz, 1998b).

However, I invite teachers to read my participants' words so that educators may gain

a deeper understanding of their role in the maternal/multiracial experience. In this

research, I discovered that all the participants other than Margaret felt that an

elementary school teacher played an important part in legitimizing the mixed heritage

experience. With the exception of Margaret, participants suggested ways for teachers

to include the concept in the curriculum. Some suggested "subtle" ways of

incorporating it into the hidden curriculum (deMarrais & LeCompte, 1999), while

others recommended that it have a comparatively high profile. With these

participants, it is clear in their minds that it is valuable to children to be in a schooling

environment which affirms the existence and presence of persons ofmixed heritage.

According to Gaby's words on page 173 of this thesis, "Once teachers mention it and

make it in a positive way, then kids willfeel it 's OKfor them to be this way"

(Interview, August 5, 2000, p. 13). For them, it is now a matter ofhow educators will

achieve this. The practical suggestions I mentioned in Chapter Two found in the

articles by Schwartz (1998b) and Morrison and Rodgers (1996, such as providing

dolls with multiracial characteristics, as well as Chiong's (1998) "A Checklist of

School Services for Multiracial Students" presented in Chapter Four are all good

places to start.

It strikes me as imperative that teacher education programs include some

workshops or classes on the multiracial experience. I see this as the next step

suggested by my research. How many teachers refer to a child's ethnic identity based

on physical appearance without first asking how he or she prefers to be identified
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(Schwartz, 1998a; Tizard & Phoenix, 1993; Wilson, 1987)? As Beth recommended

on page 179 (Interview, August 2, 2000, p. 14), when assigning projects on

multiculturalism, do most educators presently consider including an option to study

peoples ofmixed heritage (Schwartz, 1998a)? According to their mothers, the

multiracial children in this study thrived when given the opportunity to publicly

affirm all sides of their heritage in an informal Show and Tell (Gaby's older

daughter), in a school family tree project (Beth's daughters), and in a class

presentation (Elena's son). Perhaps such activities have an even greater positive

impact on such children than previously realized. Elena wonders on page 140 whether

the grown-up Tomas will be 80% Canadian and 20% Latin, or 100% Canadian plus

another percentage Latin (Interview, August 18, 2000, p. 5) and shows she is aware

that ethnic identity is not always static (Okun, 1996; Poston, 1990; Renn; 1998;

Roberts, 1978; Schwartz, 1998a; Tizard & Phoenix, 1993; Weisman, 1996). How

helpful it would be for some teachers to have the heightened sensitivity possessed by

Elena to the possibility of such changes in children's self-perception. Would it not be

beneficial for teachers to be given the chance to consider their personal reactions to

some of the literature reviewed in this thesis, for example Poston' s writings (1990) on

the successful identity formation of multiracial children, so that each educator may

reflect on the various pieces to determine which are most relevant to his or her

classroom? My answer to "Where do we go from here?" lies in teacher education

with the aim of a heightened awareness of the mixed heritage experience. I believe

that ifmore educators start to ask, "How can I include this concept in my teaching?"

the present dearth of educational resources on multiracial people (Chiong, 1998;
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Schwartz, 1998b) would change for the better, because supply would try to meet

demand. Some teachers would incorporate the mixed heritage experience into their

classrooms through class dialogue and/or by creating their own materials. Other

educators involved in curriculum design would begin to consider this topic as worthy

of their attention. I have not envisioned a far-fetched scenario of lofty ambitions.

Teachers have many limitations on their time, but as Beth says on page 179, "There 's

so many ways ofdoing this where it 's not burdening the teachers " (Interview, August

2, 2000, p. 14).

Caroline predicts on page 149 that the next generation of multiracial people

will form an organized and supportive community (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 14).

In the U.S., such a community has already begun to organize itself with the formation

of such groups as I-Pride (Interracial Intercultural Pride, Inc.), AMEA (Association of

Multiethnic Americans), MASC (Multiracial Americans of Southern California),

Project RACE (Reclassify All Children Equally); (Root, 1992, 1996). I am not aware

of similar associations in Canada. The invisibility of multiracial children in the school

system (Chiong, 1998) which was described by Caroline on page 141, "I'vejust been

told we don 't exist" (Interview, August 3, 2000, p. 11) is among the issues that such

associations seek to illuminate. Since not all multiracial children identify themselves

as mixed, such groups do not represent the wide spectrum of viewpoints on the mixed

heritage experience. However, I agree with their aim of elucidating the concerns of

multiethnic peoples, and my study of mothers contributes information towards this

shared goal.
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Margaret's voice is often found throughout this document, and while she and I

differ in our perspectives regarding the nonrelevance of the mixed heritage

experience, she raised good points that need to be addressed, such as her criticism of

the emphasis on race as a defining characteristic of an individual. "It is so physical, in

the body...maybe we 're making a mountain out ofa molehill. For me, mixed children

are not that differentfrom others, " she states on page 117 (Interview, August 10,

2000, p. 10). Margaret points out that society remains driven by outward appearances.

In my analysis in Chapter Two, I explored the bonds of the multiracial Body Physical

by intertwining women's words with some of the literature (Bradshaw, 1992;

Butcher, 1996; Marin, 1996; Morales, 1996;Nakashima, 1992; Niemann, 1996).

Children of every racial and cultural group are beautifiu-I write that sincerely. But

multiracial individuals experience the concept of physical attractiveness in unique and

complex ways-images of ethnic identity, robust health, and sexual allure are jumbled

together in the eyes ofthe beholder (Bradshaw, 1992; Nakashima, 1992). Beth,

Margaret, Caroline, and I recounted lived experiences of this stereotype. Interestingly,

while narrating personal accounts of the emphasis on multiracial beauty, we also

experienced that surge of maternal pride which has been felt by many mothers of all

backgrounds-monocultural, multiracial, or otherwise-whenever her child receives a

compliment.

On page 163, 1 quote Margaret: "Parents, and extendedfamily, and religion-

church, ifthey go, or a mosque. It 's not reallyfor teachers " (Interview, July 31,

2000, p. 24). I disagree-an awareness of the mixed heritage experience is for

teachers, too. Margaret serves as a reminder to me that mothers of children ofmixed
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heritage are a diverse group, even ifthey share, as do she and I, similar demographics

with respect to social class standing, age range, and educational background. I

recommend above that educators be given the chance to learn more about the mixed

heritage experience through increased teacher education opportunities. Yet

Margaret's stance reveals that some mothers of children ofmixed heritage may

oppose my recommendations, preferring a classroom in which the teacher does not

consider the mixed heritage experience, leaving it as is, up to the parents and

extended family. Margaret loves learning about other countries and brings in books

from a wide multicultural readership for her ESL secondary students. However, since

teachers need to spend their energy on the curriculum of traditional knowledge,

formal curriculum subjects like math must be given precedence, she explains on page

175 (Interview, July 31, 2000, p. 25), over any discussions of multiracial individuals.

I reiterate that this study cannot be extrapolated to all mothers of children ofmixed

heritage; I delineated this boundary from the very beginning ofmy research.

However, now that I have restated this proviso, I feel free to surmise that there are

probably numerous mothers who, like Margaret, prefer cultural socialization to take

place in the home (Hirsch, 1998). This leaves my conclusion in a temporary state of

semi-quandary. I call for increased awareness of the mixed heritage experience; she

espouses little attention be given to it. I resolve this dilemma by expanding my earlier

recommendations. Teacher education programs on the mixed heritage experience

should also include dialogue on ways of balancing the sometimes conflicting views of

multiracial families. How can educators walk the tightrope between parents and

children who wish to affirm their mixed heritage connection in the classroom and
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those who wish not to? Of course, it will take much time to determine methodologies

of doing so, but if discussed in a reflective atmosphere promoting teacher learning,

even simply asking this question is a step in the right direction.

I wrote in Chapter Three of the tension I experienced framing Margaret's

words. I entered this research viewing myself as an insider to the experience of

mothering multiracial children (Reinharz, 1992). But later I asked myself ifmy

insider's perspective was clouding my vision, effectively blocking my sight so that I

could not accomplish the goal that I share with DeVault (1999) "to learn from other

people." I felt surprise when Margaret told me ofher views on the exclusion of the

mixed heritage experience in the curriculum but listened very attentively. She is a

delightful person to spend time with and our interviews had many of the makings of

Oakley's (1981) sympathetic and engaged interactions between women united in

sisterhood. Yet later, I sometimes felt inward stress when re-presenting her stance in

this thesis because she and I are ideologically opposed on this issue. Her words, of

course, are her own, but it was my challenge to compose sentences before and after

them-to frame them. I found refuge in two feminist scholars' arguments; I

differentiated between my experience and the experience of other women by creating

space for other voices-yet without silencing my own (Fine, 1984 cited in Reinharz,

1992; Leary, 1997 cited in Reinharz, 1992).

Revisiting my focus group endeavour brings me to other problems of method.

I prepared by reading how other researchers had conducted their sessions and saw

myself as the facilitator of a feminist focus group (Folch-Lyon & Frost, 1981 cited in

Vaughn et al., 1997; Krueger, 1994; Minister, 1991; Morgan, 1997; Vaughn et al.,
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1996; Wilkinson, 1999). However, women have many obligations, and the working

mothers in my study lead busy lives. When the focus group did not materialize as

planned, I searched through more literature on focus groups and found that there is

little mention ofthe difficulties of getting participants to attend. In the few instances

that participant nonattendance is presented as a possibility, researchers combine it

with their recommendations regarding monetary payment, honorariums, incentives, or

rewards (Einsiedal et al., 1996; Krueger, 1994; Morgan, 1997; Vaughn et al., 1996).

Keeping a journal, reflecting on my motherline (Lowinsky, 1992), and

researching my self-conceptual baggage (Kirby & McKenna, 1989) led to deeper

understandings of myself as a daughter, a mother, a woman, a wife, an educator, and

an academic researcher. True self-awareness is a lifelong process and for most people

is an elusive, unattainable goal. Nevertheless, this research contributed towards my

interpretations of self and to my assignments ofmeaning to some of the events in my

life. The intersection ofmy multiple perspectives informed my work in numerous

ways, especially since the mixed heritage experience is present in both my childhood

and in my motherhood. I structured my literature review of Chapter Two within a

triangular shape, giving occasion to some ponderings on the influence that my mother

has had on my upbringing. When contemplating her daughters' dual ethnicities, my

mother said on page 127, "their attitudes are good and that is probably the biggest

factor towards their being a bridge between the two cultures" (Interview, August 12,

2000, p. 8). My mother was the only person ofher immediate family in Monterrey,

Mexico to marry a non-Mexican, and this holds true even today. The adult children of

her brother, mi Tio Lauro, and the adult married children of her sister, mi Tia Myriam,
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all chose Mexican spouses. Thus, she was the first in our family to bridge the North

American/Mexican cultures within the intimacy of marriage and creating a family.

This story forms part ofAdela's grandchildren's motherline and also belongs to my

motherline. I carried much into this research. Examining my self-conceptual baggage

required that I take a critical look at my thinking on the subjects of

mothering/education/mixed ethnicity. By following Kirby and McKenna's (1989)

suggestions, my change over time was easier to observe. For example, noticeably

absent from my first interview with Jamie were contemplations about who would be

inclined to participate in the study. My second interview provided a forum in which

to express my fuzzy, inner voice (Kirby & McKenna, 1 989). Going on instinct, I

delved into possible explanations for some women to prefer nonparticipation. By

analyzing the two transcripts, I can see this growth in my perspective.

Much research on multiracial children prior to the 1 990s focused on sites of

pain and prejudice and "was scarce, highly speculative and nearly always negative"

(Chiong, 1998, p. 17). My study is situated among the "more recent research [which]

has been conducted by authors who are either racially mixed themselves or are

involved in interracial relationships and show a sense ofcommitment and sensitivity

to the research" (Chiong, p. 18). The women in my study talked of difficulties, but

also spoke often of the positives of the situation. I cannot dismiss the possibility that

participants and I are in denial of some of the disadvantages, but without a doubt, all

the mothers expressed a sense of deep pride in the mixed heritage of their children. In

the case of Caroline, she talked of instances where her multiracial status had been the

source of pain, but also presented it as a source ofmuch ofher inner strength.
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Recent research highlights the positive aspects of the multiracial experience,

such as a heightened sensitivity which allows such children to move between two or

more worlds (Nakashima, 1992; Schwartz, 1998a; Stephan, 1992; Williams, 1992). I

can think ofnumerous monocultural individuals who have excellent people skills, and

I imagine that there are also persons ofmixed heritage who possess very limited ones.

However, should a family wish to nurture the various heritages possessed by a child,

this early exposure to other cultures can be an enriching opportunity-a chance to

become accustomed to multiple ways of looking at the world. Margaret pointed out

that many children from monoracial families grow up to embrace other cultures, and

that many single-heritage parents teach their children to be open towards cultural

diversity. On this point, I agree with her. Notwithstanding, all of the mothers in this

study except Margaret reported that their children were particularly adept at moving

between one or more worlds, and they credited their children's mixed heritage

experience as helping them to refine this trait. Caroline similarly attributed her

multiracial experience as instrumental in her becoming tactful. She has learned how

to find strategies for dealing with people-even those individuals who are difficult to

get along with. A multiracial identity is not the only way for a child to become

accepting and tolerant of diverse ways, but within my group of participants, most-

including myself-felt that it significantly and greatly helped. It is also noteworthy that

all of the mothers reported that their children had an affinity towards studying the

French language. Placing value on learning French is often found among families of

upper and middle-class status (Wotherspoon, 1998), but this study suggests that such

a desire may also be related to other factors, such as having a mixed heritage.
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There is a popular notion that identity is problematic for multiracial children,

and many studies in the past focused on multiracial patients in mental health centers.

Identity confusion in children was thought to manifest itself in disruptive behaviours

in the classroom (Chiong, 1998; Poston, 1990; Schwartz, 1998a, 1998b; Wilson,

1987). My study, like the Tizard and Phoenix study (1993), may be surprising to

social workers because of the relative lack of identity problems. Some participants

and their children had not encountered any identity conflicts whatsoever. Other

participants reported some issues of identity complexities which had brought about

reexaminations of self. Participants cited geographical location; teacher and peer

affirmation of one's mixed heritage; and physical appearance as among the

contributing factors of a multiracial child's image of self. Traditionally, educators

anticipated that children ofmixed heritage experience self-identity dissonance in a

struggle to choose between two races. However, the women in this study viewed

identity as a non-issue or the location of some ethnic ambiguity. None felt that it was

the site of psychological disturbances.

For me, this study was a journey that confirmed my earlier belief in the

importance of teacher awareness of multiracial issues. I started out the research

thinking that it was helpful for children ofmixed heritage if educators learned more

about the mixed heritage experience. After interviewing these women, I feel even

more convinced of the advantages of educators becoming more familiar with the

concerns of multiracial people. While Margaret's stance is opposing to mine, her

inclusion was beneficial to the study. Among the numerous ways that she contributed

to this study, our pleasant interviews brought about my reflections on the experience
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of interviewer-participant disagreement when one is conducting feminist research. All

ofthe participants, including Margaret, were middle class and all were connected to

the immigrant experience. They were first generation immigrants, second generation

immigrants, and/or the spouses of immigrants. As remarked upon by other readers, I

wonder what differences and similarities I would find if I were to replicate this study

with upper-class women, working-class women, women living in poverty, and/or

homeless women. This research could inform such a study and represents a beginning

to such explorations.

Final Words (Or Not)

I reach the end ofmy thesis feeling that I should conclude with something

witty or profound. But instead I am drawn again to Robert Munsch's earlier

mentioned Something Good (1995), the final pages ofwhich possess a degree of

empowerment in their wonderful simplicity. Like the protagonists at the end of this

children's book, I have said all that I want to say for the moment on this topic and am

beginning to reap the rewards ofmy deeper understanding. To mention a few ofthese

rewards, I now see more clearly the role of physical appearances in the life ofa child

ofmixed heritage, and am more familiar with some ways in which teachers can

affirm a multiracial identity. In the illustrations ofMunsch's storybook, a little girl

with brown pigtails and a dark complexion is pictured with her various-hued

multiracial family, out in the community. The story follows a hilarious chain of

events including some wild and humorous arguments over Tyya's price value.

Through a spirited discussion, Tyya gains more visibility and others realize her
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immeasurable worth. Because of all the talking, everyone finally understands each

other a little better. Looking at my research from a childlike perspective, I similarly

hope its discussions will "help us to understand each other a little better." Therefore, I

follow in the footsteps ofMunsch's fictional multiracial characters who, before going

on to the next task at hand, gave themselves a short rest, " -and didn't say anything at

all. THE END" (Munsch, 1995, p. not numbered).
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Appendix A

Debriefing Letter

July 2000

Dear Participant,

Please read the attached documents. Remember to sign the two Informed

Consent Forms; one copy is to be returned to me and the other copy is for your

records.

Thank you so much for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Uuiii uWnnUAJ

Louise Gormley

Graduate Student

Faculty of Education

Brock University
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Appendix B

Information Letter

Title of Study: Mothers' Experiences in the Elementary School

Education of their Children ofMixed Heritage

Researcher: Louise Gormley, graduate student, Brock University

Supervising Professor: Dr. Susan Tilley, Faculty of Education, Brock

University

Dear Participant,

Thank you for your participation in this study. By taking part in two audio-

taped interviews, by reviewing your two interview transcripts, and by joining the

audio-taped focus group, you will provide me with data that I will use when writing

my thesis in partial fulfillment ofmy Master of Education degree requirements and in

any other papers related to my research. So I am very appreciative ofyour interest in

my study.

The main purpose of this study is to explore firstly: mothers' experiences in

the elementary school education of their children ofmixed heritage; and secondly,

mothers' perceptions of the experiences of their children ofmixed heritage in the

elementary school system.

With respect to the time required ofyour participation: Please schedule in two

audio-taped interviews of approximately two hours in length each. These two

interviews will take place on dates, times and locations which are the most convenient

for you. After each interview, I will return to you at a later, pre-arranged date with a

transcript of our interview to give you the opportunity to review, amend, or change it

ifyou wish - this will probably take approximately 30 minutes. You will also be

invited to a focus group (please schedule in another approximately two hours) which

will also be audio-taped. The date, time, and location of the focus group will be

determined after I have taken into consideration all ofthe participants' schedules.

By participating in this study, you will add your voice to a record of mothers'

experiences and you will contribute to the academic literature on the topic of the

elementary school education of children of mixed heritage (who are also sometimes

referred to as "biracial," "multiracial," "interracial," and "multicultural" students).

This research subject is considered a type of mothering and feminist scholarship

because it focuses on a particular group ofwomen whose stories are not often heard,

and whose insights are rarely recorded in any educational publications. A potential

benefit of participation in this study is that it gives you an opportunity to reflect upon

and discuss this subject, perhaps something many of us don't often have the chance to
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do in our busy lives. You will also meet new people and share stories and thoughts in

the focus group.

While I will only be interviewing you as the consenting participant, you are

free to decide who you want to be (or not be) present with you during the actual

interviews. Please choose whatever arrangement will be easiest for you. It is my hope

that the interviews will be similar to a relaxed and comfortable conversation. For

some participants, the best situation will be a two-person interview (with no one else

present so that the participant feels free to talk openly). However, if any participant

feels uncomfortable being alone with me in the interview, she is very welcome to

invite a person of her choosing to accompany her, although I will actually interview

only the participant herself. Those participants with small children should not feel

required to find alternative childcare or to hire a babysitter in order to take part in any

of the study activities, because as a mother myself, I will completely understand any

interruptions that may occur. I am sure we can make some type of arrangement for

the children to be not far from us, and happy and occupied in their play activities

while we talk.

I have enclosed the Interview Schedule to give you an idea of the type of

questions we will discuss. This Interview Schedule is only meant to trigger your

thoughts and reflections and you will not need to write down any ofyour answers to

the questions. It is to be used only as a starting point for discussion. Other questions

will emerge in the interview. You are not required to answer any questions ifyou

prefer not to, and you are welcome to address any issues which I may have failed to

include . Some sample questions are:

What thoughts and reflections come to mind when you hear the phrase "mothers'

experiences in the elementary school education of their children ofmixed heritage"?

Describe any interactions you may have had with teachers or school staff that you

think are connected to the fact that you are a mother of a child ofmixed heritage?

What stories has your child told you about his/her school experiences that are in some

way related to his/her mixed heritage?

There is no obligation to answer any question during the interviews or the

focus group ifyou consider it to be in any way invasive, offensive, or inappropriate.

Furthermore, participation in this study is voluntary and you are free to withdraw at

any time during the study for any reason without penalty .

I will be audio-taping the interviews which will be transcribed onto paper at

later dates and I will also be audio-taping the focus group. Throughout the study, I

will be keeping the audio-tapes, the interview transcripts, the field notes and any

other written documentation related to the study in a locked filing cabinet in my
home.
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All proper names and identifying details relating to the participants, their

children, schools, or families will be altered in the final thesis. All participants may

choose a pseudonym: instead of their real name appearing in my thesis, their "self-

chosen name" will be coded and connected to any data. Audio-tapes, interview

transcripts, and field notes prepared during the research will remain confidential

during the research process and only I will have access to your real name.

Five years after I have met all the conditions for my Masters of Education

degree requirements, I will personally destroy the audio-tapes and shred all transcripts

of the interviews and of the focus group.

There are no known nor anticipated risks, or potential for physical or

emotional harm from participation in this study.

There will be no monetary compensation for your participation in this study.

The Research Ethics Board ofBrock University has officially approved this

study.

Ifany participants should be interested, I will make available to them my final

thesis or any copies of it, upon request.

Once again, I thank you sincerely as I am very grateful to you for your

participation in this study.

Yours truly,

Lotted GwmiiM
Louise Gormley U
Graduate student

Faculty of Education

Brock University

Tel. (905) 820-5554

Fax. (905) 607-6934
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Appendix C

Informed Consent Form

Title of Study: Mothers' Experiences in the Elementary School

Education of their Children ofMixed Heritage

Researcher: Louise Gormley, graduate student, Brock University

Supervising Professor: Dr. Susan Tilley, Faculty of Education, Brock

University

Name of Participant:

Purpose: I understand that the purpose of this study in which I have agreed to

participate is to explore firstly, mothers' experiences in the elementary school

education of their children ofmixed heritage; and secondly, such mothers'

perceptions of their children's experiences in the elementary school system. I

understand that LOuise will be using the data from this research to write her thesis in

partial fulfillment of her Masters of Education degree and that she may use this data

to write other papers related to her research.

Study Procedures: Louise has informed me about the study. I have agreed to

participate in two interviews of approximately two hours each and I have agreed to

the audio-taping ofthese interviews. I am aware that I have the right to decide who
will be (or will not be) present during my interviews and that I may choose the date,

time and location of the interviews. At later, pre-arranged dates, I will review the two

transcripts ofmy interviews to make sure that they accurately represent my views. I

understand that I may direct Louise to amend or revise my transcripts, if necessary, so

that the two transcripts truly reflect the meanings I want to convey, and that this

reviewing ofmy transcripts may take me approximately 30 minutes each time. I have

agreed to take part in a focus group of approximately 2 hours which will also be

audio-taped.

Confidentiality/Anonymity: I understand that all personal data will be kept strictly

confidential and that all information related to my participation in this study will be

coded for the final thesis. I may choose a pseudonym if I wish, so that my name will

not be connected with any published data and only the researcher will have access to

my name. All proper names and identifying details relating to my children, schools,

or family will be altered in the final thesis. I understand that Louise will keep the

audio-tapes, the accompanying transcripts, the field notes, and any other written

documents relating to my participation in this study in a locked filing cabinet in her

home. Louise has informed me that five years after she has met all the conditions for

graduation from her Masters of Education degree, she will personally destroy the
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audio-tapes and will shred the transcripts ofmy interviews and the transcripts of the

focus group.

Contact: If I have any questions or concerns about my participation in this study, I

may contact Louise Gormley at (905) 820-5554 and/or Dr. Susan Tilley, Brock

University Faculty of Education Professor at (905) 688-5550, ext. 3144 and/or the

Director of the Office of Research Services at (905) 688-5550, ext 4315.

Consent: I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary and that I may
withdraw from the study at any time and for any reason without any negative

consequences. I understand that there is no obligation to answer any question or

participate in any aspect of this study if I consider it to be in any way invasive,

offensive, or inappropriate . There will be no payment for my participatioa

I have read and understood the above information. I reserve the right to ask questions

about the study at any time. By signing this Informed Consent Form, I am not

waiving any ofmy legal rights, but am indicating free consent to research

participation.

Participant Signature:

Date:

Should any participants be interested, copies of the final thesis or any chapters of it

will be made available upon request.

Thank you so much for your interest in this study.

Please take one copy of this form with you for your records.

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Brock Research Ethics Board.

(File #99-316. Gormlev)

***********

I have fully explained the procedures of this study to the above participant.

Researcher Date
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Appendix D

Interview Schedule

These questions are meant to trigger your reflections and thoughts, and are to

be used as a starting point for our discussion. You do not need to write down any of

your answers. Other questions will emerge in the interviews. Do not feel obligated in

our interviews to answer all the questions and should you wish to discuss something

that is not included in this Interview Schedule and yet relevant to your experiences,

please feel welcome to do so. You are not required to answer any question in our

interviews ifyou consider it to be in any way invasive, offensive, or inappropriate.

1

.

What thoughts and reflections come to mind when you hear the phrase

"mothers' experiences in the elementary school education of their children of

mixed heritage"?

2. Describe any interactions that you may have had with teachers or school staff

that you think are connected to the fact that you are a mother of a child of

mixed heritage.

3. Think of a time when your child's teachers or other school staff discussed

with you the role that your child's mixed identity plays in their school lives.

4. From your perspective, how do the teachers and school staff at your child's

school regard children ofmixed heritage?

5. In what ways is your child's mixed heritage a benefit and/or a disadvantage to

him/her at school?

6. In what ways, if any, has your child's mixed heritage had an impact on his/her

personal relationships with teachers and classmates?

7. What stories has your child told you about his/ her experiences at school that

are in some way related to his/her mixed heritage?

8. In your opinion, what impressions does your child have of his/her school life?

9. What aspects of your child's schooling would you prefer to change, and what

aspects ofyour child's schooling would you like to remain the same?

1 0. Are there any issues that need to be addressed or any other questions that I

should have asked but are not included in this list?
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Appendix E

Call for Volunteer Participants

Are you a mother whose child(ren) of mixed heritage are

presently attending elementary school?

This study will explore: firstly, mothers' experiences in the elementary school

education of their children ofmixed heritage and secondly, such mothers' perceptions

of their children's experiences in the elementary school system.

Volunteer participants will take part in two audio-taped interviews of

approximately two hours in length each, and will have the opportunity to review their

interview transcripts at later, pre-arranged dates in order to suggest any changes.

Interviews will take place at times, dates, and locations which are convenient for the

participants. Participants will also be invited to share their thoughts, reflections, and

experiences in an audio-taped focus group of approximately two hours in length.

There will be no payment for participation in this study, but participants will

have the opportunity to reflect upon the topic in the interviews, and will have a

chance to meet new people and share stories in the focus group.

I am a Brock University graduate student who is conducting this research for

my Master of Education thesis in partial fulfillment ofmy degree requirements and

for other papers related to my research. I thank you in advance for your interest in this

study. Please contact me for more details and for further information so that you can

decide ifyou would like to participate.

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Brock Research Ethics

Board. (File #99-316. Gormlev)

Yours sincerely,

Louise Gormley

Tel (905) 820-5554

Fax (905) 607-6934

lgormley@hotmail.com
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Appendix F

Letter of Appreciation

Title of Study: "Mothers' Experiences in the Elementary School Education of their

Children ofMixed Heritage"

Researcher: Louise Gormley, graduate student, Brock University

Dear Participant,

Thank you so very much for your participation in this study. By taking part in

two audio-taped interviews, by reading over your interview transcripts, and by joining

the audio-taped focus group, you have provided me with data which I will use when
writing my thesis in partial fulfillment ofmy Master of Education degree

requirements and when writing any other papers related to my research.

Your stories will contribute to the literature on the education of children of

mixed heritage. By concentrating on the experiences ofwomen who are in the unique

situation ofbeing mothers whose children ofmixed heritage are presently enrolled in

elementary school, this study will also add insights to the fields of mothering and

feminist scholarship because it will consider the experiences of a group ofwomen
whose thoughts and reflections are not often researched.

Your name will remain confidential and will not be connected with any

published data. The audio-tapes of your interviews, your interview transcripts, as well

as the audio-tapes of the focus group will remain confidential and will be kept in a

locked filing cabinet in my home throughout the study. Five years after I have

fulfilled the conditions ofmy graduate degree requirements, I will personally destroy

the audio-tapes and will shred the transcripts of the interviews and of the focus group.

Ifyou are interested, I will make available to you my final thesis or any

chapters of it. Kindly let me know of your interest.

Ifyou would like to contact me, please feel welcome to do so at Tel (905)

820-5554, Fax (905) 607-6934, or by e-mail:lgormley@hotmail.com.

I am very appreciative ofyour time, efforts, and co-operation in helping me
conduct this study. Thank you again.

Sincerely,

Louise Gormley (J

Graduate student

Brock University
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Participant Data Chart
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